
Naval Reserve Air Stations 

(c) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(*) = Cundidute forf2irther consideration 

MILITARY VALUE 
1 / 65.16 
2 / 64.36 
3 / 63.99 
4 / 61.37 
5 / 60.94 
6/51.14 

INSTALLATION 
NAF Washington, DC 
NAS Willow Grove, PA 
NAS New Orleans, LA 
NAS South Weymouth, MA (C) A 

NAS Fort Worth, TX 
NAS Atlanta, GA (*) 

DCN 90



Base Analysis 
Category: NAVAL RESERVE AIR STATIONS 

FOR CONSIDERATION: Study Naval Air Station Atlanta, GA FOR CLOSURE. 

CRITERIA NAS Atlanta, GA (*) I NAS South Weymouth, MA (C) 
I I 

MILITARY VALUE 

ISSUES 

50.14 1 6 o f 6  

FORCE STRUCTURE 

Atlanta was ranked last in military value due principally to how it was 
rated for demographics and for flight training airspace value. 

1 61.3714of6 
I 

Category has 20 % excess capacity 

NAS Atlanta was removed for consideration after the BSEC noted the 
concerns of Naval Reserve Force regarding the loss of 
"demographically-rich" Atlanta that would result fkom a closure of 
NAS Atlanta. 

I 

NAS Atlanta operates on the Dobbins ARB. 496 positions would be 
eliminated and 445 would be realigned if NAS Atlanta was closed. 

1 ENVIRONMENTAL No significant issues 

17.3 

27.4 

1 year 

12.7 

38011 89 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 

Two Reserve F-18 squadrons from NAS Cecil Field are scheduled to 
move to Atlanta as part of a 1995 Navy redirect recommendation. 
They were originally planned to move to MCAS Beaufort, S.C. 

47.2 

21.5 

1 year 

8.9 

34311 53 

41 1/21 

0.1% 10.1% 

PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MILICIV) 

1 ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC95lCUM) 

4 1 0125 

0.1 % 1 0.1% 



NAS Atlanta,GA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: None. 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE: Close NAS Atlanta, GA. 

-- 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE 

DOD revised COBRA 

6 o f 6  
No impact 

73.4 
21.7 

2004 

137.4 
I 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 

8.9 
23911 5 1 

PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MILICIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

559136 
0.1%10.1% 
No Impact 



ISSUES 
NAS Atlanta, GA 

ISSUE 

. It Does a joint-use facility reduce 

Does NAS Atlanta have enough 
capacity to absorb new units 
without incuring construction 
costs ? 

Will readiness be impaired 
because some training ranges are 
located more than 100 miles from 
the air station ? 

Can new units be 
demographically supported ? 

DoD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

Collocation with Dobbins AFB 
allows the Navy to reduce it's 
annual operations and 
maintenance costs. 

- 

NAS Atlanta can house the units 
that the Navy recommends 
sending there without incurring 
military construction costs. (The 
lowest cost option if NAS 
Atlanta is closed will cost about 
$60 miilion for construction ) 

90% of training can be conducted 
within a I00 mile radius of NAS 
Atlanta. 

Collocation with Dobbins AFB 
saves the taxpayer money. 

Recruiting demographics are 
good. Unit stafing in military 
value calculation not an accurate 
assesment of NAS Atlanta. 

NAS Atlanta's costs are lower 
than costs for a stand-alone base. 

This is virtually a no cost move. 
Furniture and telephones are 
already in place and ready for 
immediate use. 

When an overwater range is 
needed, F-18's can reach one 
within 40 minutes. 

The Navy's recommendation 
should be accomplishrd at little 
or no construction cost. 

Concur with DOD. 

Demoraphics are excellent. Military Value Matrix is a 
snapshot of units in transistion. 



P. 0. Box COBB, Marietta, Georgia 300674032, (404) 980-2000 
FAX (404) 980-9510 



Mr. Alexander S. Yellin 
Navy Team Leader 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Yellin: 

On behalf of the City of Marietta, Cobb County and the community interests we of the Cobb Chamber are 
pleased to represent, we welcome the opportunity to meet with you today and to begin the process of 
responding to your and the commission's inquiries concerning Naval Air Station Atlanta (NAS Atlanta). 

We acknowledge why the Commission felt that it should review Naval Air Station Atlanta based on Base 
Support Evaluation Committee (BSEC) data. Having noted this, we also believe that the closure of NAS 
Atlanta is not in the best interests of our nation's security, or those of the Department of the Navy, or Navy 
and Marine Corps Reserve forces. We feel the BSEC matrix might correctly reflect active Navy base 
structure, but does not correctly reflect the variables necessary to sustain a trained and ready Reserve force 
structure. Additionally, we believe the BSEC Data Call "snapshot" was requested and accomplished during 
a period and under circumstances that allowed some anomalies to enter the BSEC data and negatively affect 
further evaluations. 

As we begin to assemble data for our Regional Hearing in Atlanta on June 9, 1995 we believe that NAS 
Atlanta can be shown as the linchpin for Navy and Marine Corps Reserve activities, and that not utilizing its 
ready infrastructure, available capacity, joint-use savings and rich demographic pool would not be in the best 
interests of either national security considerations or the American taxpayer. We believe no other reserve 
facility offers the capacitylcost ratios available at NAS Atlanta, in that it can accept all of the 1993 BRAC 
redirects with no military construction expenditures. In fact, a preliminary analysis of scenarios prepared by 
the Navy notes that each scenario that examines the possible closure of NAS Atlanta would be costly in 
terms of military construction and reserve unit readiness. 

Our communities and membership both believe in and support the BRAC process. We know that you, and 
the BRAC, will make its decision based on what is best for our nation's security needs and the total Navy -- 
active and reserve force components. On this basis, we look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

  en Haskew 
President & CEO 

Enclosures 

P. 0. Box COBB, Marietta, Georgia 300674032, (404) 980-2000 
FAX (404) 980-9510 





An Extract of the GAO Analysis of DoD's 1 9 9 5  Process and 
Recommendations for Closure and Realignment ( G A o / ~ S 1 ~ ~ - 9 5 - 1 3 3 ,  

' w  April 1 9 9 5 )  

In accordance with Public Law, the General Accounting Office 
examined DoD's and the individual services' process and 
recommendations. As pertaining to the Navy, the GAO concluded.. 

"The Navy conducted a generally thorough and well- 
documented evaluation of its basing requirements in 
developing its 1995 recommendations. The Navy 
conducted its 1995 base closure review in essentially 
the same manner as it did in 1993. The Secretary of 
the Navy established a group of senior military 
officers and civilian executives, the Base Structure 
Evaluation Committee (BSEC), to conduct the process 
and another group, the Base Structure Analysis Team 
(BSAT) , to assist BSEC. 

The Navy made several improvements to its process for 
1995. One improvement was that BSAT staff consisted of 
officers with a greater variety of operational 
experience than the staff in previous rounds. For 
example, BSAT had an "industrial" team that included 
staff with substantial aircraft depot and shipyard 
practical experience. Its technical 
centers/laboratories team included the previous 
director of a major Navy test and evaluation center. 
Most of the 1993 staff had facilities and civil 
engineering backgrounds and relied on various 
functional commands for technical expertise. Although 
this same expertise was available and used in 1993, the 
Navy believes having staff with operational and 
technical experience on site generally enhanced the 
process. On the basis of our observations of the 
Navy's process as it was being conducted, we agree." 

Additionally, comments have been made alleging that the Navy 
decision to close NAS South Weymouth and utilize NAS Brunswick as 
a new joint active/reserve entity was made on the basis of input 
from one individual. As pertaining to periodic consultations, 
the GAO concluded . . .  

"An important part of the Navy's process, as in all 
prior BRAC rounds, was periodic consultation with the 
Navy's most senior military leaders, including the 
Commanders of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets and 
Marine Forces, Atlantic and Pacific. In responding to 
closure and realignment scenarios forwarded from BSEC, 
these officers were encouraged to suggest alternative 
receiving sites for consideration. BSEC also held 
periodic consultations with the Chief of Naval 
Operations, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and 
senior civilian officials in the Department of the 



"An important part of the Navy's process, as in all 
prior BRAC rounds, was periodic consultation with the 
Navy's most senior military leaders, including the 
Commanders of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets and 
Marine Forces, Atlantic and Pacific. In responding to 
closure and realignment scenarios forwarded from BSEC, 
these officers were encouraged to suggest alternative 
receiving sites for consideration. BSEC also held 
periodic consultations with the Chief of Naval 
Operations, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and 
senior civilian officials in the Department of the 
Navy. Policy imperatives that reflected current and 
future Navy priorities were presented to BSEC as 
guidance for use throughout the BRAC process. Such 
imperatives ensured that a capability deemed vital to 
the Navy would not be harmed by the process. For 
example, one policy imperative was that the Navy must 
be able to drydock large deck and complex Navy ships, 
refuel/defuel nuclear-powered ships, and dispose of 
nuclear ship reactor compartments. Such a concern was 
important for the Navy as a whole, as it was in 
previous BRAC rounds." 

We should also note that NAS South Weymouth was not 
recommended for closure vis-a-vis NAS Atlanta. Under any closure 
scenario, no NAS Atlanta assets would relocate to NAS South 
Weymouth were NAS Atlanta to close. In point of fact, additional 
military airlift would have to be utilized to airlift Navy and 
Marine Corps reserve personnel from the Atlanta metropolitan area 
to other chosen receiving sites. 





Air Station Capacity/Available Infrastructure 

NAS Atlanta formerly hosted four squadrons, two Navy and two 
Marine, providing full aircraft, training, and personnel support. 
Force reductions terminated two squadrons in FY 1994. POM 96 and 
BRAC 93 redirects sent three squadrons to NAS Atlanta. The two 
new Navy squadrons VFA 203 and VAW 77 will move directly into 
Hangar 5, formerly occupied by VA 205. VMFA 142 will move into 
the half of Hangar 1, formerly occupied by VMO 4. All hangars 
are in excellent condition, ready for immediate occupancy. Even 
the furniture and telephones are in place. All required weapons 
systems, training, and personnel support facilities are in place. 
It is anticipated that the new squadrons can move in and begin 
flight operations upon arrival with only minimal disruption to 
training or loss of readiness. This is virtually a no cost move 
in terms of facilities. 





DEMOGRAPHICS STUDY 

FOR 

NAS ATLANTA and NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

PILOTS, NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICERS, MAINTENANCE OFFICERS and 
ENLISTED AVIATION RATINGS 

Prepared by CNRF N3 1 1 
26 May 1995 

Data obtained from RTSS in May 1995 
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Rating1 
Designator 

1315 

1325 

1525 

6335 

6385 

AD 

AE 

AME 

AMN 

AMS 

A 0  

NAS South Weymouth 

AT 

NAS Atlanta 

5 6 42 
P - 

200 miles 
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62 

13 
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0 

63 

5 5 

10 

3 4 

48 

47 

100 miles 

84 

34 

5 
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3 1 

3 1 

6 

13 

2 1 

20 

150 miles 

137 

5 0 
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0 

36 

4 1 

7 

2 1 

30 

25 

200 miles 

222 

72 

13 

3 

4 

6 5 

69 

4 

19 

4 1 

4 5 

100miles 

187 

47 

10 

3 
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5 0 

5 4 

3 

14 

33 

27 

150 miles 

209 
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13 

3 

4 

6 1 

63 
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18 
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3 8 

14 

4 
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PR 
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Joint Training/Operations and Cost Factors 
, . 

.I NAS Atlanta aboard Dobbins Air Reserve Base is in essence a 
Joint Base sharing many facilities and services including runway, 
tower, crash/fire/rescue, and communications. Shared personnel 
support services include medical, dental, exchange, family 
service center, and morale, welfare, and recreation activities. 
The facilities provided by the Air Force save the Navy more than 
$5 million per yeas. These savings help make NAS Atlanta the 
least costly air station in the United States Navy - -  active and 
reserve force bases included. 

The Cost of services received from Dobbins is estimated to 
be as follows: 

Fire Department 
Control Tower 
Weather 
Runway Environment 

Maintenance. 
Communications 
Base Operations 

ESTIMATED 
OPERATING COST REMARKS 

567,680 Switchboard costs only 
404,610 

Operating costs are only those costs paid from the 
Operations & Maintenance Appropriation. There are no Capital 
Investment costs or indirect costs included. If NAS Atlanta 
should close, Dobbins ARB would not realize any noticeable 
savings; the functions provided would still be required to 
operate Dobbins ARB. Additionally, Dobbins would have to assume 
some increased costs for facilities and services provided by the 
Navy. 

In the final analysis, NAS South Weymouth supports two 
squadrons for approximately $16 million/year. NAS Atlanta will 
support five squadrons for less than approximately $9 
million/year. 



Ouestion 

BRAC ADD-CRITERIA FOR ATLANTA 

Answer Yes or No 

Does the potential add: - - reduce excess capacity ? 

- - result in maintaining force structure 
at the least cost while not adversely 

affecting military readiness ? 

- - support the total force concept of 
integrating regular and reserve 
forces ? 

- - allow maximum flexibility for 
the Navy's operational commanders ? 



NOTE TO: Doyle Reedy, BRAC Staff 
FROM : B i l l  Smith,  Gov. Weld's Office 
DATE : 6/15/95 
Re: F-18s at NAS South Weymouth 
__3__----_------_-_--------------------------------------- 

R e p .  S tudds  o f f i c e  t o l d  me t h a t  t h e  Congressman and M r .  Nemfakos 
had d i s c u s s e d  t h e  s c e n a r i o  of sending  F-18s t o  Weymouth. 
Nemfakos informed the Congressman that t h e  problem now i s  t h e  
Navy's " t e c h n i c a l  people"  have asserted t h a t  t h e  
F-18 i s  " too  fragile" t o  o p e r a t e  i n  t h e  weather a t  NAS South 
Weymouth. T h i s ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  i s  ridiculous. The  F-18 is the 
backbone of the Canadian Air Force's fighter fleet.  F i n l a n d  h a s  
j u s t  pu rchased  64 F-18s. (See a t t a c h e d  ar t ic les . )  The F-18 is  a 
f r o n t  l i n e  f i g h t e r  i n  Switzerland. Norway i s  c u r r e n t l y  
c o n s i d e r i n g  an F-18 buy. These c o u n t r i e s ,  where t h e  w e a t h e r  i s  
far  h a r s h e r  than Massachuse t t s ,  r e p o r t  50 weather related 
psoblams w i t h  the F-18. 

A d d i t i o n a l l y ,  i t  s h o u l d  be p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  the F-18's Genera l  
E l e c t r i c  e n g i n e s  a r e  manufactured i n  Lynn, Massachuse t t s  -- a 
s h o r t  d i s t a n c e  from NAS South Weymouth. So n o t  only do w e  have a 
rich pool o f  p i l o t s  t o  f l y  those j e t s ,  our pool of t a l e n t  t o  
m a i n t a i n  them would be unmatched anywhere i n  t h e  U . S .  And, 
shou ld  I repeat again, w e  have no encroachment problems,  no 
s h o r t a g e  of t r a i n i n g  areas, no narrow t ax iways ,  and t h e  F-18s 
would n o t  need  t o  fly hundreds of miles t o  reach the ocean ,  (I t  
is  my unde r s t and ing  that the Navy still considers t h e  A t l a n t i c  
Ocean an  i m p o r t a n t  area of t h e i r  o p e r a t i o n s . )  

I t  is becoming i n c r e a s i n g l y  clear t h a t  the Navy's bad c h o i c e s  are 
driving t h e i r  analysis rather t han  t h e  o t h e r  way around. 



DEPARTMENT O F  T H E  NAVY 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 

(INSTALLATIONS AND ENVIRONMENT) 

1 0 0 0  NAVY PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2 0 3 5 0 - 1 0 0 0  

MAY 2 6 1995 
The Honorable Sam Nunn 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 205 10 

Dear Senator Nunn: 

Thank you for your letter of May 19, 1995, to the Secretary of the Navy, concerning 
the Naval Air Station (NAS) Atlanta. I am responding for Secretary Dalton. 

The Department of the Navy's recommendations to close NAS South Weymouth while 
retaining NAS Brunswick and to retain NAS Atlanta represent our best judgment as to the 
infrastructure alignment most suitable to meet the future requirements of our operational 
forces, active and reserve. Those recommendations were developed following a careful, in- 
depth, and objective review of our infrastructure based on criteria the Secretary of Defense 
established and consistent with a smaller force structure. 

As you know, our process proceeded through several steps--measuring current 
capacity of the existing air stations to determine whether excess capacity existed, determining 
the military value of those air stations, and engaging in a configuration analysis to arrive at 
optimal solutions. I t  is important to remember that the military value scores of the respective 
air stations were an input to a decision process enabling military judgment to be applied to 
develop a coherent plan that would help meet the long term needs of the Navy and Marine 
Corps. 

Evaluation of reserve activities was particularly challenging because of the need to 
ensure responsiveness to demographic and recruiting needs. Our evaluation of demographics 
for the reserve air stations began with the Demographics Section of the Reserve Military 
Value Matrix. We used the aggregated uni t  participation figures for 1993 as a surrogate 
measure of demographics. Consequently, those activities that were in the process of standing 
up units in 1993 were not fully manned yet and did not score as well as they otherwise 
would have. Both NAS Atlanta and NAS Fort Worth were in this category. Nevertheless, 
we were able to determine that all resewe air stations had sufficient demographic resources 
to adequately man their reserve programs. 

The foundation for determining military value of activities was the military value 
criteria: readiness, facilities, mobilization capability, and cost and manpower implications 
(four of the eight selection criteria identitied by the Secretary of Defense). In evaluating 
reserve air stations, in addition to the demographics issues discussed above, the Department 
of the Navy put great emphasis on the activity's proximity to warning areas. NAS Atlanta's 
military value score was also lowest of the six reserve air stations because it  was more than 
100 miles from a warning area. 



In those stages of our process in which we identified and analyzed specific scenarios, 
the Department of the Navy had to look at recruiting demographcs and how each scenario 
impacted the entire Reserves' ability to man its aviation and ground units. Field activities 
were required to highlight any issues or deficiencies in recruiting demographics for each of 
the scenarios in the scenario data call responses. We also consulted with representatives fiom 
the Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Forces to ensure no demographic issues would prevent 
successful implementation of a scenario. At no time did we compare the demographics of the 
closing air station with the gaining air station. There was no relative measure of recruiting 
demographics, but rather, a yes/no assessment of whether or not the gaining air station could 
man the existing unit(s) and/or units being transferred to the gaining activity. The results of 
these analyses showed that both NAS Atlanta and NAS Brunswick had sufficient recruiting 
demographics. 

While the Department of the Navy looked at closing NAS Atlanta, its demographics, 
location and existing capabilities resulted in a decision retain it. In fact, no reserve air station 
was recommended for closure on the basis of the analyses of that sub-category (i.e. reserve air 
stations). As you point out. one of NAS Atlanta's strong points is its collocation with 
Dobbins AFB. This joint relationship allows all reserve activities to reduce costs and develop 
mutually beneficial relations. Cost reductions fostered by the joint synergies made NAS 
Atlanta the least expensive Navy reserve air station to operate. 

An integral part of the Department's BRAC-95 process required interaction between 
the Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) which developed recommendations for the 
Secretary and the senior leadership of the Department of the Navy, the Navy and Marine 
Corps. The senior leadership included operational commanders who advised the BSEC on the 
impacts of its proffered course on the Navy's accomplishment of its mission. The 
Department's analysis showed that with scheduled force structure reductions, NAS Brunswick 
which would be operating at one half its capacity by fiscal year 2001 was not required to 
satisfy active force requirements. The senior military operational leadership advised that the 
most capable air station north of Norfolk should be retained. 

The Department was also faced with reducing excess capacity at operating air stations. 
The same measurements were used for operating air stations and reserve air stations. The 
only reason that they were evaluated separately was that reserve air stations, by their nature, 
are more limited in their capabilities. If the two were considered together, the reserve air 
stations would be likely to be identified for closure despite the impact on recruiting and 
demographics. The Department of the Navy appropriately took a comparative look at NAS 
Brunswick and NAS South Weymouth across sub-category lines. NAS Brunswick has longer 
runways, better facilities, and less constrained airspace than NAS South Weymouth. Area 
demographics were also a consideration. In fact, an analysis was specifically conducted to 
ensure that there was demographic support for purposes of force recruiting in the areas to 
which reserve aviation units would be relocated. Closure of NAS South Weymouth and 
consolidation at NAS Brunswick will also allow the reserve and active forces to train and 
work together thereby providing a tremendous operational advantages for the Total Force. 



The Department of the Navy maintained the overall average military value of each 
category being examined. This same approach was used at the sub-category level (e.g. 
reserve air stations); however, this measure was not directly applicable in comparing an 
operating air station and a reserve air station. 

In summary, the Department of the Navy did not choose between NAS Atlanta and 
NAS South Weymouth. Its analysis of that sub-category would have retained both. The 
Department decided to retain and fully utilize a more capable operating air station, NAS 
Brunswick, by closing NAS South Weyrnouth and locating its assets at NAS Brunswick. 

I trust this information addresses your concerns. As always, if I can be of any further 
assistance, please let me know. 

A similar response has been sent to each of your colleagues who also expressed their 
interest in the future of these activities. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT B. PIRIE, JR. ' 



DEPARTMENT OF THE N A V Y  
OFFICE OF T H E  S E C R E T A R Y  

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

LT-074 1 -F 15 
B S ATIOEN 
9 May 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

This is in response to your letter of May 1, 1995, forwarding correspondence from 
Senator Lauch Faircloth concerning the 1995 Department of Defense recommendation to relocate 
FIA- 18 squadrons at Naval Air Station Cecil Field (reference number 950425- 10R1). 

As you requested, a copy of our response to Senator Faircloth is provided. If I can be of 
any further assistance, please let me know. 

Sincerely, , 

Attachment 
Base Structure Evaluation ornmittee P 



DEPARTMENT OF THE N A V Y  
OFFICE OF THE S E C R E T A R Y  

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

LT-0741 -F15 
BSATIDOR 
9 May 1995 

The Honorable Lauch Faircloth 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 205 10 

Dear Senator Faircloth: 

This is in response to your letter of April 21, 1995, to the Chairman of the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, which he has forwarded to me, requesting assistance in 
obtaining the remaining information regarding the relocation of the MA-18 squadrons moving 
from Naval Air Station (NAS), Cecil Field. 

Since the 1993 round there have been significant reductions in naval aviation forces. For 
instance, we have retired the A-6 attack aircraft series, reduced the maritime patrol aircraft 
inventory by about one-third and have eliminated approximately fifty percent of the Navy's F-14 
inventory. Additionally, the number of FIA-18 squadrons that will require relocation from NAS 
Cecil Field will be reduced from thirteen to eleven. 

Our analysis found that these reductions provided us with excess capacity at both NAS 
Oceana and NAS Jacksonville, Florida, allowing us to propose redirecting the FIA-18s to NAS 
Oceana. The S-3s scheduled to move to NAS Oceana would go to Jacksonville instead. To take 
advantage of the robust demographics of the Atlanta area, two reserve squadrons would be 
redirected from MCAS Beaufort, South Carolina, to NAS Atlanta, Georgia, an action that would 
provide additional space at MCAS Beaufort in which to move two active Navy FIA-18 squadrons. 
In addition to saving about $290 million in new construction at MCAS Cherry Point, our 
recommendations will result in the establishment of a Naval Aviation Anti-Submarine Warfare 
Center of Excellence in the Jacksonville area. 

As you may be aware, we only used certified data in our analysis which in this instance 
was provided by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps and Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet. 
Using this data, the same military construction standards (P-80) were applied to both MCAS 
Cheny Point and NAS Oceana. The standards utilized and the analysis conducted were reviewed 
by the Naval Audit Service with no discrepancies noted. Enclosures A and B reflect the 
comparison of the certified data that we had available and used with regard to our basing decision. 
Enclosure C is a brief overview of the P-80 standards that apply. 

As always, if I can be of any further assistance, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Attachments 

Vice ~ h a - a n ,  
Base Structure Evaluation k ommittee 



1. One Type II hangar module equals two Type I hanger modules. 

2. Two type II module requirement at Cherry Point, for two C-130 squadrons.* 

3. Eleven Type 1 module requirement at Cherry Point of thirteen available. (Does not 
include a deployment factor). 

4. BRAC - 93 MILCON: Builds twelve new hangar modules, upgrades two modules 
(HGR - 131) and demolishes two modules (HGR - 130). FY 2001 total: 25 modules.** 

ENCLOSURE A 



1. One Type I1 hangar module equals two Type I hanger modules. 

2. Zero Type II modules requirement at Oceana. 

3. Twelve Type I module equivalent requirement at Oceana of twenty three available. (Does 
not include a deployment factor). 

11 OCEANA 11 
- -- 

Hangar ID# / Type Current Usage 
# Modules T Projected Usage 

#Mpdules: 
BRAC 95 

11 111 / I 4 (A-6 sqdns) 4 
I II 11 122 I n 4 (A-6 sqdns) 4 

137 / I  1 (Fleet training) 1 

200 I n 4 4 

Modules Available 23 23 

ENCLOSUREB 

2 

3 

223 / I 

404 / I 

-- 

2 (Fleet training) 

3 



TABLE: 211-05 
Xodulr: %agar Dimensional S t a t i s t i c s  f o r  Planning Purposes 

I Sangar Spaces  we I Type 11 
- .  I 

I (OH) Fangat - %=. Code 211  0 5  
Gross Area ( Sq. F t  . ) 
Qear  ?high= ( F t .  ) 
Usable Dept ( I t . ) *  
;sable Wid:k (?t.)*** 

3 Modules ----- . - .  -- - 536 .-- 680 
3-11 2 Yodules 7 9 5  
6 ?!oodules T18 - - . .  - -.- - . 

91G 

I (01)  Crcv and Squi?menr - Car. Code 211 06 
Y 

- .-a C r o s s  Ares  'Cr 7:- -, - -,w - 

I Clear height  (?t. ) ' 10 

-. - , d i Z  211-95 (Soa:itued) 

Hodular a n g a r  D i s e n s i o n a l  S t a t i s t i c s  f o r  Planning Purposes 

# 

tiangar Spaces Type I Type I? 

I (02) M d z i s : r a : i v e  - 5:. Code 211 0 7  
Gross Area ( Sc. Fc . ) 

I Clear S i g h :  ( I t .  ) 8 

( ldezzanine - Cat. Code 211 06 

I Gross area (Sq .  F t  .) 1 , 5 3 6  , NONE 

*Computed upon the requi rement  f o r  a 10-foot f i r e  l a n e  a long  t h e  rear vall  
of t h e  hangar and a 5-foot work c l e a r a z c e  Setyeen a i r c r a f t  and doors .  
** For a i r c r a f t  ozher  t han  t h e  ?-3, f o r  which t h e  Type XI hangar was bas i -  
c a l l y  designed. ?fay a l s o  be  used f o r  o t h e r  l o w e r  a i r c r a f t  by modifying 
doors f o r  " t a i l c u t o u t "  c l o s u r e .  
*** Computed u?on rhe requi rement  f o r  one  10-foot wide f i r e  l a n e  from :he - .  f r o n t  t n  t h e  :I ::c h~r;;: at: 5 Leec from a l r c r a r t  t o  o u t e r  valls. 
Also assumes a i r c r a f t  w i l l  be  parked p a r a l l e l  to each other a n d  to the 
s i d e  w a l l s  of  :Se hangar t o  minimize evacuat ion  time i n  c a s e  of f i r e .  

ENCLOSURE C 



D E P A R T M E N T  OF T H E  N A V Y  
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 

(INSTALLATIONS AND ENVIRONMENT) 

1000 NAVY PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

MAY 2 6 1995 
The Honorable Paul Coverdell 
United States Senate 
Washington. D.C. 205 10 

Dear Senator Coverdell: 

Thank you for your letter of May 19, 1995, to the Secretary of the Navy, concerning 
the Naval Air Station (NAS) Atlanta. I am responding for Secretary Dalton. 

The Department of the Navy's recommendations to close NAS South Weymouth while 
retaining NAS Brunswick and to retain NAS Atlanta represent our best judgment as to the 
infrastructure alignment most suitable to meet the future requirements of our operational 
forces, active and reserve. Those recommendations were developed following a careful, in- 
depth, and objective review of our infrastructure based on criteria the Secretary of Defense 
established and consistent with a smaller force structure. 

As you know, our process proceeded through several steps--measuring current 
capacity of the existing air stations to determine whether excess capacity existed, determining 
the military value of those air stations. and engaging in a contiguration analysis to arrive at 
optimal solutions. It is important to remember that the military value scores of the respective 
air stations were an input to a decision process enabling military judgment to be applied to 
develop a coherent plan that would help meet the long term needs of the Navy and Marine 
Corps. 

Evaluation of reserve activities was particularly challenging because of the need to 
ensure responsiveness to demographic and recruiting needs. Our evaluation of demographics 
for the reserve air stations began with the Demographics Section of the Resenre Military 
Value Matrix. We used the aggregated uni t  participation tigures for 1993 as a surrogate 
measure of demographics. Consequently, those activities that were in the process of standing 
up units in 1993 were not fillly manned yet and did not score as well as they otherwise 
would have. Both NAS Atlanta and NAS Fort Worth were in this category. Nevertheless, 
we were able to determine that all reserve air stations had sufficient demographic resources 
to adequately man their reserve programs. 

The foundation for determining military value of activities was the military value 
criteria: readiness, facilities, ~nobilization capability, and cost and manpower implications 
(four of the eight selection criteria identified by the Secretary of Defense). In evaluating 
reserve air stations, in  addition to the demographics issues discussed above, the Department 
of the Navy put great emphasis on the activity's proximity to warning areas. NAS Atlanta's 
military value score was also lowest of the six reserve air stations because it was more than 
100 miles from a warning area. 



In those stages of our process in which we identified and analyzed specific scenarios, 
the Department of the Navy had to look at recruiting demographics and how each scenario 
impacted the entire Reserves' ability to man its aviation and ground units. Field activities 
were required to highlight any issues or deficiencies in recruiting demographics for each of 
the scenarios in the scenario data call responses. We also consulted with representatives from 
the Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Forces to ensure no demographic issues would prevent 
successful implementation of a scenario. At no time did we compare the demographics of the 
closing air station with the gaining air station. There was no relative measure of recruiting 
demographics, but rather, a yeslno assessment of whether or not the gaining air station could 
man the existing unit(s) and/or units being transferred to the gaining activity. The results of 
these analyses showed that both NAS Atlanta and NAS Brunswick had sufficient recruiting 
demogap hics. 

While the Department of the Navy looked at closing NAS Atlanta, its demographics, 
location and existing capabilities resulted in a decision retain it. In fact, no reserve air station 
was recommended for closure on the basis of the analyses of that sub-category (i.e. reserve air 
stations). As you point out. one of NAS Atlanta's strong points is its collocation with 
Dobbins AFB. This joint relationship allows all reserve activities to reduce costs and develop 
mutually beneficial relations. Cost reductions fostered by the joint synergies made NAS 
Atlanta the least expensive Navy reserve air station to operate. 

An integral part of the Department's BRAC-95 process required interaction between 
the Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) which developed recommendations for the 
Secretary and the senior leadership of the Department of the Navy, the Navy and Marine 
Corps. The senior leadership included operational commanders who advised the BSEC on the 
impacts of its proffered course on the Navy's accomplishment of its mission. The 
Department's analysis showed that with scheduled force structure reductions, NAS Brunswick 
which kvould be operating at one half its capacity by fiscal year 2001 was not required to 
satisfy active force requirements. The senior military operational leadership advised that the 
most capable air station north of Norfolk should be retained. 

The Department was also faced with reducing excess capacity at operating air stations. 
The same measurements were used for operating air stations and reserve air stations. The 
only reason that they were evaluated separately was that reserve air stations, by their nature, 
are more limited in their capabilities. If the two were considered together, the reserve air 
stations would be likely to be identified for closure despite the impact on recruiting and 
demographics. The Department of the Navy appropriately took a comparative look at NAS 
Brunswick and NAS South Weymouth across sub-category lines. NAS Brunswick has longer 
runways, better facilities. and less constrained airspace than NAS South Weymouth. Area 
demographics were also a consideration. In fact, an analysis was specifically conducted to 
ensure that there was demographic support for purposes of force recruiting in the areas to 
which reserve aviation units would be relocated. Closure of NAS South Weymouth and 
consolidation at NAS Brunswick will aIso allow the reserve and active forces to train and 
work together thereby providing a tremendous operational advantages for the Total Force. 



The Department of the Navy maintained the overall average military value of each 
category being examined. This same approach was used at the sub-category level (e.g. 
reserve air stations); however, this measure was not directly applicable in comparing an 
operating air station and a reserve air station. 

In summary, the Department of the Navy did not choose between NAS Atlanta and 
NAS South Weymouth. Its analysis of that sub-category would have retained both. The 
Department decided to retain and fully utilize a more capable operating air station, NAS 
Brunswick, by closing NAS South Weymouth and locating its assets at NAS Brunswick. 

I trust this information addresses your concerns. As always, if I can be of any further 
assistance, please let me know. 

A similar response has been sent to each of your colleagues who also expressed their 
interest in the future of these activities. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT B. PIRIE, JR. 



D E P A R T M E N T  OF T H E  N A V Y  
T H E  A S S I S T A N T  S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  N A V Y  

( INSTALLATIONS A N D  ENVIRONMENT)  

1 0 0 0  N A V Y  P E N T A G O N  

W A S H I N G T O N .  D.C. 2 0 3 S O . I O 0 0  

MAY 2 6 (995 

The Honorable Bob Ban 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Ban: 

Thank you for your letter of May 19, 1995, to the Secretary of the Navy, concerning the 
Naval Air Station (NAS) Atlanta. 1 am responding for Secretary Dalton. 

The Department of the Navy's recommendations to close NAS South Weymouth while 
retaining NAS Brunswick and to retain NAS Atlanta represent our best judgment as to the 
infrastructure alignment most suitable to meet the future requirements of our operational 
forces, active and reserve. Those recom~nendations were developed following a careful, in- 
depth, and objective review of our infrastructure based on criteria the Secretary of Defense 
established and consistent with a smaller force structure. 

As you know, our process proceeded through several steps--measuring current 
capacity of the existing air stations to determine whether excess capacity existed, determining 
the military value of those air stations, and engaging in a configuration analysis to arrive at 
optimal solutions. I t  is important to re~netnber that the military value scores of the respective 
air stations were an input to a decision process enabling ~nilitary judgment to be applied to 
develop a coherent plan that would help meet the long term needs of the Navy and Marine 
Corps. 

Evaluation of reserve activities was particularly challenging because of the need to 
cnsure responsiveness to demographic and recruiting needs. Our evaluation of demographics 
for the reserve air stations began with the  Demographics Section of the Reserve Military 
Value Matrix. We used rlie aggregated un i t  participation figures for 1993 as a surrogate 
measure of demographics. Consequently, those activities that were in the process of standing 
up units in 1993 were not fully inanned yet and did not score as well as they otherwise 
would have. Both NAS Atlanta and NAS Fort Worth were in this category. Nevertheless, 
we were able to determine that all reserve air stations had si~fticient demographic resources 
to adequately man their reserve programs. 

The foundation for determining military value of activities was the military value 
criteria: readiness, facilities, mobilization capability, and cost and manpower implications 
(four of the eight selection criteria identified by the Secretary of Defense). In evaluating 
reserve air stations, in addition to the de~nographics issues discussed above, the Department 
of the Navy put great emphasis on the activity's proximity to warning areas. NAS Atlanta's 
military value score was also lowest of the six reserve air stations because it was more than 
100 miles from a warning area. 



In those stages of our process in which we identified and analyzed specific scenarios, 
the Department of the Navy had to look at recruiting demographics and how each scenario 
impacted the entire Reserves' ability to man its aviation and ground units. Field activities 
were required to highlight any issues or deficiencies in recruiting demographics for each of 
the scenarios in the scenario data call responses. We also consulted with representatives from 
the Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Forces to ensure no demographic issues would prevent 
successful implementation of a scenario. At no time did we compare the demographics of the 
closing air station with the gaining air station. There was no relative measure of recruiting 
demographics, but rather, a yeslno assessment of whether or not the gaining air station could 
man the existing unit(s) and/or units being transferred to the gaining activity. The results of 
these analyses showed that both NAS Atlanta and NAS Brunswick had sufficient recruiting 
demographics. 

While the Department of the Navy looked at closing NAS Atlanta, its demographics, 
location and existing capabilities resulted in a decision retain it. In fact, no reserve air station 
was recommended for closure on the basis of the analyses of that sub-category (i.e. reserve air 
stations). As you point out, one of NAS Atlanta's strong points is its collocation with 
Dobbins AFB. This joint relationship allows all reserve activities to reduce costs and develop 
mutually beneficial relations. Cost reductions fostered by the joint synergies made NAS 
Atlanta the least expensive Navy reserve air station to operate. 

An integral part of the Department's BRAC-95 process required interaction between 
the Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) which developed recommendations for the 
Secretary and the senior leadership of the Department of the Navy, the Navy and Marine 
Corps. The senior leadership included operational commanders who advised the BSEC on the 
impacts of its proffered course on the Navy's accomplishment of its mission. The 
Department's analysis showed that with scheduled force structure reductions, NAS Brunswick 
which would be operating at one half its capacity by fiscal year 2001 was not required to 
satisfy active force requirements. The senior military operational leadership advised that the 
most capable air station north of Norfolk should be retained. 

The Department was also faced with reducing excess capacity at operating air stations. 
The same measurements were used for operating air stations and reserve air stations. The 
only reason that they were evaluated separately was that reserve air stations, by their nature, 
are more limited in their capabilities. If the two were considered together, the reserve air 
stations would be likely to be identified for closure despite the impact on recruiting and 
demographics. The Department of the Navy appropriately took a comparative look at NAS 
Brunswick and NAS South Weymouth across sub-category lines. NAS Brunswick has longer 
runways, better facilities, and less constrained airspace than NAS South Weymouth. Area 
demographics were also a consideration. In fact, an analysis was specifically conducted to 
ensure that there was demographic support for purposes of force recruiting in the areas to 
which reserve aviation units would be relocated. Closure of NAS South Weymouth and 
consolidation at NAS Brunswick will also allow the reserve and active forces to train and 
work together thereby providing a tremendous operational advantages for the Total Force. 



The Department of the Navy maintained the overall average military value of each 
category being examined. This same approach was used at the sub-category level (e.g. 
reserve air stations); however, this measure was not directly applicable in comparing an 
operating air station and a reserve air station. 

In summary, the Department of the Navy did not choose between NAS Atlanta and 
NAS South Weymouth. Its analysis of that sub-category would have retained both. The 
Department decided to retain and fully utilize a more capable operating air station, NAS 
Brunswick, by closing NAS South Weymouth and locating its assets at NAS Brunswick. 

I trust this information addresses your concerns. As always, if I can be of any further 
assistance, please let me know. 

A similar response has been sent to each of your colleagues who also expressed their 
interest in the future of these activities. 

Sincerely, - 
ROBERT B. PIRIE, JR. 



THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON, CHAIRMAN 

June 6, 1995 
COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 
REBECCA COX 
GEN J. B. DAVIS, USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KLlNG 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA, USN (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLES, JR., USA (RET) 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

Captain Early Frazier, USN 
Commanding Officer 
NAS Atlanta 
1000 Halsey Avenue 
Marrietta, GA 30060 - 5099 
Dear Captain Frazier: 

Commissioner Cornella and I want to thank you for all of your assistance during our recent 
visit to Naval Air Station (NAS), Atlanta. The briefings and discussions with you and your staff 
provided us with a great deal of valuable information about the capabilities of NAS, Atlanta. 
This information will be very helphl to the Commission as we carry out our review of potential 
base closures. 

Please extend our appreciation to your staff for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

S. Lee Kling 
Commissioner 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save NAS South Weymouth 

DATE: June 6,1995 

SUB JECTT: Scenario for COBRA Analysis 

During the recent visit of Commissioners Kling and Davis to NAS South Weymouth, 
members of this Committee expressed their disappointment with the three recent 
COBRA scenarios produced following the addition of NAS Atlanta to the potential 
closure list. The disappointment resulted from the fact that NAS South Weymouth was 
not considered in any of the three scenarios as a receiving site for Atlanta's aircraft. At 
this time, the Committee would like to propose the following scenario for BRAC 
consideration: 

Lead Major Clai,n~ant - RESFOR 

Close NAS Atlanta 
? 

Relocate C-9 squadron (VR-46) and E-2 squadron (VAW-77) to Dobbins ARB. 
Alternatively, the E-2 squadron could be relocated to NAS Jacksonville. 

Relocate H-1 squadron (HMLA-773) to NAS South Weymouth. 

Change proposed BRAC-95 redirect so as to locate two reserve F/A-18 squadrons 
(VFA-203 and VMFA-142) at NAS South Weymouth rather than at NAS Atlanta. 

Relocate VP-92 from NAS South Weymouth to hTAS Brunswick. 

a NAS South Weymouth remains open with current C-130 scluadron (VR-62) 
remaining there, to be joined by the three squadror~s (HMLA-773, VFA-203, and 
VMFA-142) relocated/ redirected from Atlanta. 

The scenario proposed above offers numerous advantages: 

Substantial cost savings can be achieved by closing NAS Atlanta, the reserve base 
with the lowest military value, by far. 

The NavaI Reserve presence can Le maintained i n  the Atlanta area by relocating up 
to two of Atlanta's aviation squadrons (VR-46 and VAW-77) across to the other side 
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of the airfield at Dobbins ARB. (It is assumed that (he Naval Air Reserve Center wjH 
also relocate to Dobbins.) 

Keeping VR-46 and its C-9s at Dobbins will allow other Atlanta-area Naval and 
Marine Air Reservists to be airlifted to other drilling units located at such bases as 
NAS South Weymouth, NAS Fort Worth, and NAS New Orleans. 

Redirecting the two F/A-18 squadrons to NAS South Weymouth rather than to NAS 
AtIanta will allow these two units easy access to numerous over-the-ocean 
warning/ training areas. Similar over-the-ocean areas, which are essential for the 
proper training of Naval and Marine aviators and which are most representative of 
the environment in which these aviators will nost likely be required to operate in 
times of aisis, require a flight of over 250 miles in each direction from Atlanta. The 
relocation of HMLA-773 from Atlanta to South Weymouth will provide similar 
benefits to that squadron. NAS South Wep~outh  is the owner of a unique 640-acre 
island located off the Massachusetts coast which would be available for use zs a 
target range by all three of these squadrons. 

Keeping VAW-77 and its E-2s at Dobbins (or, alternatively, relocating this unit to 
Jacksonville) permits these aircraft to be used in tire soutireastern United States for 
drug interdiction purposes. (Note: If VAW-77 is relocated to NAS Jacksonville, it 
might be possible to then relocate one of Jacksonville's active-duty P-3 squadrons to 
hTAS Brunswick, thus helping to alleviate the excess capacity situation at the latter 
base.) 

Relocating the two F/A-18 squadrons to NAS South Weymouth will also permit 
these units to work directly with VMGR-452, a Marine Air Reserve KC-130 squadron 
stationed at Stewart International Airport in eastern New York. This unit can supply 
refueling practice to these F/ A-18 squadrons. 

Relocating the P-3Cs of VP-92 from NAS South Weyrnouth to NAS Brunswick will 
satisfy the Navy's desire to co-locate this reserve unit with its active-duty 
counterparts at Brunswick. It also serves to alleviate the excess capacity situation at 
Brunswick. (Note: This suggested relocation is being proposed reluctantly by this 
Committee due to our continuing concern with the recruiting/manning 
demographics for reserve units at Brunswick.) 

In summary, the Committee to Save NAS South Weyrr,outh believes this proposed 
scenario has considerable merit, since it; 

(1) Closes the reserve base with the lowest military vaIue while still maintaining a 
smaller reserve presence in the Atlanta area through the use of facilities at Dobbins 
ARB, all resulting in substantial cost savings to the Navy. 

(2) Permits NAS South Weymouth, a reserve base with a considerabIy higher military 
value than NAS Atlanta, to remain open. Relocating up to three new squadrons to 
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South Weymouth while keeping VR-62 in place will eliminate any excess capacity 
at South Weymouth. 

(3) Relocating VP-92 from South Weymouth to Brunswick will address the excess 
capacity situation at Brunswick. 

(4) Milcon required for a11 of these proposals will be minimal. South Weymouth can 
accommodate the three new squadrons in existing facilities as can Brunswick 
accommodate VP-92 in existing facilities there. It is known that VR-46 can be 
accommodated in existing facilities at  Dobbins. it is likely that VAW-77 can also 
be accommodated. 



On behalf of the Town of Weymouth, I want to welcome you to our 

community and to thank you for your efforts to dnderstand the base's role not 

only militarily but also in the local community. I use the term community 

because the base, its employees and its activities are truly a part of this community 
l 

and we would feel the loss of the base on many levels. 
% 

You have heard many of the arguments regarding the base's military value 

which, by themselves, shoyld highlight the need to preserve the base. But let mC 

comment on several issues that pertain to the base and its integration into the 
I 

fabric of the community. 

The base's'crash and fire rescue personnel work closely with the 

Weymouth Fire Department a3d other communities on the South Shore. Their 

highly specialized training and foam truck make them the only unit on the South 

Shore able to handle emergbncies requiris the use of foam apparatus. Their 

assistance has been required in the past an'd they stand ready to assist the region as 

required. 

When local fire departments are engaged, they pfovide backup coverage 

for the local station houses: This assistance in in<aluable md would be financially 
I 

impossible to duplicate at the local level. 

Clearly, the economic impact of a dosure would be a blow to Weymouth 

and would ripple throughout the South Shore economy. Not only would $4a s J K 7 
million in payroll be eliminated but also procurement and indirect spending 

would be lost to local businesses. many bf whom .. rely on the base to keep them 

financially viable, Many military and civilian personnel not only work on the 

base. they also mhke the area their home and dontribute to the many activities that 
t - '  

make the South Shore a great place to live. 

The Naval Air Station is not only a neighbor. it coexists peacefully with t k  

surrounding community. If you compare neighborhood complaints logged at 

South Weymouth with similar bases. you will find that we rank on the low end of 

complaints received. The base and the community do work and live together. 

Again, thank you for listening to our presentation and 1 trust that our 

arguments will help you make an informed decision on the fate of the base. 



AIRCRAFT TYPES POTENTIALLY RELOCATABLE TO 
NAVAL AIR STATION-SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

BY 
John C. Yaney 

"Save Our Base Committee" 

NAS South Weymouth has the necessary capacity and supporting infrastructure to 
support additional aviation units. In addressing the issue of potential additional 
aircraft types to relocate to NAS South Weymouth in order to reduce excess capacity 
and to help assure the future of this base, a logical approach is to examine existing 
squadrons and their aircraft types at bases which have a lower military value. For bases 
within the Reserve Claimancy, two locations were determined in the most recent 1995 
analysis to have a lower military value than South Weymouth. These bases are NAS 
Atlanta (Military Value = 51.14) and NAS Fort Worth (Military Value = 60.94). 
Accordingly. presented below is a tabulation of squadrons at those bases and the types 
of aircraft which they currently operate. 

NAS Atlanta NAS Fort Worth 
VR-46 C-9B VR-59 C-9B 
HMLA-773 UH-IN / AH-IW VF-201 F-14A 
VFA-203 F/A-18A* VMFA-I 12 F/A-18A 
VMFA-142 F/A-l8A* VMGR-234 KC-130T 

Given these aircraft types, below is presented a discussion of several of them which 
would appear to be most operationally feasible to station at South Weymouth and 
which could be readily accommodated in existing facilities there. 

C-9B aircraft are very frequent visitors to NAS South Weymouth and operate from there 
with no difficulty, either to destinations throughout the United States or overseas. 

C-9B aircraft require a Type I1 hangar, with NAS South Weymouth having two hangars 
of this class. Hangar 1 is presently occupied by only VP-92 and its P-3C aircraft. That 
hangar can accommodate three or four P-3C and/or C-9B aircraft simultaneously. 
Ramp space surrounding Hangar 1 can easily accommodate a C-98 squadron, or 
another P-3C squadron for that matter. Historically, until the recent demise at HSL-74, 
this hangar has traditionally accommodated two squadrons. Thus, with VP-92 as its 
sole occupant now, C-9B aircraft could be maintained within it with no difficulty. 

These two squadrons, presently located at NAS Cecil and directed by BRAC 93 to 
relocate to MCAS Beaufort, are now proposed by the Navy to be redirected by BRAC 
95 to NAS Atlanta. 
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Hangar 2 at South Weymouth is presently occupied by VR-62 and its C-130Ts. 
Supporting a C-9B squadron in this hangar and its accompanying ramp space would be 
difficult unless VR-62 were to be relocated to Hangar 1, a feasible option since Hangar 1 
and its ramp space could readily accommodate that squadron, along with VP-92. 

Manning a C-9B squadron at South Weymouth should pose no problems due to the 
very large number of airline personnel based in the Boston area. It is also important to 
note that the NAS South Weymouth area rated #I for demographics in the 1995 Reserve 
Air Station Military Value Matrix. 

During the current BSAT/BSEC deliberations, the scenario of moving C-9B aircraft from 
NAS Atlanta to NAS South Weymouth was discussed. A cost of approximately $8-9 
million was assumed for that move, consisting of a 1000-foot runway extension and for 
a new training building. It can be reasonably argued that the runway extension is not 
required. Specifically, as stated previously, C-9B aircraft operate frequently from South 
Weymouth now, using either the 7000-foot Runway 17-35 and even more often the 
6000-foot Runway 8-26. It should also be noted that DC-9 aircraft (the civilian 
equivalent of the military C-9B) are among the most common aircraft using Washington 
National Airport and Laguardia Airport in New York, and do so with no difficulty. The 
runway length at Washington National is 6800 feet, while that at Laguardia is 7000 feet. 
Accordingly, there would appear to be no reason why the existing runways at South 
Weymouth would not be suitable for day-to-day C-98 operations. 

It should also be noted, however, that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts legislature 
has recently passed a $100 million bond bill, which is available for military construction 
should NAS South Weymouth remain open and the DOD transfer additional units 
there. Thus, this bond money could be used to fund the cost of the training building 
and the runway extension, resulting in no cost to the DOD for either of those projects. - 

HML-771, A Marine Air Reserve helicopter squadron, was based at NAS South 
Weymouth until 1994, when the squadron was deactivated and its assets transferred to 
Camp Pendleton, California. At one time, this squadron operated up to 12 UH-IN Huey 
helicopters, sharing South Weymouth's Hangar 2 and associated ramp space with 
VMA-322, also now deactivated. The deactivation of HML-771 ended an approximate 
40-year history of Marine Air Reserve helicopter operations at South Weymouth. 

Should VR-62, the present occupants of Hangar 2, be relocated to share Hangar 1 with 
VP-92, Hangar 2 could once again support a Marine Air Reserve helicopter squadron, 
specifically an HMLA squadron equipped with both UH-IN and AH-IW types of 
aircraft. This type of squadron is typically composed of a total of 18 helicopters -- 6 UH- 
IN and 12 AH-IW. All of these aircraft could easily be stored and maintained within 
Hangar 2 without the need to keep any outside. 

There has been some question in the past as to whether the AH-IW Cobra gunship type 
of aircraft is suitable for operation at South Weymouth. We do not anticipate any 
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difficulties. Specifically, AH-1 Cobra gunships are already commonly used in the 
general area, and frequently visit South Weymouth. Area users of AH-I gunships 
include the Rhode Island Army National Guard at nearby Quonset State Airport and 
the Massachusetts Army National Guard at Westover ARB. South Weymouth provides 
an ideal location for basing this type of aircraft, since over-the-oceanlbeach flying 
training, the most realistic environment for the Marines, is readily available. NAS South 
Weymouth is the owner of 640-acre No Mans Island target range, located only 53 
nautical miles from the base. Although only inert firing is permitted on this range, it 
does provide very valuable training. For those few occasions where the firing of live 
weapons is required, AH-IWs could easily travel to Fort Drum in New York, as the 
Army National Guard Cobra gunship helicopters now do. The Warren Grove range in 
New Jersey is also available. 

Manning a Marine Air Reserve HMLA unit at South Weymouth should not present any 
difficulties. HML-771 was always able to be manned, with many of its former Reserve 
personnel still living in the immediate area. Also, the demographics of the South 
Weymouth/Boston area are superb, as noted previously. 

It should be noted that the BSAT/BSEC originally proposed a scenario transferring an 
HMLA unit from NAS Atlanta to NAF Washington, with both MCAs New River and 
NS Mayport being considered later as a potential home for this unit. We strongly 
question why South Weymouth was not considered as a site for this squadron, since 
both hangar and apron space are available at essentially no cost and South Weymouth 
has a long history of Marine Air Reserve helicopter operations, including the H-1 type 
of aircraft. Marine Air Reserve helicopter squadrons have never been based at 
Washington, New River, or Mayport. 

The F/A-18 is another type of aircraft which could logically be based at NAS South 
Weymouth. 

Until VMA-322 was deactivated several years ago, South Weymouth had a history of 
operating tactical jet aircraft of many types for almost 40 years. VMA-322 operated the 
A-4M aircraft at the time of its demise, and it had been originally planned to transition 
this squadron to the F/A-18. 

VMA-322 was housed in Hangar 2 at South Weymouth, sharing that hangar with HML- 
771 for many years. As explained earlier, if the present occupant of Hangar 2 were to be 
relocated so as to share Hanger 1 with VP-92, Hangar 2 would then be available to 
house and maintain F/A-18 aircraft. Hangar 2 and its associated apron is believed to be 
of sufficient size to accommodate two squadrons of F/A-18s if need be. 

There are many advantages for basing F/A-18s at NAS South Weymouth. Several are 
briefly discussed below: 
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(1) Several over-the-ocean "Warning Areas" (W104, W105, etc.) are located very 
close to South Weymouth, permitting short transit times to and from these areas 
and, thus, allowing maximum training time within the areas. 

(2) Two military operating areas (Condor and Yankee) are located in nearby New 
Hampshire and Maine. VMA-322, when it was based at South Weymouth, made 
frequent use of these MOAs. The Syracuse MOA is located nearby in New York. 

(3) Nearby South Weymouth-owned No Mans Island target range is available for 
use with inert weapons. Live weapons can be employed at locations in New 
York (Fort Drum) or New Jersey (Warren Grove). 

(4) Opportunities abound for Dissimilar Air Combat Training (DACT) with other 
Massachusetts and New England-based tactical jet aircraft. For example, the 
Massachusetts Air National Guard operates F-15 aircraft at Otis Air National 
Guard base, located only 30 nautical miles from South Weymouth. The 
Massachusetts Air National Guard also operates A-10 aircraft, as does the 
Connecticut Air National Guard. F-16s are flown by the Vermont Air National 
Guard. The dual fighter/attack roles of the F/A-18 make the availability of these 
DACT training opportunities and nearby MOAs and warning areas of critical 
importance. 

(5) Practice in-flight refuelling opportunities for the F/A-18s are plentiful in the area. 
For example, the Marine Air Reserve operates a squadron (VMGR-452) of KC- 
130T refuelling aircraft at Stewart ANGB in New York, a base located only 
slightly more than 150 nautical miles away from South Weymouth. That 
squadron frequently supported VMA-322 operations in the past. The New 
Hampsire Air National Guard operates KC-135R refuelling aircraft at nearby 
Pease ANGB. The Maine Air National Guard also operates KC-135 aircraft. 
These squadrons make frequent use of the refuelling tracks located off the 
Massachusetts coast. 

(6)  As opposed to the single-runway Reserve bases such as NAS Atlanta, NAS 
Willow Grove, and NAS Fort Worth, for example, NAS South Weymouth has 
two runways oriented at 90 degrees to each other. This configuration almost - 
guarantees that the allowable crosswind components of small tactical jet aircraft 
are never exceeded, thus improving safety and permitting operations to occur at 
all times. Flights are never cancelled because of wind conditions nor are landing 
aircraft required to divert to other airfields because of wind conditions. This fact 
is of critical importance for the F/A-18 with its narrow-track landing gear. 

(7) The climate at NAS South Weymouth permits pilots to be trained for operating 
conditions that may be encountered at any potential location throughout the 
world, including conditions of heat, cold, rain, or snow. Pilots must be well 
prepared to operate in any of these conditions, as no one can tell where the next 
world crisis requiring the activation of the Reserves will develop. 
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Concern has been expressed by some about operating F/A-18s in wintry 
conditions. This should not prove to be a problem at South Weymouth. For 
example, F/A-18s are currently operated by Canada, and soon will be operated 
by both Norway and Switzerland. These three countries are among the coldest 
and snowiest in the world. If they can operate F/A-18s under those conditions 
successfully, there is no reason why F/A-18s cannot be operated in less harsh 
conditions at South Weymouth. As stated previously, tactical jet aircraft of 
several types are currently operated successfully in New England. South 
Weymouth itself did so for 40 years. 

F/A-18 engines are manufactured by General Electric in nearby Lynn, 
Massachusetts, only 20 miles from NAS South Weymouth. This closeness 
assures strong and timely product support from the manufacturer, with its 
employees providing a likely source for recruiting squadron maintenance 
personnel. 

F/A-18s, while currently not based at South Weymouth, are frequent visitors there. 
They can be found on the transient ramp almost every weekend. Again, these aircraft 
do not experience any difficulty in operating from either of South Weymouth's existing 
runways. However, as stated previously, there is an option to extend Runway 17-35 by 
1000 feet, with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts potentially picking up the entire 
cost of that runway extension. 

The Department of the Navy is currently proposing a BRAC redirect which would 
result in two Reserve squadrons (one Navy, one Marine) of F/A-18s originally 
proposed to be transferred from NAS Cecil Field to MCAS Beaufort now being sent 
instead to NAS Atlanta. We would suggest that NAS South Weymouth be considered 
as a site for one or both of those squadrons. Another potential source of Reserve F/A- 
18 aircraft for NAS South Weymouth relates to a Congressionally-mandated study of 
how many Marine Air Reserve F/A-18 squadrons are necessary to fight two wars 
simultaneously. It is conjectured by some that the number of Marine Air Reserve F/A- 
18 squadrons may have to be increased by up to two to meet this requirement. If so, 
South Weymouth would be an ideal location for such basing. In fact, the Marines have 
previously made a committment to South Weymouth with this regard should these two 
squadrons stand up and South Weymouth remain open. 

Manning F/A-18 squadon(s) at NAS South Weymouth should, again, not prove to be 
difficult. Many of VMA-322's Reserve personnel still reside in the area. And, as stated 
previously, the area's demographics are superb, rating first in the 1995 Military Value 
matrix of Reserve bases. It should also be noted that during the 1960's before the 
reorganization of the Reserve Forces, NAS South Weymouth was home to two Marine 
Air Reserve jet attack squadrons (VMA-217 and VMA-322) as well as two Naval 
Reserve jet attack squadrons (VA-911 and VA-912). This fact conclusively demonstrates 
the strength of the area's demographics. 
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This type of aircraft could theoretically be supported at NAS South Weymouth, using 
Hangar 1 and its available apron space, sharing these facilities with VP-92. However, 
the logic of stationing a VMGR squadron at South Weymouth is not strong, given the 
nearby siting of VMGR-452 at Steward ANGB in New York. 

Due to the complexity of this aircraft type and the fact that only one such squadron is 
operated in the entire Naval Air Reserve, its relocation to South Weymouth is very 
unlikely. 

Although not based at either of the two locations listed at the beginning of this text, P- 
3C aircraft are ideal for basing at NAS South Weymouth. This type of aircraft is 
currently utilized by VP-92 at South Weymouth. As stated previously, Hangar 1 and its 
associated aircraft parking apron have the ability to accommodate another VP squadron 
flying P-3Cs. 

GENERAL 

Discussion to this point has indicated several aircraft types which could individually be 
accommodated within existing facilities at NAS South Weymouth. However, it is 
important to note that extensive additional development would be possible at the base 
to serve even more units. Specifically, the so-called East Mat area, once used for the 
outside mooring of blimps, is an area of over 40 acres on which at least two hangars and 
accompanying aprons could easily be constructed. These facilities could serve several 
squadrons, either Reserve or Active Duty. 
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THO- ELANDaEWS 
M m b a  of CWIPII.. 

December 1, 1994 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

OLYEIPU J. SNOWE 
M- OI CobgNU 

DEtEGATION HEKBERS WlxS STRONG CASE FOR BRlJNSWICII NAVAL STAIPIOI 

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Current and prospectkve members of the 

Maine Congressional Delegation met today with high-ranking Nayy  

o f f i c ia l s  to make a strong case for keeping the Brunswick Naval 

Air Station off the next base closure list. 

The members stressed the strategic impo&anca of the stat ion 

and the missions of i t s  P-3 aircraft in theix presentation to 

Admiral Stanley Arthur, vice chief of naval operations; William 

J. Casoidy, deputy assistant seczetaxy of defense for conversion; 

and Chezyl Kqdazas, assistant secretary of the N a y  f o r  

installations and environment. All will play a role in 

recommending which bases should be closed. 

Delegation members attending the  meeting were Senators Bill 

Cohen and G e o r g e  Mitchell, Senator-elect Olympia Snow, 

Representative Tom Andrews, and Representatives-elect James 

Longley and John Baldacci. 

The sissian was one in a series of meetings that Delegation 

members have had w i t h  May officials to press the case for 

Brunswick and for  the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 
- .  
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The members axgued that Brunswick is ,one ox only rwo 

strategically important operational a i r  stations on the East 

Coast, the only active duty station in the northeast quadrant of 

the United States and the only operational military airfield in 

New England. 

"As the military continues to downsize both internationally 

and dcmesrically, the strategic importance of Brunswick Naval A i r  



S t a t i o n  and its P-3 support mission becmnes greater," the members 

sa id  in a joint statement. 

*we made this point strongly to N a v y  officials and will 

continue to press the case for Brunswick at a l l  levels as the 

Pentagon makes decisions on which military installations to 

recommend f o r  closure during the 1995  round." 

The members noted that Brunswick's P-3s are f l y i n g  

surveillance f l i g h t s  in the Persian Gulf, supporting Bosnia 

operations in the Adriatic Sea, conducting drug detection and 

monitoring operations in the Caribbean, and engaging in a number 

of other missions. 

They also cited the excellent condition of the base's 

airfield and facilities, its lack of encrcachmenr problems that 

could limit future growth, a training area that can be increased 

substantially and i t s  ability to accormnodate two additional 

squadrons. 

"In addition to these strong points in the base's favor, we 

also pointed out the dramatic cumulative economic Fmpact in Maine 

of pzevious base cloaures and defense cutbacks," the m e m b e r s  

said.  "We believe that Maine has already borne more than its 

fair share of military downsizing." 

They also stressed the high quality o f  life in t h e  area, the 

ease w i t h  which military families have been integrated i n t o  the 

cormnunity'a schoolj, churches and organizations, the l a g s  number 

of high-quality housing units available to military families, and 

the area's exceptional health care and educational institutions. 

l 'Brunswick  Naval Air Station is vital to ou nation's self . 

defense," the  members said. "Its d l i t a x y  value and strategic 

location cannot be underestimated." 
- .. 



For more information, contactr 
Kathryn Cest (Cohen) - 202-224-2523 
David Bragdon (Mitchell) - 202-224-5344 
Nicholas Graham (Snow) - 202-225-6306 
Bob S t e i n  (Andxews) - 207-772-8240 
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April 18, 1995 

John H. Dalton, Secretary 
Department of  the Navy 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20350 

Dear Secretary Dalton: 

I am writ ing t o  request several items with regard to  the Navy's recommendation to 
close Naval Air Station (NAS) South Weyrnouth. 1 am working closely with the 
local community to examine the national security merits of this decision and we 
will be presenting our case to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Cornmission (BRAC) in the coming weeks. 

In ~ T S  recommendation to close the Weymouth facility, the Navy has indicated that 
it wiil transfer the Naval Air Reserve assets (specifically a Reserve P - 3  squadron), 
equipment, personnel to NAS Grunswick, Maine. Please provide me with the any 
demographic data and analysis used in formulating and justifying this scenario. 

The Navy's Analysis and Recommendations (DoD Base Closure and Realignment 
Report to  the Commission, Volume IV) states that "the Commander-in-Chief, 
Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT), expressed the desirability of having a fully-capable 
operational air' station north of Norfolk, Virginia." (p.D-4) 

Please pro vide me with the minutes of the BSEC/CINCLA NTFL T discussions with 
regard to the recommended closure of NAS South Weymouth and the retention of 
NA S A tlanta and NAS Bruns wick. Also, what "policy imperatives" (DoD Report to 
BRAC, Vol. IV; p. 121 were developed and justified during these discussions? 
A uditionally, please provide me wirh the minutes of any BSEC/COMNA VRESFOR & 
CO MNA VAIRRESFOR deliberations on the same subject. 

The Navy's Configuration Analysis with regard to  Reserve Air Stations states that 
"oniy one administrative support-type squadron (e.g., C-9 or C-130) can be 
assigned to any station." (DoD Report to  BRAC, Vol. IV; p.D-3) Please detail the 
ra tionale for this restriction. 

THIS STARONEAY PRlKiED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS 
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In recent years, the Naval Reserve personnel and units have played an important 
role in overseas operations. Please provide me with information detailing the 
number of sorties conducted by the Naval Air Reserve in support of operations in 
the former- Yugosla v Republics, Somalia, the Persian Gulf and Haiti. 

With regard to the SECNA VNOTE of December 8, 7993, what procedures were 
approved for the BSA T's "Internal Audit Control Plan " (DoD Report to BRA C, Vol. 
IV; p. 101 to ensure accuracy, completeness, and integrity of the information upon 
which the Secretary of the Navy would base his recommendations for 
c/osure/realignment? Furthermore, what procedures were employed by the Naval 
Audit Service to validate the accuracy and refiability of  data provided by 
Department of Navy activities? 

Due to the time restraints involved in the base closure process, I would respectfully 
request a immediate response to these requests. 

I appreciate you attention to this matter. 

With kind regards. 



I . 
LOCATION MAP 
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NAVAL AIR STATION BOUTH WEYMOUTB 
GENERAL FACILITIES DATA 

Land Area: 

1442 acres located in 3 towns; Weymouth, Rockland, and 
Abington (also borders Hingham) and 2 counties; Plymouth 
and Norfolk (Naval Air Station) 

28 acres located in North Quincy, MA (family housing) 

630 acres on No Man's Island (Aircraft Gunnery Range) 

136 Buildings with current plant value of $248M 

11 Miles of Roads 

270 family housing units in total 

On station housing: 165 units 

- Lyra Drive: 150 units 
Built in 1970 
21 town house units and two single family houses 
Coast Guard owns 50 units 

- Cross Terrace: 10 units 
Built in 1941 
5 duplexes 

- Glendening Terrace: 5 units 
Built in 1941 
5 single family houses 

North Quincy Housing: 105 units 

- Squantum Gardens: 57 units 
7 town houses (56 units) built in 1956 
1 single family house built in 1941 

- Naval Terrace: 48 units 
Built in 1941 
24 duplex units 



Central Heating Plant: 

43 MBTU Steam Generating Plant: three 12,000 lb/hr boilers 
(350 H.P.) and one 6,000 lb/hr boiler (175 H.P.) 

5 No. 6 Oil 25,000 gallon USTs, annual fuel cost $500k. 
Peak consumption, 2500 gallons per day. Average 
consumption, 1500 gallons per day. 

New plant auxiliaries, piping, valves, and instrumentation 
installed in 1992 

100 psi steam distribution system replaced in 1993. 

Aviation Facilities 

Runway 17/35: 7000' x 200', load rating: 234,000 lbs 

Runway 08/26: 6000' x 150', load rating: 170,000 lbs 

420,000 gallon aviation fuel storage (2 - 210,000 gallon 
tanks) 

2 Aircraft Hangars and aprons: 

- Hangar #1: 
Hangar bay area 70,176 sq ft. Length 270 ft. 
Width 200 ft. Width of door opening 150 ft. Height 
of door opening 40 ft. Constructed 1965. 

Hanger 1 Apron: 96,500 sy. Constructed 
1954 

- Hangar # 2: 
Hangar bay area 38,400 sq ft. Length 250 ft. Width 
160 ft. Width of door opening 152 ft. Height of 
door opening 30 ft. Height of door opening with the 
center key open, 40 ft. Constructed in 1956. 

Hangar 2 Apron: 28,100 sy. Constructed 
in 1956 

Runway's latest condition index = 85 (resurface at 60), 
recommended resurfacing in 1998. 

Air Field Lighting - 36,000 If. Runway lights replaced 
1983, taxiway lights replaced 1992, distribution system 
replaced 1991. Transformers replaced in 1994. Runways 26 
and 35 have 3000 and 1,400 feet of approach lighting 
respectively. (8 and 17 do not have any approach 
lighting) 

East Mat (Air ship tethering area): 44 acres 



Utilities 

Water and sewage treatment provided by Town of Weymouth 
and City of ~uincy (annual cost Weymouth: $76k water, 
$178k sewer; annual cost Quincy: $llk water, $31k sewer) 

- Loop system serviced by two water mains (10" and 8 " )  

- Distribution pipes relined in 1983. 
- Secondary distribution system programmed for 
replacement. 

Electricity provided by Massachusetts Electric at cost of 
approximately 4.07 per KWH. Demand charged at $8.75 per 
KVA. Annual cost $800k ($600 station and $200k housing). 

- Station has a lOOOkW emergency generator for the "EN 
circuit. 

- New 13.8kV underground distribution system installed 
in 1991. 

Natural Gas provided by Boston Gas Company. (Only services 
Lyra housing) 

New main sewage lift/ejector station replaced in 1991. 

Telephone service provided by DMATS-Boston (Defense 
Metropolitan Area Telephone System) and NYNEX (New England 
Telephone). (Annual cost $180k) Project to upgrade to 
fiber optic system scheduled for summer 1995. 
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THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 
REBECCA COX - -  

GEN J. B. DAVIS, USAF ( R E ~  

ADril25, 1995 S. LEE KLING 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA, USN (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLES. JR.. USA (RET) 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

Mr. Paul Haley 
South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Box 488 
Quincy, Massachusetts 02268 

Dear Mr. Haley: 

Thank you for your letter regarding Naval Air Station South Weymouth. I 
certainly understand your interest in the base closure and realignment process and 
welcome your comments. 

You may be certain that the Commission will thoroughly review the information 
used by the Defense Department in making its recommendations. I can assure you that the 
information you have provided will be considered by the Commission in our review and 
analysis of the Secretary of Defense's recommendations regarding Naval Air Station 
South Weymouth. 

I look forward to working with you during this difficult and challenging process. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me whenever you believe I may be of service. 

Sincerely, 



SOUTH SHORE 

April 21, 1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am Chairman of the "Save the Base" Committee, a composite group of local officials, 

reservists, base employees, and concerned citizens, formed under the auspices of the South Shore 

Chamber of Commerce. Herein, I outline some of the essential points we intend to make as part 

of our presentation to Commissioner Robles when he visits the South Weymouth Naval Air 

Station on April 28, 1995. 

In 1993, South Weymouth NAS was removed from the closure list when Commissioner 

Stuart, citing lowered demographics at receiving sites and the prospective loss of a base rated 

third in military value of eight naval air reserve stations evaluated, moved the Commission to find 

that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from the force structure plan and the final 

criteria in making his recommendation. The Commission voted unanimously 7-0 to reject the 

Secretary's recommendation. Commissioner Stuart said in making his motion: 

"I am impressed with the logic of maintaining a Reserve Facility which we already 
own, and it looks like a superb facility that is available to the Northeast, where 
there are a lot of reservists operating. I think we have to keep in consideration 
that all parts of the country need to have facilities available to them. (BRAC 
Transcript of June 26, 1993, page 3 19). 

What has happened at South Weymouth in the interim? As a result of BRAC 93, a 4- 

plane C- 130 squadron (VR-62) was stood up in February of this year, a Surface Reserve Center 

was established to accommodate over 500 surface reservists from NRC Lawrence, NRC 

Chicopee and NRC Quincy which were ordered consolidated at Weymouth as a result of the 

Community's suggestion. Additionally, other construction projects that had been on hold for 

36 Miller Stile Road, Box 488, Quincy, Massachuse':ts 02269 ( 6 1 7 )  479- 1 1  11 - An Accredited Chamber 
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several years under the threat of closure, went forward, including the rehabilitation of several 

other buildings, a new addition to the fire house, a new air control tower, a new liquid oxygen 

farm and a new Dopplar Weather Radar. 

However, despite BRAC 93 and the actions taken as a result, the continued high military 

value of South Weymouth as borne out by the Navy's military value matrix, Weymouth's high 

level of contributory support and its overall readiness, the Secretary once again recommended 

South Weymouth for closure. We maintain the recommendation is not supportable through any 

application of the selection criteria and is in contradiction to that which is required to meet the 

needs of the long-term force structure plan. 

South Weymouth is a Reserve Air Station. The sole purpose of its active duty personnel 

is to train reservists who will be capable of effectively mobilizing during a major conflict. In 

more recent years, reservists have been additionally called upon for contributory support, side 

by side, with fleet units to meet operational goals. Why? because it is cost-effective to rotate 

citizen-sailors for short periods to meet various contingencies at the same skill level but at 116th 

the cost. Numerous personnel from South Weymouth answered the call in support of Desert 

StorrnIDesert Shield. Many others volunteered but were not needed. Today, we have reserve 

aircrews, rotating back and forth from Europe for 17 day stints in support of operations near 

Bosnia. Last summer, these same crews rotated out of the Caribbean, flying numerous missions 

in support of operations in and about Haiti. 

To fully utilize capable reservists, training sites must be accessible to reservists where 

they live and work. South Weymouth is located in the heart of metropolitan Boston which it 

the most highly-educated population center in the country. Many young reservists come off 

active duty to use the G.I. bill to hrther their education at the many fine institutions of higher 
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learning located in Boston and the surrounding area. There is no better area to site a reserve 

air station than in the middle of this demographic mecca. 

The Navy's own analysis rated South Weymouth #1 in demographics, arguably the single 

most important factor in selecting an installation which can support a force structure plan that 

will undoubtedly include an even greater compliment of reservists in the years to come in the 

face of dwindling resources. The Army and Air Force now have a higher percentage of reserve 

forces in their makeup than they ever had in their history. The Navy recognized the uniqueness 

of its Reserve Air Station when designing its selection process comparing one against each 

other, particularly in the area of demographics. The evaluation done was different from those 

conducted for Operational Air Stations. Most notably, the inquiries made to the two separate 

subcategories were not the same and there was no analysis completed in evaluating reserve 

demographics or reserve recruiting potential in the analysis done on active duty operational 

facilities. 

The decision to close South Weymouth which links a reserve facility with an active 

facility is without analytical support. To have provided justification, a comparison of military 

values across categories where no data existed would have been required. Such a procedure 

would be flawed. The Navy virtually admitted as much as demonstrated on page 25 of the 

Department of the Navy's Analysis and Recommendation (Volume IV), March, 1995, when 

DOD reported: 

"The score for a particular installation is a relative measure of military value within 
the context only of the subcategory in which that installation is being analyzed. . . . 
Furthermore, the score obtained by an activity in one subcategory has no relevance for 
comparison to the score obtained by an activity in another subcategory since the 
question and quantitative scores were different for each matrix." 
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Despite this emphasis in separating Reserve and Operational Naval Air Stations, the BSEC 

eventually saw fit to measure NAS South Weymouth against NAS Brunswick in an effort to 

meet the CINCLANTFLT's "desire" to have a filly capable air station north of Norfolk. 

This comparison resulted in a serious departure from BSEC's initial findings: NAS 

Brunswick had been marked for closure during BSEC's initial configuration model output 

for Operation Air Stations, and NAS South Weymouth had been "kept open" during similar 

phases in the Reserve Air Station analysis. Moreover, this comparison is out of sync with 

the internal control procedures set forth by Secretary Perry's January 7, 1994 memorandum, 

stating that the accuracy of BRAC data collections and analyses depends at a minimum, "on 

uniform guidance defining data requirements and sources. " ( Department of Defense 

Memorandum, Ofice of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 1995 Base Realignments and 

Closures (BRAC): Policy, Procedures, Authorities and Responsibilities, January 7, 1994, 

P. 9). 

While the use of military judgment in selecting bases is certainly acceptable, it is 

intended to be a tool in the analysis of like facilities, rather than the decisive factor in 

choosing among unlike facilities. The Navy, however, chose to incorporate the 

CINCLANTFLT's input by dismissing its own analysis and commencing a comparison of 

apple and oranges. 

Even if the Commission were to determine that the comparison of naval and 

operational air stations was somehow justified, the inconsistency of the process employed by 

the Navy seems unacceptable. If naval and operational air stations could be easily and 

logically compared, why was the configuration not utilized at the outset? The last minute 

methodological shift on the part of BSEC looks like an attempt to justiQ the CINC's 

expressed operational desires by presenting an either/or alternative, under which any 
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Reserve Naval Air Station, regardless of its ranking within its own subcategory, would, by 

definition, lose to an Operational Station, regardless of the Operational Stations's relative 

ranking. 

It is apparent that the BSAT conducted a series of deliberative sessions with various 

CINC's and compiled "Policy imperatives" based on those discussions. Such a critical step 

in the process is surely worthy of written public record, and yet we have been unable to 

uncover any related documentation. Under the Base Closure Act, the Secretary of Defense 

must include with his recommendations a summary of the selection process that resulted in 

the recommendation for each installation and a justification for each recommendation, as 

well as certification of the accuracy and completeness of the information on which the 

recommendations are based. (Department of the Navy: Analyses and Recommendations 

(Volume IV), March 1995, p. 10). We have been unable to obtain documentation 

concerning either the CINCLANTFLT's request for a single air station north of Norfolk, or 

the BSEC's response. For these reasons the Secretary's recommendation is flawed and 

should not be adopted. 

This gap in information is disturbing because it requires the community to simply 

trust that the Navy correctly interpreted the CINC's request. If the CINC's input holds more 

weight that any other aspect of the process-- and particularly if that input is not assigned a 

procedural weighing or ranking in importance--then it stands to reason that there should be 

a record of that input and that it should be available to communities. Indeed, if final 

recommendations depend solely on-- and can be justified by-- a single missive from a 

Commander-in-Chief, why not dispense with the entire analysis before this point? Clearly 

this was not the impartial and logical process envisioned by the framers of the BRAC 

legislation. 
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We have attached detailed memoranda on various issues which we feel should be 

considered by the BRAC in its deliberation. All focus on the strengths of NAS South 

Weymouth. We are troubled that despite South Weymouth's high military value and its 

unmatched demographics there was only one scenario of the hundreds conducted which 

considered keeping South Weymouth open. Despite certification from the local command 

that the scenario to keep South Weymouth open (which called for the closure of NAS 

Atlanta and the transfer of a C-9 squadron located there moving to Weymouth) could be 

readily accommodated at minimal expense, there were no follow-on scenarios which 

considered South Weymouth for other type of aircraft such as tactical aircraft flown by 

Marine and Navy reservists. 

Any recommendation that spared NAS Atlanta ahead of South Weymouth was in 

contradiction to the stated mandate that where excess capacity existed in a subcategory, a 

scenario which rendered an average aggregate military value of those stations remaining less 

than the average aggregate military value of all installations in the subcategory, that 

scenario should not be followed. NAS Atlanta's poor military value--some ten points less 

than South Weymouth and the other reserve installations--should have dictated early on that 

any scenario sparing Atlanta would always result in an average below that which was 

required by the state control factor. Any scenario which considered keeping Atlanta should 

not then have been considered. 

We look forward to Commissioner Robles visit in order to demonstrate the 

outstanding capabilities of this facility and to fbrther justifjr to him how additional air 

activities could be supported here. Whether fixed-wing or rotary, tactical jet or logistics, 

Weymouth is ready, willing and able to support these types of missions with its available 

infia structure and with its highly capable and motivated personnel. 
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We thank you for your anticipated consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

PRWrmi 
Enclosure 
r p ~ ~ * h o u l r h . ~ . * ~ l  



DEVIATION FROM BRAC CRITERIA 

- * h j  .. ,;,Tc c: , Apr-ii. 1 3-95 

- -- 
; ~r Co~rrn~f ler  to Save Navai Alr Station South 'Neymouth 

&tss FQQM 5~!hcccr!nun~te on Miiitay Value 
_. I-_----- -------- 

Ifi t h ~  C C I I I ~ S ~  of our analysts Info the Deparlrnent of the Navy's recammendat~on to close NAS So 

~jkyr"!y~:" we f2i:nd t k ~ !  t5e I'lauy's analysis was flawed and deviated agnif~cantly Born estabfished 

? o i i ~ j  'A'e take serrous issue with the last mrnute combining of Reserve and Operational Naval Air 

Sia~ions to saiisiy CiNCiANTFLT's desire to irade-off NAS So. Weymouth in order to preserve an 

c)p~vr;tilotta~ ~tati~>r7 at i3rtjnswrck This 1s a stgn~frcant departure from the segmented analys~s that IS the 

+zunbatron tor the Qep:. of Defense's BRAC select~on process. as mandated by congess~onal legislation 

6i.d atibsequetit poi~cy guidance issued by the DON and Sec of Defense The lack of material 

documenting this critjcai transition contributes to the strong perception that the Navy process 

;irr i.tmwnted c,ff icial SECDEF pol~cy guidance 

- 
; ha-e ae fwtt specific beakdawns 113 the Ravy BRAC analyt~cal process. 1) the comparison d unlike 

iaciiiiies mid-way through the process, and 2)  the lack of documentation detailing this critical switch. 

? I The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990. Public Law 101-501. claims to create "a fair 

p-xess !?:~t wr!i resu!? i!'i the ?tf-t;icly closure at?d realignment of military tnstaliations it~side the Ucited 

S:ates." The Act mandates :hat :he DOE recommend facilities for realignment or closure based on twc 

a-it~i-jii. tl-tr iang ta-m face  structure plan and the select~on criteria which are applied to rank bases in 

<:ategovies where there is c3xcess capacity. The ioundation for the selection criteria is the comparison of 

one farrli?y !!-I a pa-?;i:ular caIegr3t-y against others in that same category. The DoD's policy guidance 
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men;crandnrn reqclrres that " The studies must be based on analyses ot the bass structure by h. 

r=a?eqa-res of bases us:ng: cbjectlve rneasutes for the selection criteria, where posstble; the forcs 

st-iidure pian. p -~gammed  workload over the FYDP (future yews def. plan): and military judgement in 

seiectrr~q bases for cioscrre and realignment." The Navy designed its selection process to ensure thai iike 

~ns1;talia~ronr: were compared. The process establishecl 5 major categories and 27 subcategories to 

enslxrt farrness NAS So. Mieyrnouth was grouped with 5 other Reserve facilities and NAS Brunswick 

-&as in a group of 20 Operat~onal tacilit~es: a confirmat~on of the fact that the activrtles of the Reserve and 

Operarionai facilities warranted separate cateqwization and separate evaluation. Now. in the attempt to 

meet F-:iNCLANTFI,T's "deslre" 17 was necessary to measure NAS So. Weymouth agalnst NAS 

4 - u ~ ~ ' i ~ : ~ k  and reverse the BSEC's own configuration model analys~s that targeted PJAS Brunswick for 

:losure and recommended that NkS So Weymouth be "kept open " Refer to Sec. Perry's memo of 7 

januwy. 1994 stating that the accuracy of BRAC data collection and analvses depends. at a minimum, 

nn "i~n!twrn g!t~dance definlng ciata requirements and sources " While the use of military judgement 1s 

acceptable. ~f no! vital. it IS inte~ded to be a tool-in the analysis of like facilities, rather than the decisive 

:ac2cu in choosing amorrg urtltke facilities Furthermore, by the Navy's own Analyses and 

%ecornrnendations Woi. I'd], comparison of military value across categories is virtually meaningless. 

2 )  ;",pxrent!y !he BSAT conducted a series of deliberative sessrons wrth the various 21NZs and 

t20rm;piled "palicy imperatives " The DON senior leadership reviewed them and made dec~scons 

n-UQ~ them Such a crrucal step In the process 1s surely worthy of written public record. Under the 

ease Ciosur~ 4 0  the SECOEF must ~nciude with his recommendat~ons a lust~ficat~on of the 

sstecttcr: 7rocess fcr each rec~rnmendat~on as we!! as certifrcat~on of the accuracy and 

i ~ r n ~ l e t s n e s , ~  the information The Navy also employed its own Internal control mechanisms 

10 'ensure rhe accuracy, com~iereness and inteqlty of the informat~on upon which the Secretary 



oi the Navy's recon~mendatiorrs ... would be based." This apparent application of military 

!udgement without supporting documentation or analysis has concerned many analysts in 

prev!.sus Nsvy cir~sure rccommetsdatiuns. !n its 1993 analysis. the GAO found that the Navy 

relied beaviiy upon the accer,:ance of certain as~rnptions and military Iudgements. 

iz cxclusrm m e  r3f the pr!rnzy tasks of the SHAG Cornmtss~on is to revrew the means by 

which ~ri i f i i r~d~al service el~sure and reallgnmenl decls~ons are made It is this process that 

~ns~ i res  pubiic trus'r in. and uitimate acceptance of, the final decisions. Herein lies the most 

rltst!rrh~ng aspect of the Navy's recommendatror, to close NAS So wctymouth- 

The wo[;sss by whictr the di.cision was made aRpears to v~olate several ~f the statutes, p11bIic - 

;ws: % € Z E E  g_urdance,an&p_olicy_ st_atem_e_nfs,w~~c_h_take_n -as__aawkk, farn the fo_unda_tio_~f 

f@prqcess The lack ot vttal records concsnrnq Input from CINCLANTFLT and the woced~~ral 

we:ghtrng that carrres, the lmplicat~on that ~t conceivably could carry more welgh? than anv other 

asGect of the process, and the forced comparison of Reserve NAS So Weymouth to Operat~onal 

fik 5 &-uns+ijck -~p-ja_teg ih-eg-~e>tg-satisf v a "desiree" do much to destrov public confidence 

in fhegocess and d e s t r ~ ~ i ? d i b ~ l r t y  of the Base Closure Act. 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

(617) 727-3800 

WlUlAM F. WELD 
MWWNfM 

AROEO PAUL CELLUCCI 
UEUT@*Nr*40WANOR 

February 8 ,  1995 
The  ono or able John ii. Dalton 
Secretary of the Navy 
1000 Navy Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20350-1000 

Dear Secretary Dalton: 

This Letter is t o  follow up on our recent phone conversation 
concerning Naval A i r  Stat ion (NAS) South Weymouth. 

As w e  discussed, the Massachusetts National Guard is impressed with 
the f a c i l i t i e s  a t  HAS South ~eym6uth and, with the Navy's approval, 
is interested in locating a unit onto the base. Specifically, the 
Guard is interested in moving a field artillery battalion totaling 
45 full time and 600 part time Guardsmen as well as their trucks, 
howitzers, and other equipment. This is a new, high priority u n i t  
that is assigned to the.wContfngency -Force Pool." 

Locating this unit onto NAS South Weymouth would require the 
construction of two buildings, one of 85,000 square feet to house 
the military units, and one of 12,000 square feet for  the 
maintenance of their equipment, AS we discussed, the state could 
fund such construction from a $100 million capital improvement fund 
intended for the state ' s military installations, Moreover, the 
state would willingly negotiate with the Navy to fund the 
improvement of other fac i l i t i es  or infrastructure at NAS South 
Weymouth that would be used jointly by the Guard and Navy 
personnel. As I mentioned, the l e g i s l a t i o n  authoriz i ng this 
capital improvement fund specifies that state funding is available 
only if NAS South Weymouth is enhanced or expanded under the 1995 
base closure process. 

If it is a l l  r i g h t  with you, I would like to send m y  staff t o  
Washington to discuss this possible option with your Installation 
experts. Your s taf f  can contact ~ i m  Kane in my office at: (617) 
727-3600. Thanks very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

& deeg, 
William. F ,  Weld 
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IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND NINETY- 

AN ACT 
RELATIVE TO SIMULATING EMPLOYNENT ENCOURAGING THE 
S I T I N G  OF CERTAIN FEDEML FACILITIES /N THE 
COMMONWEALTH. 

& it ccrctcd / ) J /  the Scnorc and liousr o/ Rcprcscnrarivc?r in Gcncrol Conn asscrnblcd, and by rhe 
authority o j  rlrc sarnc. as/olla ws: 

SECXION I .  

S e c t i o n  3. of c h a p t e r  300 of the acts  of 1992 is hereby 
( 

amended by i n s e r t i n g  after the words Neconomic a c t i v i t y 1 '  i n  

; clause (4) the following words:-;the preservation and enhancement 

; of the commonwealth's high-tech economic base. 

i SECTION 2. Chapte r  300 of the acts of 1992 is hereby 

; amended by d e l e t i n g  section 1 A  and inserting in place thereof the 

following new section:-SECTION 1A. To provide for  t h e  projects 

i and expenditures provided for in this act, the secretary of 
. !  

[ administration and f i n a n c e  is hereby authorized t o  spend t h e  surn 
! 
1 
1 set forth in section two of this a c t  f o r  the several. purposes of 
: 
! this act, subject to the conditions spscif ied under the 

L 

,' 

NOTE, - Usa ONE side of papor ONLY, DOUBLE SPACE. Insert additional I ~ ~ ~ v c s ,  if necessary. 
I 

i 



i 
. . provisions of this act and subject to the provisions of 1.aw 

regulating the disbursement of public funds and t h e  approval 
! 

thereof. 

SECTION 3 .  Item 2599-8000 i n  sectian 2 o f  chapter 300 o f  

the acts of 1992 is hereby amended by inserting a f t e r  t h e  word 

"SouthbridgeIt in l i n e  4 the following words:-or f o r  capital, 

projects to enhance o r  ex;and other United States Department of 
L 

Defense facilities i n  t h e  commonwealth. 
; 

I '  

SECTION 4.. Item 1599-8000 in section 2 of chapter 300 of 

t h e  acts of 1392 is hereby further amended by inserting after the 

word "requirementsu in Line 9 the following words:-,or other 

: U n i t e d  States D e p a r t n e n t  of Defense requirements. 

SECTION 5 .  Item 1.599-8000 j.n section 2 of  chapter 300 of 

the acts of 1992 is  hereby f u r t h e r  amended by inserting after the 
I 

word NSouthSrFdgelt i n  line 2 1  the foZlowing words:-or enhance or 
i 

expand other United States Department of Defense facilities in 
! : the commonwealth. 

r 

f 

: 
7 SECTION G .  section 3 of c h a p t e r  300 of t h o  acts of 1992  is 

! hereby amended by inserting af ter  t h e  word u ~ o u t h h r i d g e l l  i n  t h o  
r 

definition of "Selected SiteH the fo l lowing  words: -,or any Uni ted  
. i 

j States Department of Defense facility in the commonweal.th 
! 

selected eor  enhancement or expansion as t h e  r e s u l t  of t h e  1995 

base cPosure and real.ignment process. 
t 



SECTION 7 .  Sec t ion  3 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1992 is 

hereby further amended by inserting after the word lgchosenu i n  
L 

line 8 the  j lol lowing wards:-including any land or b u i l d i n g s ,  or  

interest therein, necessary to carry out the purposes of t h i s  

1 Act .  

SXCTION 8. Section 4 of chapter 300 of the acts of 3.992 is 
I 

: hereby amended by i n s e r t i n g  after the word t g f a c i l i t i e s l f  i n  Line 4 

the fo l lowing  words:-or upcn notification by the United States 

Depar t i en t  of Defense to the base commander or facility 

administrator of  a Departinent of Defense f a c i l i t y  that  tho 
I 

facility has been selected for enhancement or expansion as the 

result of the 1995 base c l o s u r e  and realignment process. 

SECTION 9. Section 4 of chapter  300  of the acts of 1992 is 

I hereby f u r t h e r  amended by inserting after the  word wreq,uirements'f 

i n  l i n e  12 tbe fol.lowing words:-or other U n i t e d  States Department 

of Defense requirements. 

SECTION 10. Section 4 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1992 is 

hereby further amended by insert ing  after t h e  word wServicesu i n  

line 6 of paragraph (c) the following words:- or other  United 

States Department of Defense requirement& 

SECTION 11. section 5 of  chapter 3 0 0  of the acts of 1992 j.6 

hereby amended by adding after the word l t f a c j . l i t i e s f f  i n  l i n e  7 

the following words:-or p r i o r  to t h e  notification by t h e  U n i t e d  
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' 1 .  
! 
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States Department of Defense that facilities in the commonwealth 

have been sel-ected f o r  enhancement o r  expansion. 

i 
, I 
, 

SECTION 12. Section 6 of c h a p t e r  300 of t h e  acts of 1992  is 

; hereby amended by adding after the word flGovernmentw in Zinc 4 

the  foLlowing words:-,or to any U n i t e d  States Department of 

Defense  c o n t r a c t o r  performing work for a Departaent of Defense 

$ f a ~ i l i ~ t y .  

SECTION 13. S e c t i o n  7 of chapter 300  of the acts  of 1992 is 

: hereby amended by adding after t h e  word "Servicesll i n  line G t h e  

following words:-,the Department of Defense Eacj.l.ities that have 

been selected f o r  enhancement o r  expansion, o r  a Department of 

Defense contractor performing wcrlc for a Department of Defense  

facf lity that has been selected for enhancement or expansion. 
I 

I 

SECTION 14. S e c t i o n  9 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1.992 is 
I 

I hereby amended by inserting after the word "Southbridge1I i n  line 
t 
I 3 the following words:-or enhance or expand other United States 

i Department of D e f e n s e  fac i l i t i e s  i n  t h e  commonwealth. 
> 

i .  
I 
fl SECTION 15. Section 9 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1992 is 

i hercby'amended by deleting the word ltninety-fourtl in line 4 and 
1 

i inserting in place thereof the following word:-ninety-six. 

I P 

. i SECTION 26. Chapter 300 of the acts o f  1.992 is hereby 

. . 
i : amended by adding t h e  f ollcwing new section: -SECTION 8 A .  To meet 

TOTGL P. 03 



the expenditures necessary i n  car ry ing  out the provisions of this 

act, the s l a t e  treasurer shall, upon request the 

issue and sell bonds of the commonwealth, Fn an amount to be 

specified by the governor from time to time, but not exceeding ,  

i n  the aggregate, the sum of one hundred million dollars. S a i d  

bonds shall only be issued and s o l d  after final approval. by the 

United States Congress the recommendation the 

Defense to locate s a i d  F i n a n c e  and Accounting S e r v i c e s  Facility 

i n  the town of S o u t h b r i d g e  or after final approval by the United 

States Congress of a recommendation from the Base Real.ignment and 

Closure Commission enhancz expand other U n i t e d  States 

Department of Defense f a c i l i t i e s  in the commonwealth. A l . 1  bonds 

issued by the commonwealth, as aforesaid, s h a l l  be designated on 

their face ,  Federal. Facilities Enhancement Act cf 1995, and shall 

be issued for such maximum term of years, not  exceeding thirty 

years., as the governor may recommend to the general. court 

pursuant to Section 3 of Article LXII of the Amendments to the 

constitution of the commonweal.th; prov ided ,  however, that all 

such bonds s h a l l  be p a y a b l e  no t  later t h a n  December thirty-first, 

two thousand and thirty. Bands and the interest thereon issued 

under the authority t h i s  section, notwithstanding other 

provisions of this act, shall be general obligations of the 

commonwealth. 

SECTZON 17. Chapter 300 of the acts of 1992 is hereby  

amended by adding the following new section:-SECTION 8R. The 

state treasurer may borrow from time to time on the credit of the 
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commonwealth such sums of money a s  may be necessary f o r  the 

! 
purposes of meeting payments as authorized by this act and may 

i issue a n d  renew from time to time notes of the commonwealth' 

therefor, bearing interest payable at such time and a t  such rates 

as shall be fixed by the s t a t e  t reasurer.  Such notes s h a l l  

issued a n d  may he  renewed one or more times for such term not 

exceeding one yea r ,  a s  the governor may recommend to the general 

court in acccrdance with Section 3 o f  Artic1.e LXII of the 

Amendments t o  the Constitution of  the commonwealth, but the f i n a l  

maturities of such notes, whether original or renewal, shall not 

be later than June thl.rtioth, two  thousand and seven. Notes a n d  

interest thereon issued under t h e  a u t h o r i t y  of this act, 

notwithstanding any o t h e r  provision of this act, s h a l l  he general 
L 

obligations of t h e  commonwealth. 



SITING OF RESERVE AVIATION SQUADRONS 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

In its justification for recommending the closure of NAS South Weymouth, the 
Department of the Navy made the following statement: 

"In addition, this recommendation furthers the Departmental preference 
to collocate active and reserve assets and personnel wherever possible to 
enhance the readiness of both." 

Regarding the basing of Reserve squadrons at active duty bases, it would appear that 
the navy itself, irrespective of the above statement, is not convinced of its merits or, at 
the very least, the Navy is inconsistent in its actions. One has to look no further than 
the 1993 closure process to see that actions speak much louder than words with regard 
to the Navy. 

Specifically, the 1993 base closure process resulted in the closure of four Naval Air 
Stations within the Reserve Claimancy; namely, NAS Dallas, NAF Detroit, NAS 
Glenview, and NAS Memphis. The closure of these four bases certainly presented the 
Navy with the perfect opportunity to put its belief of moving reserve squadrons to 
active bases into practice. Yet, not one squadron from any of these four bases has since 
been relocated by the Navy to an active duty base! Rather, the remaining assets from 
these four Reserve bases have all been transferred to other Reserve activities. And, in 
fact, the Navy went so far as to create a new Reserve base! This latter base is located at 
the former Carswell AFB and is in the process of being opened under the new name of 
NAS Fort Worth at a cost of several hundred million dollars. 

The opening of NAS Fort Worth is especially interesting to analyze, since it would 
appear to entirely contradict the Navy's stated preference of collocating reserve and 
active assets. Specifically, the closure of NAS Dallas gave the Navy the chance to 
relocate the Reserve F-14s of VF-201 from NAS Dallas to NAS Oceana, the only active 
duty base ont he East Coast where F-14s are stationed. Similarly, the Marine Reserve F- 
18s at NAS Dallas could have been relocated to MCAS BEaufort in South Caroling, the 
only active duty Marine Corps base on the East Coast where that type of aircraft is 
stationed. But, when given the opportunity to locate these valuable reserve assets from 
a closing reserve base to an active duty base, the Navy chose not to do so. Apparently, 
the Navy recognizeed that the highly-skilled manpower required to staff these 
squadrons can only be found in highly-populated urban areas where reserve bases have 
traditionally been sited. 

Another aircraft type to be found at the new NAS Forth Worth is the KC-130T tanker 
flown by the Marine Air Reserve. This type of aircraft is flown by squadron VMGR-234, 
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which relocated to Forth Worth from NAS Glenview when the latter Reserve base was 
ordered closed by BRAC 1993. Here was another perfect opportunity whereby this 
squadron could have been moved from Glenview on to an active duty Marine Corps 
Air Station already having this type of aircraft stationed there. MCAS Cherry. Point in 
North Carolina is such a base, since it currently is home to two active duty Marine 
Corps squadrons flying the KC-130. But, was this the Marines chosen course of action? 
The answer is no. MCAS Cherry Point is not located in an urban area from which the 
manpower needed to operate this squadron could have been drawn. The nearest major 
urban area is Norfolk, Virginia, slightly more than 150 miles away. Since VMGR-234 
ended up at Fort Worth and not Cherry Point, one could conjecture that it was believed 
that the 150 mile distance was too far to attract Reservists to Cherry Point. Boston to 
Brunswick is also approximatly 150 miles. 

Similar comments to those stated above can also be said for many other types of 
squadrons in the Naval & Marine Air Reserve. They would all show this same 
pattern of inconsistencies between the so-called policy of the Navy to locate its Reserve 
squadrons at active-duty bases and the actual actions taken by the Navy in siting these 
squadrons. In the interest of brevity, only the issue of the siting of Reserve P-3 and C- 
130 squadrons will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

There are presently many Reserve P-3 squadrons that are based at Reserve bases. These 
Reserve bases housing P-3 squadrons include NAS Willow Grove (2 squadrons), NAS 
New Orleans, NAF Washington, Moffett Field, and, of course, NAS South Weymouth. 
Additionally, there is a Reserve P-3 squadron at NAS Point Mugu, an active duty base 
but which has no active-duty P-3 squadrons stationed there. If it is so advantageous for 
the Navy to prepose to move VP-92 from NAS South Weymouth to the active duty base 
of NAS Brunswick, why has the Navy not proposed to also relocate the other Reserve P- 
3 squadrons to active duty bases, particularly active duty P-3 bases. The answer is 
simple. All of these Reserve P-3 squadrons, including VP-92 at NAS South Weymouth, 
are located near major population centers where the necessary manpower that these 
large squadrons need to operate can be easily obtained. it makes no sense to remove 
these squadrons from Reserve bases to remotely-located active duty bases where 
squadron manning would prove to be very difficult, if not impossible. Again, the navy 
apparently recognizes this fact in light of its actions to keep the majority of these 
squadrons at Reserve bases, yet it persists in trying to make an exception out of VP-92 at 
South Weymouth. If a move to active duty bases does not make sense for all of these 
squadrons, then it does not make sense for VP-92 either. 

The C-130T is one of the newest aircraft in the Navy inventory and is operated 
exclusively by the Naval Air Reserve. However, much of the utilization of these aircraft 
is devoted toward the direct support of the active duty Navy throughout the country 
and, literally, around the world. Yet, when the four Reserve squadrons which fly this 
type of aircraft were established, all four were sited at Reserve bases (NAS South 
Weymouth, NAF Washington, NAS New Orleans, and Moffett Field) -- not active duty 
bases. Again, the Navy has apparently recognized that the large manpower 
requirements of these squadrons can only be found in areas of high population densities 
-- areas where Reserve bases, not active duty bases, are typically sited. One can only 
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conclude that moving VR-62 and its C-130s from South Weymouth to Brunswick would 
result in severe manning difficulties for the squadrons. 

The basing practices of the Reserve components of the U.S. Air Force have been 
examined as a comparison with those of the Navy. These components consist of the Air 
National Guard and the Air Force Reserve. The examination indicates that the Air 
Force bases only a relative small percentage of its aviation squadrons at active duty 
bases, and thus appears to indicate that the Air Force apparently does not see any great 
advantages in does so. 

Looking first at the Air National Guard, America's largest aviation reserve force 
according to any definition, that organization, based on 1992 data, operates a total of 98 
aviation squadrons. Of those 98 squadrons, 80 of them are located at civilian airports 
near major population centers where personnel to man those squadrons are readily 
available for recruitment. Only 18 squadrons in the Air National Guard are located 
aboard purely military facilities. Of those latter 18 squadrons, 12 are located at active- 
duty Air Force bases, with the remaining 6 being sited at one Air Force Reserve base 
and 5 Naval Air Stations. 

One might presume that the 12 Air National Guard squadrons located at active-duty 
Air Force Bases are sited at those locations in order to obtain some special advantages as 
a result of that arrangement. However, upon closer examination, this does not appear 
to be the case in most instances. Rather, their location at active-duty bases appears to be 
largely for convenience only. Specifically, of the 12 squadrons, only 3 are located at 
active-duty bases where the active-duty forces fly the same type of aircraft as the Guard 
units stationed at those same bases. For example, the State of Washington Air National 
Guard has a KC-135 squadron stationed at Fairchild AFB, where the active-duty forces 
at that same base also fly the KC-135. These units may, accordingly, have some 
opportunities to work with each other train together. On the other hand, a Kansas Air 
National Guard F-16 tactical fighter squadron stationed at McDonnell AFB presumably 
has few working relationships with the B-1B bombers flown by the active-duty forces 
stationed at that same base. 

In summary with regard to the Air National Guard, only 3 out of a total of 98 squadrons 
are based at locations where those squadrons operated the same type of aircraft as their 
active-duty counterparts. This fact would seem to indicate that the Air Force, through 
its National Guard Bureau, does not appear to see major advantages in locating its Air 
National Guard squadrons at active-duty bases and, even when it does locate them at 
those locations, far more often than not the types of squadrons so assigned would 
appear to bear no direct relationship to the active-duty squadrons at those same bases. 

The Air Force Reserve in 1992 had a total of 37 aviation squadrons that actually 
operated their own assigned aircraft. Of those 37 squadrons, 20 were located at active- 
duty Air Force bases. However, only 6 of those 20 fly the same types of aircraft as the 
active forces at those same bases. Once again, it would appear that the basing of Air 
Force Reserve squadrons at active-duty bases is also largely a matter of geographical 
convenience rather than from any perceived military advantage in doing so. 
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AREA BASE CLOSINGS OR REALIGNMENTS 

BY 
John C. Yaney 

"Save Our Base Committee" 

The following military facilities in New England have been closed or substantially reduced in 
size since 1970, resulting in the loss of tens of thousands of military and civilian jobs and severe 
impacts to the regional economy. Many of these facilities are concentrated in the Boston and 
Providence areas, a combined geographical area smaller in size than some counties in western 
and southern states. 

NAVAL AIR STATION SOUTH WEYMOUTH (1995 DOD RECOMMENDATION) 
Sudbury Training Annex (1995 DOD Recommendation) 
Hingham Cohasset Army Reserve Center (1995 Recommendation) 
Naval Officer Candidate School Newport (1993 BRAC) 
Naval Reserve Center New Bedford (1993 BRAC) 
Naval Reserve Center Pittsfield (1993 BRAC) 
Fort Devens (1991 BRAC) 
Loring AFB (1991 BRAC) 
Watertown Massachusetts Army Material & Mechanics Research Center (1988 BRAC) 
Pease AFB (1988 BRAC) (Major downgrading from active Strategic Air Command Base 
to Air National Guard Base) 
Naval Shipyard Boston 
Naval Shipyard Boston (South Boston Annex) 
Naval Station Boston 
Naval Hospital Boston (Chelsea) 
Headquarters First Naval District (Bos ton) 
Boston Army Base 
U.S. Army Arsenal (Watertown) 
Naval Reserve Center Brockton 
Otis AFB (Major downgrading from active Air Defense Command base to Air National 
Guard Base) 
Westover AFB (Major downgrading from active Strategic Air Command base to Air . 

Reserve Base) 
Naval Air Station Quonset Point 
Naval Construction Battalion Center Davisville 
Naval Station Newport, including Cruiser/Destroyer Force LANT 
North Truro AFS 
Naval Security Group Activity Nantucket 

Prior to the closings listed above, there were also many additional closings of major military 
facilities in the Boston/New England region. These additional facilities include: 

26. Naval Ammunition Depot Hingham 
27. Naval Ammunition Depot Hingham (Cohasset Annex) 
28. Springfield Armory 
29. Grenier AFB 
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30. Dow AFB 
31. Presque Isle AFB 
32. Ethan Allen AFf3 

While every region in the country must share in defense cutbacks, we here in New England and 
especially here in the Boston area believe that we have already contributed far more than our 
fair share of closings. We are aware of no other area of the country that has been called upon to 
bear so many closing or major cutbacks in such a small, concentrated geographic area. As can 
be seen from the lists presented above, many of the closings had to be endured before the BRAC 
process came into being, giving us no opportunity at the time to publicly defend the value of 
those bases to the nation's defense effort. Not specifically mentioned above is the fact that the 
area also lost the huge General Dynamics Fore River Shipyard in Quincy, largely as the result of 
lack of contracts from the Navy. In addition, essentially all of the smaller private ship repair 
yards in Boston have been put out of business, again largely the result of Navy decisions to no 
longer homeport ships in Boston and Newport. 

During recent testimony of DOD personnel earlier this year before the newly-formed 1995 
BRAC, it was stated that certain bases in California were not considered for closure due to the 
history of prior closings in their immediate areas and the impacts which those closures had. We 
believe that the Boston area should have been given similar consideration. 

When BRAC 1993 approved the closure of the Naval Station and the Naval Shipyard in 
Charleston, SC, there was general agreement by everyone that the loss of these two major 
facilities in one city was devastating. Yet, Boston has also lost Naval Station and Naval 
Shipyard, as well as its Naval Hospital, its Naval ~mmunition Depot, its Army Base, its Army 
Arsenal, and its Naval District Headquarters, not to mention the loss of nearby Fort Devens, the 
last major active Army combat presence in New England. (The latter loss was particularly 
painful, since a previous BRAC had voted to expand Fort Devens, only to be reversed by BRAC 
1991.) Now, NAS South Weyrnouth is proposed once again to be closed, despite a 7-0 decision 
by BRAC 1993 to keep the base open and to expand it. It is not just that one city should be 
asked to sacrifice so much over the years while some other areas of the country have remained 
relatively unscathed. 

It is sincerely hoped that the 1995 BRAC Commission in its work will consider the cumulative 
impacts which these prior closings have already had on this region. With particular regard to 
the proposed closing of NAS South Weymouth, it is also hoped that the Commission is aware 
that it was here in Massachusetts that the U.S. Navy was born and that the whole concept of a 
reserve force in readiness was created and first put to the test at Lexington and Concord. It was 
also here in Massachusetts that the first Naval Air Station in the country devoted to the training 
of Naval Air Reservists was established right up the road from South Weymouth at Squantum. 
Keeping South Weymouth open will allow the proud tradition of the Naval Air Reserve in 
Massachusetts to continue. 
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To: 

From: 

NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH ENVIRONMENT 

1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

Committee t o  Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth  

The following paragraphs briefy describe several key environmental issues as they relate 
to the proposed closure of NAS South Weymouth and the transfer of its squadrons to 
NAS Brunswick. 

Noise 

South Weymouth receives very few noise complaints from the surrounding communities, 
as stated in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Navy for the base 
in 1990. In that same document, noise problems at other bases (NAS Jacksonville, etc.) 
were well documented. Many of those bases were described as having noise problems 
both on- and off-base, with hundreds or thousands of housing units and other sensitive 
land uses experiencing noise levels today of between 65 and 75 M n  or more. Measures 
required to help mitigate the noise problems at those bases include the prohibition of 
afterburner takeoffs by jets, the prohibition of practice approaches, and the prohibition of 
touch-and-go operations by jets, for example. No such constraints exist at South 
Weymouth. On-base housing at South Weymouth is located well away from the flight 
lines, while the key approaches (Runways 26 and 35) to South Weymouth are located for 
the most part over undevelopable land (wetlands, generally), thus helping to ensure the 
continuing freedom from noise complaints. 

South Weymouth has a key advantage compared to many other bases with regard to 
noise, in that the base has two runways at 90 degrees (perpendicular) to each other. Thus 
whatever little noise that is generated by flight activity can be distributed (weather 
permitting) over these two runways so that the same people are not constantly exposed to 
noise day in and day out, as happens at many other bases with only one runway. Several 
other Reserve bases have only one runway. NAS Willow Grove is such a base, as is NAS 
Dallas now and the new NAS Fort Worth at the former Carswell AFB. NAS Atlanta is 
another example of a reserve base having only one runway. NAF Washington, still 
another Reserve base does have two runways, but they are parallel, thus still exposing the 
same areas on the runway approaches to constant noise, regardless of which (or both) 
runway is in use. At all these bases, there is no possibility for "spreading out" the noise, 
as is done at South Weymouth. 



At NAS Brunswick, there are two runways, but as for NAF Washington, they are parallel 
to each other and very closely spaced. Again, regardless of which runway at Brunswick 
is in use (often they both are), noise sensitive areas off the runway ends are constantly 
exposed to noise. Moving additional P-3Cs from VP-92 and C-130Ts from VR-62 at 
South Weymouth to Brunswick will add to the overall noise level there. 

As an aside, having two perpendicular runways as South Weymouth does provides for 
improved safety of flight operations when compared with bases having only one runway 
or parallel runways. That is, the two runway configuration at South Weymouth permits 
aircraft to take off and land directly into the wind much more often than is the case 
otherwise. By having the capability of doing so, the chance of an accident occuring as a 
result of an aircraft being blown off course while attempting to land or take off is greatly 
reduced, particularly when the wind is strong. 

Air Oualitv 

The same general comments as stated above with regard to noise also apply to the air 
quality issue. That is, South Weymouth's relatively low level of activity when compared 
to some other bases does not result in significant degradation of the region's overall air 
quality. On the other hand, moving South Weymouth's squadrons to another base already 
having much higher existing levels of aeronautical activity can do nothing but result in 
negative air quality impacts at that location. Since that base already has greater levels of 
activity than South Weymouth, one can reasonably presume that air quality there in the 
immediate vicinity of the base is poorer than that at South Weymouth. Adding additional 
aircraft will exacerbate those conditions. 

The Navy's 1995 Recommendation for Closure with regard to NAS South Weymouth, in 
its environmental impact section, noted that South Weymouth is in a severe non- 
attainment area for ozone. As the attached recent article from the Boston Globe indicates, 
it is expected that this non-attainment label for the Boston area will soon be removed. 

Traffic 

Traffic congestion is always an important environmental issue. The Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for South Weymouth, previously referenced, documented traffic 
congestion problems at other Reserve bases, but none at South Weymouth. Also, the base 
has no parking problems and has a new main gate only several years old, which is served 
by a modem traffic signal system which assures efficient traffic management. 

South Weymouth will soon have another advantage that no other base may have. 
Specifically, a new commuter rail station will soon be constructed to serve the town of 
South Weymouth. It will be located adjacent to the base's Trotter Road gate. Thus, many 
base personnel would potentially be able to arrive from origins throughout eastern 



Massachusetts by using public transportation direct to the base. Any such use would, 
naturally, reduce vehicular volumes on the regional roadway system as well as reduce air 
pollution, etc. 

From another perspective with regard to traffic, South Weymouth's two aviation 
squadrons, VP-92 and VR-62, are proposed to be relocated to NAS Brunswick, Maine. 
Given the rural character of Maine in general, demographics suggest that the squadrons 
will continue to have to rely on reservists from the Boston area for manning. Because of 
the lack of public transportation, these reservists will all most likely drive to Brunswick, 
resulting in a round trip typically of 300 miles or so, compared with the short drive from 
the Boston area to South Weymouth. 

NAS Brunswick is located adjacent to U.S. Route 1, one of the most heavily congested 
roadways in Maine. Traffic congestion on this roadway is extremely severe during the 
summer tourist months, as  this is the main roadway serving Maine's famous coastline. 
Traffic congestion in Maine has become of such concern that the State's voters in a recent 
referendum voted to prohibit the widening of the Maine Turnpike between the New 
Hampshire border and Portland in an attempt to discourage more vehicles from coming to 
the State. Thus, the addition of reservists from VP-92 and VR-62 will only serve to make 
Maine's roads even more congested than they already are. 

Land Use 

In this category of evaluation, it is useful to quote from Section V of the 1981 Master 
Plan prepared by the Navy for NAS South Weymouth in which, on Page 4, it is stated the 
following: "Generally, except for a very few situations, the relationship of on-station 
land uses to each other is nearly ideal." With regard to off-station land uses, existing 
flight paths to key runway ends pass over largely undevelopable land, as stated 
previously. This latter fact not only keeps the number of noise complaints to a minimum 
but also improves safety in the event of an accident. Local communities have taken a 
number of steps to help preserve land use compatability between the base and land uses 
in the surrounding towns. An example of such a recent step was the refusal of one of the 
towns to permit the development of a large multi-unit housing complex near the approach 
to one of the runways. 

Ecosvstems 

According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Massachusetts Heritage 
Program, there are no endangered or threatened species or critical habitats on the base. 



SUMMARY 

From this information , it is clear that NAS South Weymouth enjoys a good relationship 
with the surrounding environment. Accordingly, from an environmental point of view, it 
makes little sense to close South Weymouth, where there are few environmental 
problems, and then create more environmental problems at a base which already has a 
higher level of activity, and thus more environmental impacts on the environment, than 
South Weymouth. 



LONG TERM IMPLICATIONS OF CLOSING NAS ATLANTA 
OR NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

One of the key differences between closing NAS Atlanta or closing NAS South 
Weymouth relates to the long term implications for the availability of the respective 
airfields. 

Specifically, NAS Atlanta is a tenant of Dobbins Air Reserve Base (ARB), as are several 
other military and civilian organizations. There are no plans to close the ARB, 
regardless of what happens to NAS Atlanta. The airfield (runway, taxiways, etc.) will 
remain open to serve the Air Force Reserve and its other tenants. Accordingly, it would 
be possible to put the facilities of NAS Atlanta in "mothballs" if the Navy so desired. 
Should some national emergency arise in the future, NAS Atlanta could be quickly 
reopened. In the meantime, should NAS Atlanta be selected for closure, its reservists 
could be airlifted each weekend from Dobbins to other Naval Air Reserve activities in 
the Southeast (e.g., NAS New Orleans, NAS Fort Worth, NAR Jacksonville, etc.). Or, 
these same reservists could attempt to affiliate with the reserve activities of the other 
military services located aboard Dobbins ARB (e.g., the Air Force Reserve, the Army 
Reserve, the Georgia Air National Guard). 

If, on the other hand, NAS South Weymouth were to be closed, its airfield facilities 
could very likely be lost forever, since there is no guarantee that the airfield will be 
taken over by civilian authorities and operated as an airport. Thus, under that scenario, 
the airfield at South Weymouth would not be available in a time of national emergency. 
Also, and just the opposite of the situation in Atlanta, closure of the airfield at South 
Weymouth eliminates the opportunity for the Navy to airlift local reservists to other 
training sites, thus forcing these reservists to either drive long distances to maintain 
their military affiliations or to drop out of the program. 

Long Term Implications of Closing NAS Atlanta or NAS South Weymouth 
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Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth 

Mission 
Current Mission: 

"To train Naval Reservists for 
their mobilization assignments 
with the active operating forces 
of the United States Navy; and to 
provide administrative coordination 
and logistic support for the tenant 
Naval Reserve Force squadrons 
and commands." 

BR4C4.C H3 4 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Scope of Responsibility 

CO, NAS 

Naval Local Area Coordinator for 
- Air (LACAI R) 
- ~assachusetts (LACMA) 

Environmental Coordinator for 
Massachusetts - Navy 







VR-62* Four - C-130T Hercules 
* Two C-130T On Board 

Two to be Delivered in August 95 

Naval Air Logistics Office (NALO) 
One - UC-128 Super King Air 200 

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Tenant Commands (Aviation) 

VP-92 Eleven - P-3C Orion 

BIUCB C H) 
8 

- 



I 1 Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 1 1 
Tenant Commands   NO^-Aviation) 

- Naval Reserve Center 
- Naval Training Meteorology and 

Oceanography Detachment 

- Marine Site Support Element 

- MedicaljDental Clinic 

- Naval Reserve Recruiting 

- Personnel Support Activity Detachment 

- Defense Courier Service 

- Human Resource Off ice Groton 

- Reserve Intelligence 

Programs Off ice 

- Resident Officer in Charge 

of Construction 

- Naval Criminal Investigative 

Service 

- Joint Personal Property 

Shipping Office 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Naval Air Reserve Units 
(Drill On - Site) 

- USS John F. Kennedy 
CV-67 (2-Units) 

- Naval Station, Rota 

Spain Support Unit 

- Naval Air Systems 
Command (2-U nits) 

- Naval Meteorology and 

Oceanography Reserve Activity Unit 

- Medical Marine Air 

Group Support Unit 

- Naval Air Station, South 

Weymouth Support Unit 

- Medical 1 Dental 

Support Unit 

- Fleet Support Squadron 

Component Unit 

- Mobilization Assignment 

Control Group Unit 

- Volunteer Training 

Unit (2-Units) 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Naval Air Reserve Units 
(Intelligence Units - Drill On-Site) 

Atlantic Intelligence Command 
2-Units 

Office of Naval lntelligence Unit 

Reserve lntelligence Area Commander Unit 

lntelligence Volunteer Training Unit 

Naval Security Group Unit 

lntelligence Specialist "A" School 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Naval Air Reserve Units 
(Drill Off-Site) 

Tactical Support Center, NAS Brunswick 
(2-Units) 

Defense Plant Representative Office Sikorsky Unit 

Defense Plant Representative Office GE Lynn Unit 

Defense Plant Representative Office Grumman Unit 

Naval lntelligence Service Regional Office Unit 

Office of Naval Intelligence Unit 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Facilities 

1,442 Acres. Overlies towns of Weymouth, 
Rockland & Abington. Adjoins Hingham. 

2 Hangars: Hgr. 1 - 54,000 sq.ft. 
Hgr. 2 - 38,400 sq.ft. 

2 Runways: Rwy. 8/26 - 6,000' x 1 50' 
Rwy. 17/35 - 7,000' x 200' 

No Man's Island Target Range 
- Aerial Bombing & Strafing (Unmanned) 
- Restricted Area R - 4105 
- 53 n.m. South of NAS South Weymouth 
- 2.7 n.m. South of Martha's Vineyard Island 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Facilities (Continued) 
Family Housing - 365 Units in Three Locations 
- South Weymouth - 165 
- Quincy: Squantum - 57, Naval Terrace - 48 
- Otis ANGB - 95 (Cape Cod) 

I I c BOQ - Capacity: 114 I I 
BEQ (3 Buildings) - Capacity: 220 

c Galley - Full Service - Capacity: 165 
- Semi Finalist for NEY Award. 

MWR - Fitness Center 1 Bowling Alley 
- Youth J Child Development Centers 
- Auto Hobby / Rental Centers 
- 2 All Hands Clubs 

Medical I Dental Clinic 

Navy Exchange 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Facilities (Continued) 
1 Aircraft Intermediate ~aint 'enance ~ e ~ t .  - 44, 768 sq.ft. 1 1  

Production Control 

Powerplants 

- T-56 Engines 

- Propellers 

- Aux. Power Units 

Maintenance Admin 

Quality Assurance 

Avionics 

- Radios 

- Navigation 

- Batteries 

Materials Control 

Aviator's Equipment 

- Parachutes 

- Survival Gear 

Airframes 

- Inspections 

- Hydraulics 

- Painting 

Support Equipment 

- Tow Tractors 

- Starting Units 

- Deicers 

Armament Equipment 

- Bomb Racks 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Facilities (Continued) 
Weapons / Magazines 

3 Active Magazines - 4,164 sq.ft. 
- Bldgs. 92, 93 & 94 
- 1,388 sq.ft. each 

2 Inactive Magazines - 1,492 sq.ft. 
- BIdg. 51 - 1,352 sq.ft. 
- BIdg. 52 - 140 sq.ft. 

Weapons Build-Up 
- Missiles 
- Mines 

Small Arms 
- Procurement 
- Storage 
- Maintenance 





Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth 
Facilities (Continued) 

Utilities 
Water: 
- Supplied by Town of Weymouth 
- Source 10" and 8" Water Main 
- Elevated Steel Water Tank Contains 250,000 gal. 

c Sanitary Sewer: 
- All Station Sewage Treated at Metropolitan 

Sewage Treatment Plant 

Telecommunications System: 
- Served by Dimension 2000 Analog Switch 
- 499 Lines and 506 Touch Tone Stations 
- Fiber Optic Lines to be Laid Summer '95 - In work 

Natural Gas System: 
- Limited Gas Distribution to Family Housing 
- Supplied by Boston Gas 

BMc1O.c m 19 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Pending Construction 
Project 

Apron / Runway / Hangar Repairs 

Status 

On Hold 

Training Dept. Renovation On Hold 

Flight Line Security On Hold 

Navy Exchange Gas Station On Hold 

Rehab Marine Portion of Hangar 2 

to Accommodate Lawrence, MA Unit On Hold 

BRAC21.C la 21 



National Priority List 

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Environmental 

New Department 

BRACP-C H3 22 

Installation Restoration Program (8 Sites) 

Central Distribution Center 1 HAZMART 

Recycling Program 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Family Service Center 

t Spouse Employment Assistance 

r Transition Assistance , Veteran's Benefits 

Relocation Assistance (Outbound & Inbound) 11 
r Exceptional Family Member (EFM) Program 

t Career Counseling for Separating Military & Family Member 

I I r Immigration & Naturalization I I 
r Workshops for Resumes/Job Search/lnterviewing Skills 

I I t Educational Services , Computer Training I I 
r Counseling - Individual & Family , Self Improvement Programs 

SHARE Program (Co-op Food Purchase I Community Service) 



Political Interface 

South Shore Chamber of Commerce 

Local Business Economics 



Firefighting / Ambulance 

Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth 

Community Support 

Boston Edison / MEMA MOU 

MBTA / Old Colony Railroad 

Boy Scouts / Sea Cadets 





DEMOGRAPHICS BY STATE 
PERSONNEL HOME SITES 

V 

PERCENTAGES 



Fleet Support 
NAS South Weymouth Reserve Units / Individuals 

t FY 91/92 Desert Shield / Desert Storm 32,000 Man Days 

FY 93 

t FY 94 

FY 95 

flCuppnh3 29 

Multiple Worldwide Support Missions 

Same as FY 93 

Currently Supported Operations Include: 
- UPHOLD DEMOCRACY, Haiti 
- SOUTHERN WATCH, Saudi Arabia 
- SHARP GUARD, Adriatic Sea / Bosnia 
- DRUG INTERDICTION, Caribbean Sea 
- FLEET EXERCISES, Mediterranean Sea 









I I Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Quincy Housing Areas 
Squantum Gardens / Naval Terrace 







NAVAL RESERVE CENTER SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

MISSION 

TO PROVIDE A HIGHLY CAPABLE AND MOTIVATED FORCE READY TO 
MEET THE CHALLENGES OF MOBILIZATION, CRISIS RESPONSE, AND PEACE 
TIME SUPPORT. 

VISION 

TO SET THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR THE NAVAL RESERVE FORCE 
BY BEING THE SAFEST, MOST EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT NAVAL RESERVE 
ACTIVITY. WE WILL PROVIDE THE HIGHEST QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICE 
AND TRAINING TO OUR CUSTOMERS. OUR COMMITMENT OF QUALITY IS 
FOUNDED ON OPEN COMMUNICATIONS, INDIVIDUAL WORTH, TEAM 
SPIRIT, PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE, ACCOUNTABILITY, INNOVATION, 
AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT. 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 

- A SURFACE RESERVE COMMAND 

NAVAL RESERVE 

SURFACE AIR 

- SURFACE SHIPS, SUBMAFUJVES, CONSTRUCTION 
BATTALION, SPECIAL OPERATIONS, SUPPLY SUPPORT, 
EXPEDITIONARY LOGISTICS FORCE (1 00% RESERVE). 







NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 

- ONLY SITE l3J UNITED STATES THAT PHYSICALLY 
SHARES EXISTING ASSETS....WE USE NAS (AIR) 
SPACES 

- AIR UNITS DRILL TWO(2) WEEKENDS (NAS) 

- SURFACE UNITS DRILL TWO WEEKENDS (ONE 
WEEKEND OFFSITE) 

- WE ARE THE LARGEST RESERVE CENTER IN NEW 
ENGLAND 



WHERE WE DRILL (IDT) 

BLUE WEEKEND 
(OFFSITE) 

4TH MARDIV 1/25 
(CAMP EDWARDS, MA) 

COMSUBGRU 2 DET 10 1 
(GROTON, CT) 

NAVINFO NE BOS 10 1 
(BOSTON,MA) 

NSY PORTS NH 201 
(PORTSMOUTH, NH) 

CNC WU 20 1 
(BOSTON, MA) 

SUBLANTREL 101 
(GROTON, CT) 

ONR TECH 201 
(BOSTON, MA) 

DCMD BOSTON A101 
(BOSTON, MA) 



WHERE WE DRILL (IDT) 

GOLD WEEKEND 
(LOCAL) 

ONBOARD NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

INSHORE BOAT UNIT DET 20 1 

ABFC D3A TANK FARM El01 

NH LONG BEACH 30 1 

NMCB 27 DET 1627 

COMSCEUR 101 

MSCCFN SEA 101 

NCSO NOREUR 301 

VTU 1005R 

SSB 

NDCL NEWPORT 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 
SOUTH WEYMOUTH 



PERSONNEL 

1. PTS (PART TIME SUPPORT) SELRES 

- 226 OFFICERS 
TOTAL - 569 

- 343 ENLISTED 

2. FTS (FULL TIME SUPPORT) TARSNSN 

- 2 OFFICERS 
TOTAL - 24 

- 22 ENLISTED 

* NOTE THIS DOES INCLUDE MIUW SUPPORT 11 OFFICERS AND 
51 ENLISTED NB PORTSMOUTH. 



r 1 

FACILITY 

* 7,500 SF Building 19 (MOBILIZATION CELL) 

(1 Conference Room) 
(1 Class Room) 

*USE OF NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH (HANGER I), 15,000 SF 

34 Class Rooms (CO - SHARE WITH NAS) 
Large Drill Hall (HANGER DECK) 
21 Unit/Staff Offices (CO - SHARE WITH NAS) 

*TRAINING ASSESTS 

Comprehensive Training Library 
Audio Visual Equipment 
Professional Instructors 

* PROFESSIONAL, MOTIVATED FULL TIME SUPPORT STAFF 



BRAC 95 

1. DOD RECOMMENDATION: 

REESTABLISH NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, QUINCY, MA, AND 
CHANGE THE RECEIVING SITE SPECIFIED BY THE 1993 COMMISSION 
(1 993 COMMISSION REPORT, PAGE 1-64) FOR CONSOLIDATION OF 
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS RESERVE CENTER, LAWRENCE, MA: 
NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, CHICOPEE, MA, AND NAVAL RESERVE 
CENTER, QUINCY, MA., FROM "NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MA." TO 
NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, QUINCY, MASSACHUSETTS." 



BRAC 95 
(WHERE PERSONNEL LIVE) 

SELRES % OUTSIDE 50 MILES FROM NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH: 

- TOTAL NUMBERS (1 10 - 507) (SEE NOTE 1) 

21 % TOTAL 

FTS (FULL TIME ACTIVE) % LIVING IN ABINGTON, ROCKLAND, OR 
SOUTH WEYMOUTH: 

- TOTAL NUMBERS (2 - 24) 

4 % TOTAL 

*NOTE 1 * THESE NUMBERS DO NOT INCLUDE MIUW. 





BRAC 95 

PLANNING ONLY 

- IF DOD RECOMMENDATION ACCEPTED. 

- RELOCATE EQUIPIFURNITURE (OCT 97) 

- REHAB 85 SEA ST. QUINCY, MA. 

85 SEA STREET 

- APPROX 35,000 SQ FT 
- BUILT 1957 



CURRENT SITE 
- NRC SOUTI I WEYMOUTH (LOCATED NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH) 

SUPPORTED BY MEDIDEN CLINIC 
SUPPORTED BY PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT (PSD) 
SUPPORTED BY BILLETINGIGALLEY 
SUPPORTED BY RECRUITING 
SUPPORTED BY MWREITNESS FACILITIES 

BUILDING 17 - 7,500 SQ FT - MOBILIZATION CELL, FTS OFFICES, COMPUTERISTAFF 
SUPPORT. 

CO - SHARE 
HANGER 1 - 15,000 SQ FT - CLASSROOMS, UNIT SPACE, DRILL DECK 

* QUALITY OF LIFE 

- NEX - BASE HOUSING 

REDUCED OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



POSSIBLE SITE 
(DOD RECOMMENDATION) 

- NRC SOUTH WEYMOUTH RETURN TO QUINCY 

- REHAB BUILDING ($2.5 MILLION REHAB) 
- INCREASE MEDIDEN COSTS 
- INCREASE BILLETING COSTS 
- INCREASE MEAL COSTS 
- PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT ??? 

QUALITY OF LIFE 

- NO EXCHANGE (CLOSEST NAVY NEWPORT) 
- NO BASE HOUSING 
- NO COMlMISSARY 
- NO MWR FACILITIES 

* INCREASE OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



OUR CNCWU UNIT SUPPORTED 
OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY - HAITI 
FROM OCT 94 TO DEC 94. MOBILIZED - 17 
INDIVIDUALS FOR - 3 MONTHS. 
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INSHORE BOAT UNIT 21 : The mission of Inshore Boat Unit ? I  is to provide a rapidly deployable, 
armed, small boat capability to support Mobile Inshore Undenvater Warfare, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Mine 
Search Units, Mobile Dive and Salvage Units and other expeditionary warfare forces operating in littoral regions. 
Primary mission tasking is to directly support Naval Coastal Warfare, Port Security and Harbor Defense objecti\.es. 
The unit is also provides Security Support during Maritime Force Pre-positioning, Joint Logistics Over the Sllore, 
Assault Follow-on Echelon Security, Submarine Security and mission support for active and reserve MIUW, EOD, 
MSU and MDSU operations. (0-2 E-42) 

NH LONG BEACH 301 : Naval Hospital Long Beach 30 1's primary mission is to mobilize to the Naval 
Hospital Long Beach, California to augment that facility's medical treatment staff. Its secondary missiot~ is to provide 
contributory support to the Branch Medical Clinic South Weymouth. All fourteen of the imit's personnel are medical 
treatment providers. Current members offer specialty expertise and services in Hematolom, Clinical Psychology, 
Emergency Nursing, Intensive Care Nursing, Neonatal Nursing, Operating Room Teclmology, Laboratory 
Technology, Intravenous Therapy and Emergency Medical Technology. (0-10 E-4) 

COMSCEUR 101: The mission of Military Sealift Command Europe 101 is to mobilize trained individuals, 
to rapidly expand Military Sealift Command's capabilities for Strategc Seal&. The unit supports national security 
objectives by providing common-user sealift and Maritime Prepositioning Force to meet the needs of the Department 
of Defense in times of war or national emergency. When activated, MSCEUR 10 1's 35 reservists augment as full- 
fledged members of the Commander Military Sealift Command Europe's strategic mobility sealift team, providing the 
capacity to rapidly deploy and sustain military forces wherever and whenever needed, for as long as operational 
requirements dictate. MSCEUR 101 accomplishes its vital role by setting up and operating MSC outposts throughout 
the world on short notice, scheduling and monitoring operations of dry cargo ships and tankers, chartering ships for 
sealift and coordinating the repair and maintenance of MSC controlled ships. ( 0 - 1 8  E-17) 



SSB : Naval Reserve Aviation Boatswain Fuel Chief D3 1 Supply Support Battalion Headquarters 10 1 has a 
primary mission of providing tailored supply support in an expeditionary environment. The unit provides support at 
an Advanced Logistical Support Site, a Forward L o p t i c s  Site or a host command as a functional supply department. 
When mobilized, the unit establishes, provides and maintains s~ipply support operations on a 24-hour continuous 
basis within the theater of operations. The 42 members of the unit are responsible for managing budget and finances, 
customer services, local delivery of cargo, providing basic materials handling equipment and transporting equipment 
and personnel. (0-5 E-37) 

ONR SCI & TECH DET 201: The rnision of Naval Reserve Office of Naval Research Science and 
Teclmoloby Detachment 201 is to provide and maintain a cadre of Naval Reserve personnel ready for mobilization. 
The eleven, uniquely qualified members of the unit are experts in their scientific and technical fields and experienced 
in Fleet operations and technical project management. The unit is capable of supporting the Office of Naval 
Research with peacetime contributory support or acceleration of science and technology during periods of recall in 
the event of crisis response, regional conflict or global war. (0-10 E-1) 

NCSO NOREUR 101 : The mission of Naval Control of Shipping Atlantic 101 is to provide for the safe 
passage of merchant ships during a contingency situation or in time of war or national emergency. NCSO LANT 101 
trains for mobilization by classroom and exercise training in the direction and protection of merchant shipping. The 
unit's 38 personnel are divided, for mobilization purposes, into three Naval Liaison Teams and one Shipping Control 
Team. (0-27 E-9) 

DCMD BOSTON A101 : Defense Contract Management District Northeast Boston AlO 1's mission is to 
augment the Defense Logistics Agency in providing Department of Defense branches with contract management 
support. In addition, DCMDN contributes support in the fields of Quality Assurance, Production and Transportation. 
The unit is comprised of eleven Navy Officers, two Air Force Officers and one Army Officer drilling at DCMDN 
Headquarters in Boston, MA. (0-11) 



MSCCFNSEA 101 : The mission of Military Sealift Command Central Facility North Sea 101 is to provide 
for the sealift capability of strategic and wartime requirements and to establish offices for the logistic support of 
MSC shipping when and where necessary. The 5 1 members of MSCCFNSEA 10 1 augment Commander Military 
Sealift Co~nmand Europe, w1Gch provides logstical support in the area of sea transportation to sustain US Forces in 
Europe, North A h c a ,  and Southwest Asia. Unit members are trained to respond to situations within and outside 
their specialties in any port within the area of responsibility of COMSCEUR. (0 -22  E-29) 

ABFC D3A TK FM E l  O 1 : Naval Reserve Aviation Boatswain Fuel Chief D3A ~ a n k  Fann E I O 1 Is 
mission is to provide advanced base, quick response, multi-mission support to the active operating forces by 
augmenting fixed fie1 facilities andlor establishing and operating expeditionary file1 facilities. When mobilized, the 
unit is charged with setting up, operating and maintaining a 40,000 gallon storage and dipersing sytem to file1 high 
speed aircraft. The storage system consists of four 10,000 gallon bladder storage containers whicll can be 
transported by air without the use of material handling equipment. (0-2 E-21) 

COMSUBGRU 2 DET 101: Naval Reserve Commander Submarine Group Two Detachment 101 is a 
staff unit assigned to support Commander Submarine Group Two. In time of war or other national emergency, the 
detachment augments the active duty staff in support of their missions. The 26 reserve members of the unit provide 
significant peacetime support to the Group's Public AEairs Officer and on special projects assigned by 
COMSUBGRU TWO. (0-7 E-19) 



SPAWAR HQ 101 : Space and Naval Warfare Headq~iarters IOl's mission is to provide fiiIIy qualified 
individuals to augment Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command in the event of national emergency. The unit 
provides ongoing long term technical support for the Commercial Satellite Communications System Acquisition 
Program. SPAWAR HQ 101's 25 members, drawn from the surface, submarine, air and intelligence communities, 
accomplish this through project management support using their technical and professional backgrounds. The 
objective is to provide Naval Commanders with a decisive warfare advantage through the development, acquisition 
and life cycle management of effective and responsive undersea, terrestrial and space sensors; information transfer 
systems; information management systems; and systems for the denial of these capabilities to opposing forces. 
(0-16 E-9) 

SUBLANTREL 101 : The mission of Naval Reserve Submarine Force Atlantic Religious Support 10 1 is to 
train chaplains for mobilization within the Submarine Force, Atlantic and to provide contributory support to the 
active duty chaplains of Submarine Group Two. The chaplains of NR SUBLANT REL 101 provide spiritual 
ministry, pastoral care, religous programming and advisory leadership to SUBLANT and SUBGRU TWO. The unit 
operates in support of the fiee exercise of religion for all Sea Service personnel and their families in order to promote 
hope, community, moral leadership and the advancement of Navy Core Values. (0-5) 

4TH MARDN 1/25: The mission of the Naval Reserve, Fourth Marine Division, First Battalion, Twenty- 
Fifth Marines Headquarters and Service Company is to staff a Corpsmen Battalion Aid Station and provide 
corpsmen to directly support the Battalion Weapons Company. The 33 reservists &om the unit comprise one section 
of a medical platoon and provide medical and religious support to two companies of a Marine Corps Reserve 
Battalion. The unit provides direct medical care in support of combat operations, as well as medical administration, 
routine medical services and preventive medecine. The unit is a Priority One deploying unit and its members are 
ready to deploy with the Marines on short notice. (0-4 E-29) 



NAVINFO NE 1 O 1 : The mission of the Naval Reserve Navy Office of Information New England 101 is to 
provide public affairs training, guidance and support to active duty and reserve commands worldwide. In maximizing 
their mobilization readiness, the twelve officers and four enlisted members of NAVINFO 10 1 use the tools of media 
relations, special events, community relations and internal cotnmunicatiotls to deliver the Navy message to a wide 
range of public audiences. The unit's mobilization site is the active duty Navy Office of information, located on 
Boston's historic waterfront. (0-12 E-4) 

NDCL NEWPORT 401 : The primary mission of NR NDCL NPT 401, is to provide reinforcement and 
expansion of the Navy Dental Corps to meet crucial requirements for support to sustain combat operations. 
Manning numbers include two officer billets and three dental technicians. (0-2 E-3) 
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Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

VP-92 
MISSIONS 

t Designed Primarily for Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 

Increasing Emphasis on Multi-Mission Capabilities 

Over-the-Horizon Surveillance and Targeting 

Maritime Patrol 

Carrier Battle Group Support 

Interdiction Operations 

Littoral Warfare 







1993 - WINNER OF GOLDEN WRENCH AWARD 
FOR MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

VP-92 

OPERATIONS 

FY-95 - 2885 FLIGHT HOURS ALLOTTED 

1500 HOURS FLOWN TO DATE 

710 HOURS (47%) TO DATE DEVOTED 
TO CONTRIBUTORY SUPPORT 



Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth 

VP-92 

OUT CONUS DETS 

Roosevelt Roads - 6 Weeks 
85 Personnel / Counter Narcotics 

Roosevelt Roads - 5 Weeks 
68 Personnel / Operations Support Democracy (Haiti) 

P Rio DeJaniero - 2 112 Weeks 
38 Personnel / UNITAS 35-94 

Roosevelt Roads - 2 Weeks 
34 Personnel / Counter Narcotics 

P 13 CREWS FOR 15 WEEKS = 1994 MAJOR COMMITMENTS 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

VP-92 
1 994 RESULTS 

Won an Unprecedented Four COMRESPATWINGLANT Crew of 
the Quarter Awards for Combat Aircrew Excellence. 

r COMRESPATWINGLANT Bloodhound Award for Torpedo 
Delivery Excellence 

COMRESPATWINGLANT Runner-Up for Battle "E" for 
Corn bat Excellence 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

VP-92 

Sigonella 95 Detachment Summary 

15 February - 08 April 1995 

6 

3 

Total Personnel: 142 

L 

Dates: 

Crewys: 

Aircraft: 











A professional, fully trained, and well 
equipped Fleet Logistics Support 

Squadron providing 
World-Wide Iogisitics support to the 
fleet in a constantly changing arena 

of operations through 
Total Quality Leadership and 

I 
I 

I 

I 

1 
I 

I 

Personal Excellence. 

OUR VISION 



C-I 30T BASING 
Strategically Located 

* VR-62 - South Weymouth 

* VR-53 - Washington DC 

* VR-55 - NAR Santa Clara 
(Moffett Federal Field) 

* VR-54 - New Orleans 



4 C-130T HERCULES TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 1 1  
r PROVEN DESIGN, DELIVERED NEW 

- Newest technology upgrades. 

25 TON AIRLIFT CAPABILITY 

- Quick rig for cargo pallets and/or passengers. 
- Ramp load heavy vehicles and equipment. 

RANGE: 3000 NM PLUS RESERVE. I 

- Non-Stop quick reaction support of 
European theater operations. 

* THE NAVYS' ONLY HEAVY LIFT AIRCRAFT ASSET. 



RECENT HOMEPORT CHANGE 

* 01 APR 1994 VR-62 Completes Horneport Change 
to NAS South Weymouth, MA 

* 03 FEB 1995 VR-62 Receives First Two Production 
C-130T Transport Aircraft 

* PROJECTED 

*31 AUG 1995 VR-62 ReceivesThird and Fourth 
C-130T Aircraft 

* 30 JUN 1 996 VR-62 Completes C-130T Transition 
and is Fully Operational 



SQUADRON MANPOWER 
RAPID GROWTH UNDERWAY 

TOTAL BILLETS AUTHORIZED 

OFFICER 

TAR 

SELRES 

AUTHORIZED 

13 

27 

ONBOARD 

9 

27 

ENLISTED 

TAR 

SELRES 

AUTHORIZED 

116 

142 

ONBOARD 

1 1 1  

56 



HOMEPORT CHANGE ISSUES 
NAS South Weymouth to NAS Brunswick 

PERSONNEL 

* PCS moves 
- 5 officers 
- 80 enlisted 

* Home Owners Assistance Program. 
- 15% of Squadron TAR Members are Homeowners. 

* 53% of Affiliated SELRES Members Reside 
Within 50 Miles of South Weymouth 

* SELRES RETENTION 

- Enlisted: 
56 

- Officers: 
27 

Onboard 
30 

Onboard 
27 

Willing to Relocate 
21% 

Willing to Relocate 
1 00% 



4 Aircraft Hangared 

2 Aircraft Hangared 

SUPPORT WORKSPACES: 
Offices, Workcenters, 
Equipment and Storage 

RAMP AREA 

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
HANGAR: 

Hangar Bay 80,000 sq. ft. 

Min Height 40,000 sq. ft. 

24,000 sq. ft. 

296,000 sq. ft. 





SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

MARINE PRESENCE 
* CURRENTLY 

* RECENT REDUCTIONS 

- 1994 MAG-49 Det. C 
HML-771 
MALS-49 Det. C 



SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

MISSION 
To Coordinate, Supervise, and Support 
Training of Assigned SMCR Units; 

Upon Order, Assist in Mobilization for 
Support of Marine Corps Operations 

To Supervise Pre-Mobilization Planning 
and Logistics Functions; 



Marine Air Support Squadron - 6 

Mission: 
Air Control Agency Responsible for 
the Direction of Air Operations 
Directly Supporting Ground Forces. 

Equipment: 
AN/TSQ-55 Communications Shelters 
AN/UYQ-3A II II 

Motor Transport Equipment 
Generators 

SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

MASS - 6 



SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

MWSS -474 Det. B 
Marine Wing Support Squadron 474 Detachment B 

Mission: 
Provide Aviation Ground Support to the 
Marine Aviation Combat Element to include: 
Engineer, Utilities & Motor Transport. 

Equipment: 
Engineer Heavy Equipment 
Utilities Equipment 
Motor Transport Equipment 





SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

PERSONNEL "ON HAND" STRENGTHS 

AS OF 311 5/95 ACTIVE SMCR 

MASS-6 20 1 29 

MWSS 474 DET B 19 222 

MOB 12 

MTU 30 

PSRO 

ATTACHED PERSONNEL 

TOTAL 

OTHER 

4th MAINTENANCE ORDNANCE TEAM 
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RELOCATION SITE(S) ? 
- OTIS ANGBIMASS MILITARY RESERVATION 
- WESTOVER AFB 
- FORT DEVENS 
- HANSCOM AFB 

SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

BRAC 95 CONCERNS 

1997 -OPERATIONAL CLOSURE OF NAS 

71 % OF DRILLING MARINES RESIDE WITHIN 50 MILES 
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SOUTH SHORE 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE April 2 1, 1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am Chairman of the "Save the Base" Committee, a composite group of local officials, 

reservists, base employees, and concerned citizens, formed under the auspices of the South Shore 

Chamber of Commerce. Herein, I outline some of the essential points we intend to make as part 

of our presentation to Commissioner Robles when he visits the South Weymouth Naval Air 

Station on April 28, 1995. 

In 1993, South Weymouth NAS was removed from the closure list when Commissioner 

Stuart, citing lowered demographics at receiving sites and the prospective loss of a base rated 

third in military value of eight naval air reserve stations evaluated, moved the Commission to find 

that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from the force structure plan and the final 

criteria in making his recommendation. The Commission voted unanimously 7-0 to reject the 

Secretary's recommendation. Commissioner Stuart said in making his motion: -. 

"I am impressed with the logic of maintaining a Reserve Facility which we already 
own, and it looks like a superb facility that is available to the Northeast, where 
there are a lot of reservists operating. I think we have to keep in consideration 
that all parts of the country need to have facilities available to them. (BRAC 
Transcript of June 26, 1993, page 3 19). 

What has happened at South Weymouth in the interim? As a result of BRAC 93, a 4- 

plane C-130 squadron (VR-62) was stood up in February of this year, a Surface Reserve Center 

was established to accommodate over 500 surface reservists from NRC Lawrence, NRC 

Chicopee and NRC Quincy which were ordered consolidated at Weymouth as a result of the 

Community's suggestion. Additionally, other construction projects that had been on hold for 

36 Miller Stile Road, Box 483, Quinc)~. Massachusetts 02269 ( 6 1 7 )  479- 11 11 - An Accredited Chamber 
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several years under the threat of closure, went forward, including the rehabilitation of several 

other buildings, a new addition to the fire house, a new air control tower, a new liquid oxygen 

farm and a new Dopplar Weather Radar. 

However, despite BRAC 93 and the actions taken as a result, the continued high military 

value of South Weymouth as borne out by the Navy's military value matrix, Weyrnouth's high 

level of contributory support and its overall readiness, the Secretary once again recommended 

South Weymouth for closure. We maintain the recommendation is not supportable through any 

application of the selection criteria and is in contradiction to that which is required to meet the 

needs of the long-term force structure plan. 

South Weymouth is a Reserve Air Station. The sole purpose of its active duty personnel 

is to train reservists who will be capable of effectively mobilizing during a major conflict. In 

more recent years, reservists have been additionally called upon for contributory support, side 

by side, with fleet units to meet operational goals. Why? because it is cost-effective to rotate 

citizen-sailors for short periods to meet various contingencies at the same skill level but at 116th 

the cost. Numerous personnel from South Weymouth answered the call in support of Desert - 

Sto r f l e se r t  Shield. Many others volunteered but were not needed. Today, we have reserve 

aircrews, rotating back and forth from Europe for 17 day stints in support of operations near 

Bosnia. Last summer, these same crews rotated out of the Caribbean, flying numerous missions 

in support of operations in and about Haiti. 

To h l l y  utilize capable reservists, training sites must be accessible to reservists where 

they live and work. South Weymouth is located in the heart of metropolitan Boston which it 

the most highly-educated population center in the country. Many young reservists come off 

active duty to use the G.I. bill to hrther their education at the many fine institutions of higher 
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learning located in Boston and the surrounding area. There is no better area to site a reserve 

air station than in the middle of this demographic mecca. 

The Navy's own analysis rated South Weymouth #1 in demographics, arguably the single 

most important factor in selecting an installation which can support a force structure plan that 

will undoubtedly include an even greater compliment of reservists in the years to come in the 

face of dwindling resources. The Army and Air Force now have a higher percentage of reserve 

forces in their makeup than they ever had in their history. The Navy recognized the uniqueness 

of its Reserve Air Station when designing its selection process comparing one against each 

other, particularly in the area of demographics. The evaluation done was different from those 

conducted for Operational Air Stations. Most notably, the inquiries made to the two separate 

subcategories were not the same and there was no analysis completed in evaluating reserve 

demogiaphics or reserve recruiting potentiai in thz andlysis done on active duty operationd 

facilities. 

The decision to close South Weymouth which links a reserve facility with an active 

facility is without analytical support. To have provided justification, a comparison of military 

values across categories where no data existed would have been required. Such a procedure 

would be flawed. The Navy virtually admitted as much as demonstrated on page 25 of the 

Department of the Navy's Analysis and Recommendation (Volume IV), March, 1995, when 

DOD reported: 

"The score for a particular installation is a relative measure of military value withiil 
the context only of the subcategory in which that installation is being analyzed. . . . 
Furthermore, the score obtained by an activity in one subcategory has no relevance for 
comparison to the score obtained by an activity in another subcategory since the 
question and quantitative scores were different for each matrix." 
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Despite this emphasis in separating Reserve and Operational Naval Air Stations, the BSEC 

eventually saw fit to measure NAS South Weymouth against NAS Brunswick in an effort to 

meet the CINCLANTFLT's "desire" to have a hlly capable air station north of Norfolk. 

This comparison resulted in a serious departure from BSEC's initial findings: NAS 

Brunswick had been marked for closure during BSEC's initial configuration model output 

for Operation Air Stations, and NAS South Weymouth had been "kept open" during similar 

phases in the Reserve Air Station analysis. Moreover, this comparison is out of sync with 

the internal control procedures set forth by Secretary Perry's January 7, 1994 memorandum, 

stating that the accuracy of BRAC data collections and analyses depends at a minimum, "on 

uniform guidance defining data requirements and sources. " ( Department of Defense 

Memorandum, Ofice of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 1995 Base Realignments and 

Closures (BRAC): Policy, Procedures, Authorities and Responsibilities, January 7, 1994, 

p.9). 

While the use of military judgment in selecting bases is certainly acceptable, it is 

intended to be a tool in the analysis of like facilities, rather than the decisive factor in 

choosing among unlike facilities. The Navy, however, chose to incorporate the 

CINCLANTFLT1s input by dismissing its own analysis and commencing a comparison of 

apple and oranges. 

Even if the Comn~ission were to determine that the comparison of naval and 

operational air stations was somehow justified, the inconsistency of the process employed by 

the Navy seems unacceptable. If naval and operational air stations could be easily and 

logically compared, why was the configuration not utilized at the outset? The last minute 

methodological shift on the part of BSEC looks like an attempt to justify the CINC1s 

expressed operational desires by presenting an eitherlor alternative, under which any 
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Reserve Naval Air Station, regardless of its ranking within its own subcategory, would, by 

definition, lose to an Operational Station, regardless of the Operational Stations's relative 

ranking. 

It is apparent that the BSAT conducted a series of deliberative sessions with various 

CTNC's and compiled "Policy imperatives" based on those discussions. Such a critical step 

in the process is surely worthy of written public record, and yet we have been unable to 

uncover any related documentation. Under the Base Closure Act, the Secretary of Defense 

must include with his recommendations a summary of the selection process that resulted in 

the recommendation for each installation and a justification for each recommendation, as 

well as certification of the accuracy and completeness of the information on which the 

recommendations are based. (Department of the Navy: Analyses and Recommendations 

(Volume ZV), Mcrsh 1905, p. 10) We have been umble tc obtai~ documentation 

concerning either the CINCLANTFLT's request for a single air station north of Norfolk, or 

the BSEC's response. For these reasons the Secretary's recommendation is flawed and 

should not be adopted. 

- .  

This gap in information is disturbing because it requires the community to simply 

trust that the Navy correctly interpreted the ClNC's request. If the CINC's input holds more 

weight that any other aspect of the process-- and particularly if that input is not assigned a 

procedural weighing or ranking in importance--then it stands to reason that there should be 

a record of that input and that it should be available to communities. Indeed, if final 

recommendations depend solely on-- and can be justified by-- a single missive from a 

Commander-in-Chief, why not dispense with the entire analysis before this point? Clearly 

this was not the impartial and logical process envisioned by the framers of the BRAC 

legislation. 
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We have attached detailed memoranda on various issues which we feel should be 

considered by the BRAC in its deliberation. All focus on the strengths of NAS South 

Weymouth. We are troubled that despite South Weymouth's high military value and its 

unmatched demographics there was only one scenario of the hundreds conducted which 

considered keeping South Weymouth open. Despite certification from the local command 

that the scenario to keep South Weymouth open (which called for the closure of NAS 

Atlanta and the transfer of a C-9 squadron located there moving to Weymouth) could be 

readily accommodated at minimal expense, there were no follow-on scenarios which 

considered South Weymouth for other type of aircraft such as tactical aircraft flown by 

Marine and Navy reservists. 

Any recommendation that spared NAS Atlanta ahead of South Weymouth was in 

contradiction to the stated mandate that where excess capacity existed in a subcategory, a 

scenario which rendered an average aggregate military value of those stations remaining less 

than the average aggregate military value of all installations in the subcategory, that 

scenario should not be followed. NAS Atlanta's poor military value--some ten points less 

than South Weymouth and the other reserve installations--should have dictated early on that 

any scenario sparing Atlanta would always result in an average below that which was 

required by the state control factor. Any scenario which considered keeping Atlanta should 

not then have been considered 

We look forward to Commissioner Robles visit in order to demonstrate the 

outstanding capabilities of this facility and to further justify to him how additional air 

activities could be supported here. Whether fixed-wing or rotary, tactical jet or logistics, 

Weymouth is ready, willing and able to support these types of missions with its available 

infia structure and with its highly capable and motivated personnel. 
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We thank you for your anticipated consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

Paul R. Haley 

Enclosure 
rv-"el 



DEVIATIONS FROM BRAC CRITERIA -- 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

- -- - 

In June of 1993 the BRAC voted, without deliberation, to not close Naval Air Station So. Weymouth by a 

unanimous. 7 to 0 vote. What happened between June 1993 and the Dept. of Navy's recommendation of 

March 1995 to again target NAS So. Weymouth for closure? 

The Recommendation f x  Closure cites the need to close the Naval Reserve Air Station at So. 

Weymouth in wdw to support the operational desires of CINCLANTFLT and to maintain the active duty 

Naval Air Stat~on at &unswick. It goes on to state thai moving all of the assets and supporting personnel 

and equipment less than 150 miles away provides most acceptable reserve demogaphics. Further, the 

BRAC 93 decision to move and economically consolidate the surface Naval Reserve Centers from 

Lawrence. Chicopee, and Quincy onto NAS So. Weymouth is reversed and the Quincy NRC is to be 

rehabilitated and reopened. To arrive at this recommendation a number of significant deviations from the 

established BRAC Criteria fa Closure had to take place. 

Spec~fically. the Department of the Navy: 

1 .) ignoted the standkds set in the Base Closure Act and ignored all of their own established controls to 

"rnsr-lre the accuracy, completeness, and inteqity of the informationn upon which decisions would be 

made The GAO has questioned this procedure on previous rounds of closure as the DON process 

clearly relies tieavily upon the acceptance of certain assumptions and military judgements with no 

documetltation to support the decisions. 



2.) Regardless of the DON praise for the equality and fairness of military value ranking and the process 

of at~iving at it, the Navy disregarded NAS So. Weymouth's clearly superior standing and made their 

recommendation in defiance of the BRAC 95 goal to reduce excess capacity. 

3.) To accomplish its recommendation the Navy had to deviate substantially from the selection criteria 

by, at the last minute, and only to satisfy an undocumented desire of a CINC, sacrifice Reserve NAS So. 

Weymouth by making comparison to active duty NAS Brunswick, a documented operationally 

unnecessary facility. 

Let's look at some specifics: 

A. Referring to the record of BSEC deliberations through 29 November 1994, all scenarios and 

discussions point to the closure of NAS Atlanta. NAS Atlanta was recommended for closure bv the 

DON'S comDuter confiauration analvsis of militarv value. Throughout the BSEC process, NAS Atlanta 

consistently scored lower than NAS So. Weymouth and NAS Ft. Worth. NAS Atlanta's military value 

score and ranking were 51.1 4, 6th of 6 reserve bases scored. This is 10.23 points lower than NAS So. 

Weymouth and 10.02 points lowet- than the average military value of all 6 reserve bases. (NOTE: Please 

refer to item 8, below for more discussion on this point.) Then according to the BSEC deliberations of 1 

December, 1994, NAS So. Weymouth is recommended for closure with the C-130 squadron moving to 

NAS Wunswick. It goes on to state that, "This alternative responds to the Reserve Force leadership's 

support of the demographically productive Atlanta area and maintains a major air facility in the northerr] 

CONUS." During the BSEC deliberations of 12 December, 1994, there is further reference to 

CINCLAIJTFLT's concerns about losins NAS Bunswick and RESFOR's concerns "regarding the loss of 

the demogaphicaliy-rich Atlanta area." While the need to consider input from the relevant CINC's into 

the DON closure proceeding is understood, why is there no public record of that input? By the DOD and 



DON's own admission. in the DON Analyses and Recommendations (Vol. IV), dated March 1995, under 

Record Keeping, page 11. "Another significant documentation control was the requirement to lxepwe 

minutes of all formal meetings which were part of the decision makina process (e.a., all meetinas of the 

BSEC) in wrivina at reconmendations for base closure ..." It further states that "Their records of meetings 

and deliberative reowts wovide an extensive description of the information presented to the BSEC and 

the rationale for the decisions based upon that information." In testimony before the Commission on 6 

March, 1995, Secretary Dalton stated "...the Evaluation Committee held a number of deliberative 

sessions with the fleet commanders in chief and other major commanders to apprise them of the 

progess of the process and to discuss potential impacts on fleet operations, support, and readiness." 

Secretary Dalton goes on to say that, "When considering reserve aviation infrastructure, we focused on 

the fleet commander's dssirs to have the best possible avistion capability in the Northeast Region." 

Where is the written recwd of the input that Secretary Dalton focused on to make his decision? 

B. With,reference to military value. we again see considerable deviation from the DON's prescribed rules 

of analysis when considering the fates of NAS So. Weymouth. NAS Atlanta. and NAS Runwick. 

Referring again to the above rafaenced DON Analyses and Recommendations (Vol. IV), page 21, 

"Whenever the capacitv analysis indicated ihe presence of meaningful excess capacity within a 

part~cular subcategory, each installation in that subcategory was subjected to a military value analysis. 

The foundation of the analvsis was the militarv value criteria, which are the first four of the eiaht selection 

criteria issued bv SECDEF for making base closure and realianment recommendations and are aiven 

pioritv consideration." In the testimony before the Commission on 6 March, 1995, Assistant Secretary for 

Installations and Envaonment Pirie stated, "that military value computations occupy a slot somewhere iri . 
the middle of the process, not the end of the process, s~mply a way of beginning it." Later in his 

presentation he states, "The criteria for the BSEC is not to maximize military value. It IS to reduce excess 

capacitv consistent with retain~na average military value at least as hi~h-as ~ o i n a  in and, therefore, a - 



more sophist~cated and powerful analytical tool is required to meet that criteria." He goes.on to desaibe 

that tool as "C_onfiauration Analvsis, noting, "It comes up with an o~timum solution that minimizes excess 
\ 

capacitv while maintainina averaae militarv value." Following Mr. Pirie's presentation, Mr. Nemfakos 

. apparently fell that the topic needed amplificati~n and joined in by noting that a simple "rack and stack 

mechanism" would not work in evaluating activities and reduce excess capacity. He notes that, "The 

technique that we used in the '93 round of base closure that was reviewed bv the GAO and confirmed as 

appropriate and that we have used aaain this time is a technique that looks at the militarv value, 

because that rs the kev inqed~ent, and then ensures that our average militarv value for all activities of a 

sub-cateaorv remarns at least as aood when we aet throuah clos~ng activities as it was before." Again 

referring to the DON Analyses and Recommendations (Vol. IV), "It is important to understand what a 

military value score is, and what ~t is not. The score for a particular installation is a reiative measure of 

military value within the context only of the subcategory in which that installation is being analyzed." In 

that regard, NAS So. Weymouth should be looked at versus o&- the other (5) Reserve Air Stations. In 

which case the closing of number 4 ranked NAS So. Weymouth results in the lowering of the average 

military value as compared to all (6) Air Stations. See Table 1 attached. Furthermore, closing NAS So. 

Weyrnouth leaves excess capacity of (5) BSEC modules. Closing NAS Atlanta and retaining NAS So. 

Weymouth leaves (4) excess modules. This was confirmed by the configuration analysis that indicated 

that NAS Atlanta should close. A word about the Configuration Analysis. From page 25 of Analyses and 

Recommendations, " The purpose of configuration analysis was to identify, for each subcategory of 

mstallations, that set of installations that bests meets the needs of the Navy and Marine Caps, in light of 

future requirements, while eliminat~ng the most excess capacity." Later, in the same reference paragaph , 

describing the proqam used for the configuration analysis, it states that the pogam solver would, 

" aenerate multiple solutions which would satisfv capacitv requirements for the future force structure. 

would maintain an equivalent or qeater average militarv value for the retained installations (when 



compared to the current mix of installations), and would meet parameters required by operational or 

policy ccmslderaticjns." 

C. In light of points A. and B. above, Mr. Nemfakos stated "...the recommendation to close NAS So. 

Weymouth was not as a result of an analysis of the reserve air stations ... rather, it was our intent to be 

able to support retaining &unswick, which is a much more capable active dutv base ... So the tradeoff 

was made. ... in our process, not in the Reserve air station analysis, then, as a mechanism of retaining 

Bunswick ..." Admiral Boada loined with, " Grunsw~ck remains the only base, operating maritime patrol 

base, which gives you the window into the North Atlantic in cooperation with Keflavik, Iceland. It was the 

operating nature of that base that led me to recommend what we did to the Secretary." Deviations 

abound w~!hin those s~mple statements. Why is NAS So. Weyrnouth now being compared to an active 

duty base in clear violation of the established criteria? In the active duty base configuration analyses 

Brunswick was ranked 16 of 20 bases and was picked fw closure on all (3) computer runs. A note on the 

computer runs: runs 2 and 3 disregard the solution to run 1. Referring to Analyses and 

Recomrnendat~ons (Vol. IV). page 25, ""rules" about a subcategory were added so that the model would 

not select an oper'ationalfv infeasible solution." Therefore, closing NAS &unswick was, and still is, an 

operationally feasible solution. Also on the noted page 25 is" ... the score obtained by an activity in one 

subcategory has no relevance for comparison to the score obtained by an activity in another 

subcategcxy." Furthermore, the maritime patrol operates from NAS Jacksonville, not hunswick. 

Brunsvtick P-3 crews do their level 3 training at NAS Jacksonville. Deployments to Keflavik are 6 month 

depioymerits to relieve the squadon there. They are not daily operations from NAS hunswick. If in fact 

NAS Brl.~r~swick IS operatianaliy necessary to the DON Force Structure Plan, which has not been 

documented other than in reference to a CINC1s "desire," why aren't assets from other active bases 

considered for transfer to NAS Bunswick? Shouldn't the DON be supporting what they consider an 

operationally important base with assets from excess active bases as identified by the computer 



models? The computer model outputs for active duty bases listed (5) stations for closure on all three 

runs: &unswick. Mayport, Adak, Roosevelt Roads, and Beaufort. El Centro and Key West show up on 

two outputs each. Under- the "best case" scenario dictated by the computer model 49 excess modules 

would be retained. Yet, the DON is only closing NAS Adak, a reduction of only (3) modules. This is not 

consistent with their stated primary goal of reducing excess capacity. 

Let's also look at an interesting trend in the BSEC deliberations regarding NAS So, Weymouth: 

1. In the BSEC rneeting of 9 November, 1994, scenario 001 calls for the closure of NAS Atlanta and 

moving the C-9 squadron to I4kS So. Weymouth and the H-1 squadron to MCAS New River. Scenario 

004 calls for the closure of NAS Bunwick and moving (3) P-3 squadrons and (1) VPU squackon to NAS 

Jacksonville. 

2. During the meeting of 29 November, 1994, "The BSAT advised the BSEC that there was concern 

that MCAS New River could no! demographically support the reserve units being moved there. The data 

reflected that only 69.6% of the Marine Corps Reserve billets in the New River area are currently being 

fiiled. Shouia the Marine Cw-ps Reserve units t o m  Atlanta be moved to New River, the estimated annual 

shorrfall is 260 dt-h-rlltng r-eservrsts " The Commanding General, Marine Corps Recruiting Command. 

advised that he. "considers the movement of the Marine Corps Reserve units at NAS Atlanta to MCAS 

New Riva to be-demog-aphically insupportable." Prior to these statements considerable attention was 

paid to new militarv construction costs that would be necessary, due to the closure of NAS Atlanta, at 

Dobbins AFB tor a NARCEN ($6.5 million) and at MCAS New River for hangar ($6.9 million), reserve 

center ($2.2 rn!lBon). and family housing ($4.9 million). The total new construction costs would be $30.7' 

million for MCAS New River. The one time total costs for NAS Atlanta would be $57.5 million. 



3. On 1 December, 1994, the @SEC recommended moving Navy and Marine Corps FIA-18 squadrons 

from MCAS Beaufort (a BRAC 93 action) to NAS Atlanta, C-9's from NAS Atlanta to Dobbins AFB, and 

the closure of NAS So. Weymouth with the C-130 squackon moving to NAS Grunswick. The remaining 

assets a? NAS So, Weymouth were addressed during the BSEC meeting of 12 December, item 14. 

through a rather elaborate movlng scenario. The justification for this is that, "This alternative responds to 

the Reserve Force leadership's support of the demographically productive Atlanta area and maintains a 

major air facility in the northern CONUS." 

4. On 9 February,1995, Mr. Nemfakos briefed the BSEC on the recommended closure by geogaphic 

locatton. Item 5a. states. "NAS Atlanta had a lower military value score than South Weymouth, but 

Atlanta could not close because of demogaphics. There was also an operational need to have an air 

station north of Norfolk, and NAS Brunswick is the most capable of those air stations. South Wevmouth is 

closina to reduce excess capacity and to permit DON to retain NAS &unswick." 

i 

Wha! has happened here is that: 

1.) NAS So. Weyrnouth was never considered fa- any additional assets other than the C-9 squadron. 

Yet. NAS So Weymouth has been home for Navy and Marine Cwps rotary, fixed wing propeller, and let 

aircraft. A detailed report on the aviation capabilities of NAS So. Weymouth is attached. 

2.) The Atlanta demogaphics were ranked 6th and So. Weymouth ranked no. 1, with over twice the point 

value of Atlanta and 50 % better than all other reserve bases. In fact, to quote from the 6 March, 1995 

testimony of Mr. Nemfakos in regards to demogaphics, " ... in the final analysis, we heavied UD the 

number of assets that were In Atlanta and also jointly based at Dobbins, with the Air Force, in order to 

take advantage of that." Why weren't the assets of NAS So. Weymouth "heavied up" to take advantage of 



not only the far superior demogaphics, but also the rich history of squadron types historically deployed 

there? Furthermore, where is the major justification of demographics? It appears to be in MCAS New 

River's inability to support the H-1 squacfron, not a Navy issue. After the injection of the Marine Corps' 

argument against MCAS New River, there is no substantiated argument for the Atlanta demographics. 

Every reference thereafter to Atlanta and the transfer of assets to Brunswick is qualified in terms like, 

"..does not believe that this movement will present any demogaphic problems.", (BSEC 13 Jan., 1995). 

If the DON considers Atlanta to be demographically rich (or productive) and it scored last in the DON 

demographics category on military value, how must they regard So. Weymouth, demoaraphicallv 

perfect? 

3.) New military construction costs for NAS So. Weymouth were never considered beyond those 

assocrated with the C-9 move and those appear to have been inflated. Due to the historic deployment of 

airaaft at NAS So. Weymouth new MILCON would be minimal. 

4.) To justify the closure of NAS So. Weymouth vs. its strong military value rating, a comparison had to 

be made out of its subcategory. When queried about the difference between Long Beach and 

Portsr?ir?uth Naval Shipyards, Admiral Boorda stated that you couldn't compare, "...apples and oranges. 

One 1s on the east coast, one is on the west coast; one repairs surface sh~ps, non-nuclear, the other does 

pinial-ily submarine nuclear work with heavy emphasis on refuelirig. These are not the same things." 

How do you then justify comparing Reserve and active duty bases to chose, "the much more capable 

base"? The testimony clearly shows that NAS So. Weymouth is the petfect excuse to justify a CINC 

"desire" to maintain NAS Ekunswick; a base clearly operationally unnecessary by the DON'S own 

compute model and military value ranking. 

5.) No where in the BSEC deliberations or testimony is there reference to the P-3 squadron at NAS So. 



Weymouth being sent to l lAS Bunswick, only the C-130 squahon is mentioned for transfer. The P-3 

squacton could be covered by the reference to NAS So. Weymouth's, "aircraft and necessary 

personnel,. . ." in the recommendation for closure. 

6.) By it's own. volunteered data call responses, NAS &unswick has a continuing recruiting problem. All 

~nd~cations are that VP-92 would be transferred to NAS Brunswick and then disestablished for lack of 

manpower. The demogaphics of Bunswick will not support VP-92. See the attached demographic 

discussion 

7.) It is also interesting to note that on 10 February, 1995, a letter from Governor Weld of Massachusetts, 

dated 8 Feb.. was hand delivered to the Secretary of the Navy informing him of the intentions of the MA 

National Guard to sig'nt a field artillery battalion at NAS So. Weymouth. The state legislature has 

qqX0ved a $1 00 million bond issue to pay for the $12 million in new construction required for the 

National Guard. Furthermore, money from the bond issue could be used to pay for any improvements the 

DON felt necessary to sight C-9 or FIA-18 squadrons, including runway lengthening and enhancement. It 

shouid be noted that there is no mention of this valuable offer by the state in any BSEC deliberation or 

pub!ic testimony, na, was the letter acknowledged in writing until April when Deputy Assistant Secretary 

r>f the ?4wy Wrn. Cass~dy Jr., responding on behalf of Secretary Dalton in a letter dcited 5 April, 

suggested that "...it may be prudent to defer consideration of the Guard's expression of interest until the 

Commission submils its report to the President on Juy 1, 1995.". 

8.; NAS So.Weymouth appears to have been again placed in a position for closure with absolutely no 

regard for the GRAC criteria that, by law, is intended to provide a fair and equitable decision making. 

process. There is no reason for NAS So. Weymouth to close. Despite repeated closure threats, NAS So. 

Weyrnouth has not lost its spirit, nor its ability to attract talented and highly skilled personnel, and 



continues to be a stellar example of what the Naval Reserve is all about: readiness, mobilization and the 

htgh degree of skilled personnel that has served this country since 191 5 in every declared war. police 

action, and regional conflict in places like Somalia, Haiti, and Bosnia. where as we speak NAS So. 

Weymouth assets are deployed. 

In summary, one of the primary tasks of the Base Realignment and Closure Commission is to review the 

means by wnich the Navy arrived at their recommendations. The methodology that the Navy employs is 

as important as the actual recommendations they produce as it is the BRAC process that inspires public 

trust in, and the ultimate acceptance of, the final outcome; despite the hardship a base closure inevitably 

places on a community. If the community feels that the BRAC process is fair, above board, and equally 

applied, they are better able to accept their fate. 

flwetn lie the problems with the Navy's final recommendation to close NAS So. Weymouth: the process 

by which the Navv made its decision appears to violate several of the statutes, public laws, OSD 

guidance, and policy statements which, taken as a whole, form the foundation of the process. First, we 

are concerned about the last minute effort to justify the undocumented desires of CINCLANTFLT. The 

gap In infxmat~on is particularly disturbing as it requires the community ro trust that the Navy correctly 

interpreted the CINC's request. If, in fact, the CINC's input holds more weight than any other aspect of 

the process, and if that input is not assigned a procedural weighting or ranking of importance, then it 

stands to reason that there should be a record of that input and it should be made public. Filrthermore, if 

the final recommendations depend solely on, and can be justified by, a single desire of a CINC, why not 

disperrse with the analysis to that point? 

Our second concern is when the Navy, in a blatant attempt to justify the undocumented desires of 

CINCLANTFLT,- forced a simple comparison between two different types of Naval Air Stations very late in 



the process. This attempt so late in the process by the Navy to combine all Naval Air Stations IS quite 

dsturbinu. If the Navy intended to conduct such a combined analysis, it should have done so from the 

very beginning. Anything else is inconsistent, unfair to the air station and community, and may well be in 

violatton of Public Law no. 101-501. 

Third, we find press releases atid newspaper articles from Maine's Senata- Cohen. who is a member of 

the Senate Armed Services Committee and Chair of the subcommittee with jurisdiction over the Navy. 

about his instincts concerning NAS Runswick and Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, issued on or within days 

of the Navy's decision to reverse its findings to close Brunswick to be too convenient to be coincidental. 

Furthermore. the similar language in his releases and the closed BSEC deliberations stretches the 

imagination and seriously damages the public trust in accepting the Navy recommendation. Also, while 

we have found no politrcal influence, the fact that, in the Navy's own words, "Atlanta could not close" in 

the :ace of its above documented pow demographic standing, poor strategic location, and overall last 

standing i r t  the military value measures, measures defined by the Navy that originally chose NAS Atlanta 

tor closure. has raised a lot of questions around the timing of the change in congressional power and 

NAS So. Wey mouth's nomination for closure. 

Secretary Perry stated that the "process has worked well so far, and we have followed it to the letter." As 

applied to NAS Sc. Weymouth, we can hardly view this as an example of careful analysis using rigid 

cnteria. The level of objectivity that is critical to the base realignment and closure process is clearly 

n~issing here. The commissioners can not possibly accept the Navy's recommendation and expect the 

community to belleve that the process works. To do otherwise would be a contradiction ot the facts, a 

serious challenge to not only the originators of the Base Closure Act, who created the logical and 

impartial standards of the process, but to the BRAC 93 Commiss~oners who saw the irrationality of the 93 

recommendation for closure. 





Demographics, The Navy's Future, Our Nation's Security 

Introduction 

We believe the Navy's decision to close the South Weymouth Naval Air Station 

was carried out without the examination or considetation of all pertinent demographic 

data. This documentation includes findings generated internally during the base 

closure and realignment process, specifically the Navy's own data calls and BRAC 

testimony. Additionally, more supporting evidence has been gathered using the most 

recent census data and an independent, "Best Cities Study", conducted in 1993 by 

the respected management firm of Moran, Stahl and Boyer for the November edition of 

Fortune Magazine. To ignore this important demographic data amounts to the 

surrender of the Navy's position in the Northeast and will lead to the eventual 

disintegration of the New England contingent of the Naval Reserves. 

Navy Demographics 

Throughout the process the Navy has their own demographic findings. Please 

review the demographic section contained in the Reserve Air Station Military Value 

Matrix Responses (Scoring), dated 2-21 -95. (See Chart # I )  South Weymouth's score 

of 7.82 (See Chart #2) was the highest in the reserve air station category. But 

throughout the process, there are references to the "demographically rich" Atlanta 

area. As an example, the following remark was made by Mr. Charles Nemfakis. The 

following is an excerpt from Section 5a. of the BSEC deliberations dated 9 February 

1995. 

Mr. Nemfakis; 5 a .  South Weymouth. NAS Atlanta actually had a lower 

military value score than South Weymouth, but NAS Atlanta could not 

close because of demographics. 



Many similar references to the "demographically productive and demographically rich 

Atlanta area", from a variety of sources, are littered throughout the process. Yet, the 

Navy's own standard of measurement places Atlanta last in demographics. These 

references are misleading and weaken the credibijity of the Navy's conclusions. 

In fact, Navy Data Calls fail to define meaningful statistics as they relate demographics 

to Naval Reserve Recruiting. To do so, you must first identify the sources for recruiting 

qualified Naval Reservists. A variety of programs exist that define these sources: 

NAVET, OSVET, APG, SAM, OSAM and Direct Con;missioning. Let us examine each 

in turn. 

1. NAVET: The NAVET Program focuses on honorably discharged, physically 

qualified Naval Veterans who have earned a favorable re-enlistment code. 

2. OSVET: The OSVET program targets physically qualified Other Service Veterans 

with Honorable Discharges and favorable re-enlistment codes. Additionally, their 

Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) must convert readily to. Naval Enlisted Ratings 

or Naval Officer Designators. 

3. APG:  APG enlisted recruits are assessed directly from civilian occupations which 

can be converted to advanced paygrade level navy ratings. These personnel must 

demonstrate proficiency by successfully completing the prescribed professional 

leadership and rating correspondence courses and passing applicable leadership 

and advancement exams within prescribed timeframes to make their advanced 

paygrades and ratings permanent. 

4. SAM and OSAM: The Sea and Air Mariner and Officer Sea and Air Mariner 

programs focus on high school and college graduates respectively. 



After an initial active duty training period at boot camp or Officer Candidate School, 

these recruits are assigned to further professional training at A & C Schools for 

enlisted, or Surface Warfare School and follow-on sea duty for officers. Upon 

completion of this initial training, these reservists qre released from active duty and 

assigned to reserve units in a obligor status. ~ h e s e  programs create a pool of junior 

level reservists. 

5. Direct Commissioninq: This program targets selected professional non-prior 

service civilians with skills directly convertible to specific Naval Officer Designators 

and Naval Officer Billet Codes. 

In all of these programs, a reservist must be able to complete twenty (20) satisfactory 

years of service prior to reaching age sixty (60), or high year tenure in their particular 

paygrade. Further, they must fall within the criteria specified under RAMOS for 

enlisted personnel and ORAMOS for officers. They must also meet the Reserve 

Functional Assignment Substitution Codes for the billets to which they will'be 

assigned. 

The numbers of personnel listed in Data Call 16 as awaiting billet assignments are 

meaningless, because the Data Call fails to answer the following questions: 

1. For Pilots: How many are fixed-wing qualified? How many are rotary-wing 

qualified? How many are single-engine rated? How many are multi-engine rated? 

2. For NFO's: How many are familiar with each type of aircraft on board the station? 

How many are familiar with each type of aircraft projected to be transferred in to the 

station? 



3. For Other Officers: What is their distribution by Designators, NOBC's and 

paygrade? How does this relate to the ORAMOS Critical List and projected available 

billets? 

4. For Enlisted: What is their distribution by Ratings and NEC's? How does this relate 

to the RAMOS Critical List and projected available billets? 

In fact, Navy Data Calls for NAS Atlanta have historically shown that this station has 

been unable to maintain a level of reserve manning that allows its assigned units to 

maintain an R-1 Readiness Rating. As illustrated by Chart #3, in many cases, units fail 

to maintain a personnel manning that would allow them to be designated as a 

mobilizable asset for meeting contingency operations or a state of emergency or war. 

It must also be remembered that more than pilots are required to safely operate 

aircraft. Fully two -thirds of a reserve squadron is made up of reservists. f he enlisted 

portion of these units is tasked with the demanding duty of repairing and maintaining 

the many technical systems that allow a given airframe to operate safely. NATOPS 

prescribes the required maintenance schedules, and prudence demands that they be 

followed to the letter to ensure the safety of the aircrew, the continued efficient service 

life of the aircraft, and the continued ability of the unit to successfully complete its 

assigned missions in support of National Policies. For unlike many Naval Surface 

Reserve Units, the Naval Air Reserve is tasked with operational missions. It currently 

provides 100% of the Logistics Support Squadrons and 24% of the Maritime Patrol 

Squadrons (Table 2-2 Reserve Component Programs FY 1994 Report of 

the Reserve Forces Policy Board). Inability to adequately man these units will 

have a detr~mental effect on the Navy's overall ability to perform these missions 



Further contradictory evidence can be found in the most recent census data and 

the 1993 independent study conducted by Moran, Stahl and Boyers for Fortune 

Magazine's, November 1993 "Best Cities" article. . . 
Census and Best Cities Data 

When the demographic data is compared and analyzed, it is actually the South 

WeymouthIGreater Boston area that is proven to be demographically rich and best 

suited to support the mission of the Naval Reserves. 

The 1993 MS&B study conducted for Fortune Magazine ranks the South 

Weymouth/Boston statistical area as a leader in the areas of educational opportunities, 

college enrollment, and skilled workers. Combined with the diverse minority pool, the 

South Weymouth/Boston area should be viewed as one of the richest resources for the 

Navy. The study published in Fortune Magazine supports the Navy's own 

demographic documentation that ranks South WeymouthIGreater Boston at the top af 

the Nation. Overall, the study ranks the Boston area 3rd, with the first two spots going 

to RaleighIDurham and New York. The study reveals that there are more than a 

quarter of a million students in the greater Boston area. Of the six metropolitan areas 

that play host to a Naval Reserve Station, Boston ranks first in education. As charts 

#3a and #4 illustrate, 28.8 percent of the population holds a four year degree or higher 

while 11.2 percent of the people age 25 or older have earned a graduate degree. 

NROTC programs exist on the campuses of Boston University, Boston College, 

Harvard University, Tufts University, Northeastern University, Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT). NROTC programs also operate in the City Of Worcester, 

approximately 35 miles from Boston at the College of the Holy Cross, Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute, and Worcester State College. 



All of the preceding schools are recognized nation-wide as the finest educational 

institutions in the country, the perfect breeding ground for future reservists. Boston 

ranked 2nd in the category of four year college enrollment, 8th in the availability of a 

quality labor force, 5th in the availability of skilled .workers, 1 st in the presence of high 

quality colleges and universities, and topped the country as the best city for knowledge 

workers.(See Chart #5) 

Reservists Pool 

i'he population of the Greater BostonlSouth Weymouth metropolitan area is 

5,992,712. In key sections of the population considered to be prime recruiting targets, 

namely able-bodied veterans and people within the 17-35 age bracket, South 

WeymouthIGreater Boston easily outdistances both Atlanta and Brunswick. Over 

316,000 veterans call the Greater Boston area home. Veterans in the Atlanta area 

number 271,000 while Brunswick records just over 82,000 veterans. Over 46 percent 

of the population base in the South WeymouthlGreater Boston area is between the 

ages of 17 and 35. The problems with closing South Weymouth are only magnified 

when you consider the negative affects the current DON plan will have on reservists 

reassigned to Brunswick, Maine, which is located approximately 160 miles north of 

South Weymouth. And, like Atlanta, Brunswick is also unable to man existing billet 

space. The following response was recorded in the Brunswick data call, "recruiting 

personnel of the proper ratelrating is already the single largest problem for unit 

readiness." The shortage in manpower is evident, especially when you look at 

NRTSC 791 and NRTSC 191. 

As of March 95, only 29 of 35 billets for NRTSC 791 were filled and in the case of 

NRTSC 191 only 18 of 33 billets could be filled. In the case of South Weymouth vs. 

Atlanta, both are located near a major airport and naturally attract a high number of 

pilots. 



But, we have not seen any documentation that details the specific abilities and 

qualifications of the "rich" Atlanta demographic pool. Pilot qualifications such as, fixed- 

rotary wing or single/multi engine NFO qualifications, other officer designators or 

enlisted ratings and NECS have not been documented by the Navy. But, at South 

Weymouth, as recently as 24 months ago, they were able fully man an A-4 Sky Hawks 

Squadron, VMA-223. While it appears the availability of qualified personnel at Atlanta 

is in question, South Weymouth can support with local personnel, a Navy or Marine 

Squadron. Additionally, South Weymouth would still have enough qualified personnel 

available to man an F-18 Navy Squadron. This could be accomplished without the 

need to airlift personnel. 

Failure to produce documentation to substantiate the closure of South 

Weymouth is not the Navy's only mistake. There are some loose ends, nowhere in the 

plan does the Navy mention what will happen to South Weymouth's 545 Air 

Reservists. These reservists need to drill at an air station, yet their future has never 

been addressed. Action that would move these reservists to Brunswick would be met 

with the reality that Brunswick, according to data call responses, has inadequate 

housing and space needed to make such a move feasible. In essence there is no 

plan. 

Another factor affecting a move by reservists to Maine is the distance they will 

have to travel if they intend to continue serving in the Navy Reserves. As you can see 

in maps 1-3 , the overwhelming majoritypf reservists affected by the decision live 

outside of the 50 mile border set down by the Navy as the distance that determines 

whether or not a reservist must be compensated for housing during reserve activities. 

The problem with the distance raises two important questions; what will be the 

messing and berthing cost to the Navy for reservists traveling from outside the 50 mile 

radius and how this will affect the attrition, retention and recruitment of reservists? 



It is our contention that the traveling distance will have a serious adverse affect 

resulting in the loss of many highly skilled reservists, as well as increased difficulty in 

recruiting qualified reservists. The bottom line, no other reserve NAS facility can 

match the people resources within the South WeymouthIGreater Boston community. 

Recruiting Goals 

In July of 1994, as reporteci in the Auyst 18th edition of the Navy Times, Navy 

Secretary John Dalton announced his first rr.ajor equal opportunity initiative. He 

announced then that by the turn of the century, he wants the naval services officer 

corps to "reflect society". He went on to say that by the year 2000, the number of 

minority officer accessions into the Navy and Marine Corps should in some cases, 

almost triple. 

While these future goals should be lauded, it should be noted that the Navy has 

failed to meet current minority recruiting goals. Let's put this in the context of testimony 

from Secretary Dalton during the March 6, 1995 Defense Closure and Realignment 

Commission Open Meeting. Secretary Dalton noted that reservists play an important 

role in the area of recruitment. He said, ."We asked our reservists to assist in 

recruiting". At the same time, he conceded that new recruitment targets will be difficult 

because the American public is under the misimpression that the draw down means 

the Navy isn't hiring. We make a similar conclusion, a lack of presence by the Navy in 

the South Weymouthl Greater Boston area will further contribute to the impression that 

the "not hiring1' sign is hanging in the Navy's door essentially closing out the richest 

recruitment area in New England and arguably the whole country. 



Conclusions 

Admiral Jeremy M. Boorda explained during the March 6th Open Meeting that it 

is important to put our Reserve centers where there are Reservists of the right skill 

levels and quality for us to have in our force. ~dditiboal support comes from the 

Reserve Officers Association of the United States in its testimony to the House and 

Senate MILCON Subcommittees, "If the BRAC 95 recommendations are approved, the 

Naval Reserve will be reduced to less than 200 air and surface facilities nationwide. 

This amounts to the smallest number of demographic centers for Naval Reserve 

activity since World War I I and one third fewer than were in operation in 1978 when the 

number of drilling Reservists was approximately the same as it is today". This being 

the case, then the Navy cannot afford to lose South Weymouth. 

The documentation generated by the Navy and other sources demonstrate on a 

consistent basis that South Weymouth is rich in demographics providing high quality 

recruits and reservists who are invaluable to the Navy and its mission. Unlike other 

facilities, South Weymouth is capable of handling its current mission and if the need 

arises, an expanded mission. 

The Navy's demographic case is similar to the one presented in 1993. They 

have made statements that cannot be substantiated. The Navy has wrongly inflated 

the demographic importance of other Naval Bases and Air Stations while ignoring the 

value of South Weymouth. Deviation from the facts amounts to a deviation from the 

process. 
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Reberve Air Station Military Value Matrix Rankings - POST AUDITIPRE BSEC 2/21/95 
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Chart #4 

People age 2 5 t  Grad. Degree 

NEWORL ATLAN WASH FT WRTH 
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Statistics compiled by Moran Stahl and Boyer-1993 
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NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH ENVIRONMENT 

To: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

From: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

The following paragraphs briefy describe several key environmental issues as they relate 
to the proposed closure of NAS South Weymouth and the transfer of its squadrons to 
NAS Brunswick. 

South Weymouth receives very few noise complaints from the surrounding communities, 
as stated in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Navy for the base 
in 1990. In that same document, noise problems at other bases (NAS Jacksonville, etc.) 
were well documented. Many of those bases were described as having noise problems 
both on- and off-base, with hundreds or thousands of housing units and other sensitive 
land uses experiencing noise levels today of between 65 and 75 Ldn or more. Measures 
required to help mitigate the noise problems at those bases include the prohibition of 
afterburner takeoffs by jets, the prohibition of practice approaches, and the prohibition of 
touch-and-go operations by jets, for example. No such constraints exist at South 
Weymouth. On-base housing at South Weymouth is located well away from the flight 
lines, while the key approaches (Runways 26 and 35) to South Weymouth are located for 
the most part over undevelopable land (wetlands, generally), thus helping to ensure the 
continuing freedom from noise complaints. 

South Weymouth has a key advantage compared to many other bases with regard to 
noise, in that the base has two runways at 90 degrees (perpendicular) to each other. Thus 
whatever little noise that is generated by flight activity can be distributed (weather 
permitting) over these two runways so that the same people are not constantly exposed to 
noise day in and day out, as happens at many other bases with only one runway. Several 
other Reserve bases have only one runway. NAS Willow Grove is such a base, as is NAS 
Dallas now and the new NAS Fort Worth at the former Carswell AFB. NAS Atlanta is 
another example of a reserve base having only one runway. NAF Washington, still 
another Reserve base does have two runways, but they are parallel, thus still exposing the 
same areas on the runway approaches to constant noise, regardless of which (or both) 
runway is in use. At all these bases, there is no possibility for "spreading out" the noise, . 
as is done at South Weymouth. 



At NAS Brunswick, there are two runways, but as for NAF Washington, they are parallel 
to each other and very closely spaced. Again, regardless of which runway at Brunswick 
is in use (often they both are), noise sensitive areas off the runway ends are constantly 
exposed to noise. Moving additional P-3Cs from VP-92 and C-130Ts from VR-62 at 
South Weymouth to Brunswick will add to the overall noise level there. 

As an aside, having two perpendicular runways as South Weymouth does provides for 
improved safety of flight operations when compared with bases having only one runway 
or parallel runways. That is, the two runway configuration at South Weymouth permits 
aircraft to take off and land directly into the wind much more often than is the case 
otherwise. By having the capability of doing so, the chance of an accident occuring as a 
result of an aircraft being blown off course while attempting to land or take off is greatly 
reduced, particularly when the wind is strong. 

Air Oualitv 

The same general comments as stated above with regard to noise also apply to the air 
quality issue. That is, South Weymouth's relatively low level of activity when compared 
to some other bases does not result in significant degradation of the region's overall air 
quality. On the other hand, moving South Weymouth's squadrons to another base already 
having much higher existing levels of aeronautical activity can do nothing but result in 
negative air quality impacts at that location. Since that base already has greater levels of 
activity than South Weymouth, one can reasonably presume that air quality there in the 
immediate vicinity of the base is poorer than that at South Weymouth. Adding additional 
aircraft will exacerbate those conditions. 

The Navy's 1995 Recommendation for Closure with regard to NAS South Weymouth, in 
its environmental impact section, noted that South Weymouth is in a severe non- 
attainment area for ozone. As the attached recent article from the Boston Globe indicates, 
it is expected that this non-attainment label for the Boston area will soon be removed. 

Traffic 

Traffic congestion is always an important environmental issue. The Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for South Weymouth, previously referenced, documented traffic 
congestion problems at other Reserve bases, but none at South Weymouth. Also, the base 
has no parking problems and has a new main gate only several years old, which is served 
by a modem traffic signal system which assures efficient traffic management. 

South Weymouth will soon have another advantage that no other base may have. 
Specifically, a new commuter rail station will soon be constructed to serve the town of 
South Weymouth. It will be located adjacent to the base's Trotter Road gate. Thus, many 
base personnel would potentially be able to arrive from origins throughout eastern 



Massachusetts by using public transportation direct to the base. Any such use would, 
naturally, reduce vehicular volumes on the regional roadway system as well as reduce air 
pollution, etc. 

From another perspective with regard to traffic, South Weymouth's two aviation 
squadrons, VP-92 and VR-62, are proposed to be relocated to NAS Brunswick, Maine. 
Given the rural character of Maine in general, demographics suggest that the squadrons 
will continue to have to rely on reservists from the Boston area for manning. Because of 
the lack of public transportation, these reservists will all most likely drive to Brunswick, 
resulting in a round trip typically of 300 miles or so, compared with the short drive from 
the Boston area to South Weymouth. 

NAS Brunswick is located adjacent to U.S. Route 1, one of the most heavily congested 
roadways in Maine. Traffic congestion on this roadway is extremely severe during the 
summer tourist months, as this is the main roadway serving Maine's famous coastline. 
Traffic congestion in Maine has become of such concern that the State's voters in a recent 
referendum voted to prohibit the widening of the Maine Turnpike between the New 
Hampshire border and Portland in an attempt to discourage more vehicles from coming to 
the State. Thus, the addition of reservists from VP-92 and VR-62 will only serve to make 
Maine's roads even more congested than they already are. 

Land Use 

In this category of evaluation, it is useful to quote from Section V of the 1981 Master 
Plan prepared by the Navy for NAS South Weymouth in which, on Page 4, it is stated the 
following: "Generally, except for a very few situations, the relationship of on-station 
land uses to each other is nearly ideal." With regard to off-station land uses, existing 
flight paths to key runway ends pass over largely undevelopable land, as stated 
previously. This latter fact not only keeps the number of noise complaints to a minimum 
but also improves safety in the event of an accident. Local communities have taken a 
number of steps to help preserve land use compatability between the base and land uses 
in the surrounding towns. An example of such a recent step was the refusal of one of the 
towns to permit the development of a large multi-unit housing complex near the approach 
to one of the runways. 

Ecosvstems 

According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Massachusetts Heritage 
Program, there are no endangered or threatened species or critical habitats on the base. 



SUMMARY 

From this information , it is clear that NAS South Weymouth enjoys a good relationship 
with the surrounding environment. Accordingly, from an environmental point of view, it 
makes little sense to close South Weymouth, where there are few environmental 
problems, and then create more environmental problems at a base which already has a 
higher level of activity, and thus more environmental impacts on the environment, than 
South Weymouth. 



AREA BASE CLOSINGS OR REALIGNMENTS 

BY 
John C. Yaney 

"Save Our Base Committee" 

The following military facilities in New England have been closed or substantially reduced in 
size since 1970, resulting in the loss of tens of thousands of military and civilian jobs and severe 
impacts to the regional economy. Many of these facilities are concentrated in the Boston and 
Providence areas, a combined geographical area smaller in size than some counties in western 
and southern states. 

NAVAL AIR STATION SOUTH WEYMOUTH (1995 DOD RECOMMENDATION) 
Sudbury Training Annex (1995 DOD Recommendation) 
Hingham Cohasset Army Reserve Center (1995 Recommendation) 
Naval Officer Candidate School Newport (1993 BRAC) 
Naval Reserve Center New Bedford (1993 BRAC) 
Naval Reserve Center Pittsfield (1993 BRAC) 
Fort Devens (1991 BRAC) 
Loring AFB (1991 BRAC) 
Watertown Massachusetts Army Material & Mechanics Research Center (1988 BRAC) 
Pease AFB (1988 BRAC) (Major downgrading from active Strategic Air Command Base 
to Air National Guard Base) 
Naval Shipyard Boston 
Naval Shipyard Boston (South Boston Annex) 
Naval Station Boston 
Naval Hospital Boston (Chelsea) 
Headquarters First Naval District (Boston) 
Boston Army Base 
U.S. A m y  Arsenal Watertown) 
Naval Reserve Center Brockton 
Otis AFB (Major downgrading from active Air Defense Command base to Air National 
Guard Base) 
Westover AFB (Major downgrading from active Strategic Air Command base to Air . 

Reserve Base) 
Naval Air Station Quonset Point 
Naval Construction Battalion Center Davisville 
Naval Station Newport, including Cruiser/Destroyer Force LANT 
North Truro AFS 
Naval Security Group Activity Nantucket 

Prior to the closings listed above, there were also many additional closings of major military 
facilities in the Boston/New England region. These additional facilities include: 

26. Naval Ammunition Depot Hingham 
27. Naval Ammunition Depot Hingham (Cohasset Annex) 
28. Springfield Armory 
29. Grenier AFB 
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30. DowAFB 
31. Presque Isle AFB 
32. Ethan Allen AFB 

While every region in the country must share in defense cutbacks, we here in New England and 
especially here in the Boston area believe that we have already contributed far more than our 
fair share of closings. We are aware of no other area of the country that has been called upon to 
bear so many closing or major cutbacks in such a small, concentrated geographic area. As can 
be seen from the lists presented above, many of the closings had to be endured before the BRAC 
process came into being, giving us no opportunity at the time to publicly defend the value of 
those bases to the nation's defense effort. Not specifically mentioned above is the fact that the 
area also lost the huge General Dynamics Fore River Shipyard in Quincy, largely as the result of 
lack of contracts from the Navy. In addition, essentially all of the smaller private ship repair 
yards in Boston have been put out of business, again largely the result of Navy decisions to no 
longer homeport ships in Boston and Newport. 

During recent testimony of DOD personnel earlier this year before the newly-formed 1995 
BRAC, it was stated that certain bases in California were not considered for closure due to the 
history of prior closings in their immediate areas and the impacts which those closures had. We 
believe that the Boston area should have been given similar consideration. 

When BRAC 1993 approved the closure of the Naval Station and the Naval Shipyard in 
Charleston, SC, there was general agreement by everyone that the loss of these two major 
facilities in one city was devastating. Yet, Boston has also lost Naval Station and Naval 
Shipyard, as well as its Naval Hospital, its Naval Ammunition Depot, its Army Base, its Army 
Arsenal, and its Naval District Headquarters, not to mention the loss of nearby Fort Devens, the 
last major active Army combat presence in New England. (The latter loss was particularly 
painful, since a previous BRAC had voted to expand Fort Devens, only to be reversed by BRAC 
1991.) Now, NAS South Weymouth is proposed once again to be closed, despite a 7-0 decision 
by BRAC 1993 to keep the base open and to expand it. It is not just that one city should be 
asked to sacrifice so much over the years while some other areas of the country have remained 
relatively unscathed. 

It is sincerely hoped that the 1995 BRAC Commission in its work will consider the cumulative 
impacts which these prior closings have already had on this region. With particular regard to 
the proposed closing of NAS South Weymouth, it is also hoped that the Commission is aware 
that it was here in Massachusetts that the U.S. Navy was born and that the whole concept of a 
reserve force in readiness was created and first put to the test at Lexington and Concord. It was 
also here in Massachusetts that the first Naval Air Station in the country devoted to the training 
of Naval Air Reservists was established right up the road from South Weymouth at Squantum. 
Keeping South Weymouth open will allow the proud tradition of the Naval Air Reserve in 
Massachusetts to continue. 
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LONG TERM IMPLICATIONS OF CLOSING NAS ATLANTA 
O R  NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

One of the key differences between closing NAS Atlanta or closing NAS South 
Weymouth relates to the long term implications for the availability of the respective 
airfields. 

Specifically, NAS Atlanta is a tenant of Dobbins Air Reserve Base (ARB), as are several 
other military and civilian organizations. There are no plans to close the ARB, 
regardless of what happens to NAS Atlanta. The airfield (runway, taxiways, etc.) will 
remain open to serve the Air Force Reserve and its other tenants. Accordingly, it would 
be possible to put the facilities of NAS Atlanta in "mothballs" if the Navy so desired. 
Should some national emergency arise in the future, NAS Atlanta could be quickly 
reopened. In the meantime, should NAS Atlanta be selected for closure, its reservists 
could be airlifted each weekend from Dobbins to other Naval Air Reserve activities in 
the Southeast (e.g., NAS New Orleans, NAS Fort Worth, NAR Jacksonville, etc.). Or, 
these same reservists could attempt to affiliate with the reserve activities of the other 
military services located aboard Dobbins ARB (e.g., the Air Force Reserve, the Army 
Reserve, the Georgia Air National Guard). 

If, on the other hand, NAS South Weymouth were to be closed, its airfield facilities 
could very likely be lost forever, since there is no guarantee that the airfield will be 
taken over by civilian authorities and operated as an airport. Thus, under that scenario, 
the airfield at South Weymouth would not be available in a time of national emergency. 
Also, and just the opposite of the situation in Atlanta, closure of the airfield at South 
Weymouth eliminates the opportunity for the Navy to airlift local reservists to other 
training sites, thus forcing these reservists to either drive long distances to maintain 
their military affiliations or to drop out of the program. 

Long Term Implications of Closing NAS Atlanta or NAS South Weymouth 



AIRCRAm TYPES POTENTIALLY RELOCATABLE TO 
NAVAL AIR STATION-SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

BY 
John C. Yaney 

"Save Our Base Committee" 

NAS South Weymouth has the necessary capacity and supporting infrastructure to 
support additional aviation units. In addressing the issue of potential additional 
aircraft types to relocate to NAS South Weymouth in order to reduce excess capacity 
and to help assure the future of this base, a logical approach is to examine existing 
squadrons and their aircraft types at bases which have a lower military value. For bases 
within the Reserve Claimancy, two locations were determined in the most recent 1995 
analysis to have a lower military value than South Weymouth. These bases are NAS 
Atlanta (Military Value = 51.14) and NAS Fort Worth (Military Value = 60.94). 
Accordingly, presented below is a tabulation of squadrons at those bases and the types 
of aircraft which they currently operate. 

NAS Atlanta NAS Fort Worth 
VR-46 C-9B VR-59 C-9 B 
HMLA-773 UH-IN / AH-IW VF-201 F- 14A 
VFA-203 F/A-18A* VMFA-I 12 F/A-18A 
VMFA-142 F/A-18A* VMGR-234 KC-130T 

Given these aircraft types, below is presented a discussion of several of them which 
would appear to be most operationally feasible to station at South Weymouth and 
which could be readily accommodated in existing facilities there. 

C-9B aircraft are very frequent visitors to NAS South Weymouth and operate from there 
with no difficulty, either to destinations throughout the United States or overseas. 

C-9B aircraft require a Type I1 hangar, with NAS South Weymouth having two hangars 
of this class. Hangar 1 is presently occupied by only VP-92 and its P-3C aircraft. That 
hangar can accommodate three or four P-3C and/or C-9B aircraft simultaneously. 
Ramp space surrounding Hangar 1 can easily accommodate a C-9B squadron, or 
another P-3C squadron for that matter. Historically, until the recent demise at HSL-74, 
this hangar has traditionally accommodated two squadrons. Thus, with VP-92 as its 
sole occupant now, C-9B aircraft could be maintained within it with no difficulty. 

These two squadrons, presently located at NAS Cecil and directed by BRAC 93 to 
relocate to MCAS Beaufort, are now proposed by the Navy to be redirected by BRAC 
95 to NAS Atlanta. 
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Hangar 2 at South Weymouth is presently occupied by VR-62 and its C-130Ts. 
Supporting a C-9B squadron in this hangar and its accompanying ramp space would be 
difficult unless VR-62 were to be relocated to Hangar 1, a feasible option since Hangar 1 
and its ramp space could readily accommodate that squadron, along with VP-92. 

Manning a C-9B squadron at South Weymouth should pose no problems due to the 
very large number of airline personnel based in the Boston area. It is also important to 
note that the NAS South Weymouth area rated #1 for demographics in the 1995 Reserve 
Air Station Military Value Matrix. 

During the current BSAT/BSEC deliberations, the scenario of moving C-9B aircraft from 
NAS Atlanta to NAS South Weymouth was discussed. A cost of approximately $8-9 
million was assumed for that move, consisting of a 1000-foot runway extension and for 
a new training building. It can be reasonably argued that the runway extension is not 
required. Specifically, as stated previously, C-9B aircraft operate frequently from South 
Weymouth now, using either the 7000-foot Runway 17-35 and even more often the 
6000-foot Runway 8-26. It should also be noted that DC-9 aircraft (the civilian 
equivalent of the military C-9B) are among the most common aircraft using Washington 
National Airport and Laguardia Airport in New York, and do so with no difficulty. The 
runway length at Washington National is 6800 feet, while that at Laguardia is 7000 feet. 
Accordingly, there would appear to be no reason why the existing runways at South 
Weymouth would not be suitable for day-to-day C-9B operations. 

It should also be noted, however, that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts legislature 
has recently passed a $100 million bond bill, which is available for military construction 
should NAS South Weymouth remain open and the DOD transfer additional units 
there. Thus, this bond money could be used to fund the cost of the training building 
and the runway extension, resulting in no cost to the DOD for either of those projects. 

UH-INIAH-IW 

HML-771, A Marine Air Reserve helicopter squadron, was based at NAS South 
Weymouth until 1994, when the squadron was deactivated and its assets transferred to 
Camp Pendleton, California. At one time, this squadron operated up to 12 UH-IN Huey 
helicopters, sharing South Weymouth's Hangar 2 and associated ramp space with 
VMA-322, also now deactivated. The deactivation of HML-771 ended an approximate 
40-year history of Marine Air Reserve helicopter operations at South Weymouth. 

Should VR-62, the present occupants of Hangar 2, be relocated to share Hangar I with 
VP-92, Hangar 2 could once again support a Marine Air Reserve helicopter squadron, 
specifically an HMLA squadron equipped with both UH-IN and AH-IW types of 
aircraft. This type of squadron is typically composed of a total of 18 helicopters -- 6 UH- 
IN and 12 AH-IW. All of these aircraft could easily be stored and maintained within 
Hangar 2 without the need to keep any outside. 

There has been some question in the past as to whether the AH-IW Cobra gunship type 
of aircraft is suitable for operation at South Weymouth. We do not anticipate any 
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difficulties. Specifically, AH-1 Cobra gunships are already commonly used in the 
general area, and frequently visit South Weymouth. Area users of AH-1 gunships 
include the Rhode Island Army National Guard at nearby Quonset State Airport and 
the Massachusetts Army National Guard at Westover ARB. South Weymouth provides 
an ideal location for basing this type of aircraft, since over-the-ocean/beach flying 
training, the most realistic environment for the Marines, is readily available. NAS South 
Weymouth is the owner of 640-acre No Mans Island target range, located only 53 
nautical miles from the base. Although only inert firing is permitted on this range, it 
does provide very valuable training. For those few occasions where the firing of live 
weapons is required, AH-IWs could easily travel to Fort Drum in New York, as the 
Army National Guard Cobra gunship helicopters now do. The Warren Grove range in 
New Jersey is also available. 

Manning a Marine Air Reserve HMLA unit at South Weymouth should not present any 
difficulties. HML-771 was always able to be manned, with many of its former Reserve 
personnel still living in the immediate area. Also, the demographics of the South 
Weyrnouth/Boston area are superb, as noted previously. 

It should be noted that the BSATIBSEC originally proposed a scenario transferring an 
HMLA unit from NAS Atlanta to NAF Washington, with both MCAs New River and 
NS Mayport being considered later as a potential home for this unit. We strongly 
question why South Weymouth was not considered as a site for this squadron, since 
both hangar and apron space are available at essentially no cost and South Weymouth 
has a long history of Marine Air Reserve helicopter operations, including the H-I type 
of aircraft. Marine Air Reserve helicopter squadrons have never been based at 
Washington, New River, or Mayport. 

The F/A-18 is another type of aircraft which could logically be based at NAS South 
Weyrnouth. 

Until VMA-322 was deactivated several years ago, South Weymouth had a history of 
operating tactical jet aircraft of many types for almost 40 years. VMA-322 operated the 
A-4M aircraft at the time of its demise, and it had been originally planned to transition 
this squadron to the F/A-18. 

VMA-322 was housed in Hangar 2 at South Weymouth, sharing that hangar with HML- 
771 for many years. As explained earlier, if the present occupant of Hangar 2 were to be 
relocated so as to share Hanger I with VP-92, Hangar 2 would then be available to 
house and maintain F/A-18 aircraft. Hangar 2 and its associated apron is believed to be 
of sufficient size to accommodate two squadrons of F/A-18s if need be. 

There are many advantages for basing F/A-18s at NAS South Weymouth. Several are 
briefly discussed below: 
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(1) Several over-the-ocean "Warning Areas" (W104, W105, etc.) are located very 
close to South Weymouth, permitting short transit times to and from these areas 
and, thus, allowing maximum training time within the areas. 

(2) Two military operating areas (Condor and Yankee) are located in nearby New 
Hampshire and Maine. VMA-322, when it was based at South Weymouth, made 
frequent use of these MOAs. The Syracuse MOA is located nearby in New York. 

(3) Nearby South Weymouth-owned No Mans Island target range is available for 
use with inert weapons. Live weapons can be employed at locations in New 
York (Fort Drum) or New Jersey (Warren Grove). 

(4) Opportunities abound for Dissimilar Air Combat Training (DACT) with other 
Massachusetts and New England-based tactical jet aircraft. For example, the 
Massachusetts Air National Guard operates F-15 aircraft at Otis Air National 
Guard base, located only 30 nautical miles from South Weymouth. The 
Massachusetts Air National Guard also operates A-10 aircraft, as does the 
Connecticut Air National Guard. F-16s are flown by the Vermont Air National 
Guard. The dual fighter/attack roles of the F/A-18 make the availability of these 
DACT training opportunities and nearby MOAs and warning areas of critical 
importance. 

(5) Practice in-flight refuelling opportunities for the F/A-18s are plentiful in the area. 
For example, the Marine Air Reserve operates a squadron (VMGR-452) of KC- 
130T refuelling aircraft at Stewart ANGB in New York, a base located only 
slightly more than 150 nautical miles away from South Weymouth. That 
squadron frequently supported VMA-322 operations in the past. The New 
Hampsire Air National Guard operates KC-135R refuelling aircraft at nearby 
Pease ANGB. The Maine Air National Guard also operates KC-135 aircraft. 
These squadrons make frequent use of the refuelling tracks located off the 
Massachusetts coast. 

(6) As opposed to the single-runway Reserve bases such as NAS Atlanta, NAS 
Willow Grove, and NAS Fort Worth, for example, NAS South Weymouth has 
two runways oriented at 90 degrees to each other. This configuration almost 
guarantees that the allowable crosswind components of small tactical jet aircraft 
are never exceeded, thus improving safety and permitting operations to occur at 
all times. Flights are never cancelled because of wind conditions nor are landing 
aircraft required to divert to other airfields because of wind conditions. This fact 
is of critical importance for the F/A-18 with its narrow-track landing gear. 

(7) The climate at NAS South Weymouth permits pilots to be trained for operating 
conditions that may be encountered at any potential location throughout the 
world, including conditions of heat, cold, rain, or snow. Pilots must be well 
prepared to operate in any of these conditions, as no one can tell where the next 
world crisis requiring the activation of the Reserves will develop. 
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Concern has been expressed by some about operating F/A-18s in wintry 
conditions. This should not prove to be a problem at South Weymouth. For 
example, F/A-18s are currently operated by Canada, and soon will be operated 
by both Norway and Switzerland. These three countries are among the coldest 
and snowiest in the world. If they can operate F/A-18s under those conditions 
successfully, there is no reason why F/A-18s cannot be operated in less harsh 
conditions at South Weymouth. As stated previously, tactical jet aircraft of 
several types are currently operated successfully in New England. South 
Weymouth itself did so for 40 years. 

(8) F/A-18 engines are manufactured by General Electric in nearby Lynn, 
Massachusetts, only 20 miles from NAS South Weymouth. This closeness 
assures strong and timely product support from the manufacturer, with its 
employees providing a likely source for recruiting squadron maintenance 
personnel. 

F/A-18s, while currently not based at South Weymouth, are very frequent visitors there. 
They can be found on the transient ramp almost every weekend. Again, these aircraft 
do not experience any difficulty in operating from either of South Weymouth's existing 
runways. However, as stated previously, there is an option to extend Runway 17-35 by 
1000 feet, with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts potentially picking up the entire 
cost of that runway extension. 

The Department of the Navy is currently proposing a BRAC redirect which would 
result in two Reserve squadrons (one Navy, one Marine) of F/A-18s originally 
proposed to be transferred from NAS Cecil Field to MCAS Beaufort now being sent 
instead to NAS Atlanta. We would suggest that NAS South Weymouth be considered 
as a site for one or both of those squadrons. Another potential source of Reserve F/A- 
18 aircraft for NAS South Weymouth relates to a Congressionally-mandated study of 
how many Marine Air Reserve F/A-18 squadrons are necessary to fight two wars 
simultaneously. It is conjectured by some that the number of Marine Air Reserve F/A- 
18 squadrons may have to be increased by up to two to meet this requirement. If so, 
South Weymouth would be an ideal location for such basing. In fact, the Marines have 
previously made a committment to South Weymouth with this regard should these two 
squadrons stand up and South Weymouth remain open. 

Manning F/A-18 squadon($ at NAS South Weymouth should, again, not prove to be 
difficult. Many of VMA-322's Reserve personnel still reside in the area. And, as stated 
previously, the area's demographics are superb, rating first in the 1995 Military Value 
matrix of Reserve bases. It should also be noted that during the 1960's before the 
reorganization of the Reserve Forces, NAS South Weymouth was home to two Marine 
Air Reserve jet attack squadrons (VMA-217 and VMA-322) as well as two Naval 
Reserve jet attack squadrons (VA-911 and VA-912). This fact conclusively demonstrates 
the strength of the area's demographics. 
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This type of aircraft could theoretically be supported at NAS South Weymouth, using 
Hangar I and its available apron space, sharing these facilities with VP-92. However, 
the logic of stationing a VMGR squadron at South Weymouth is not strong, given the 
nearby siting of VMGR-452 at Steward ANGB in New York. 

Due to the complexity of this aircraft type and the fact that only one such squadron is 
operated in the entire Naval Air Reserve, its relocation to South Weymouth is very 
unlikely. 

Although not based at either of the two locations listed at the beginning of this text, P- 
3C aircraft are ideal for basing at NAS South Weymouth. This type of aircraft is 
currently utilized by VP-92 at South Weymouth. As stated previously, Hangar 1 and its 
associated aircraft parking apron have the ability to accommodate another VP squadron 
flying P-3Cs. 

GENERAL 

Discussion to this point has indicated several aircraft types which could individually be 
accommodated within existing facilities at NAS South Weymouth. However, it is 
important to note that extensive additional development would be possible at the base 
to serve even more units. Specifically, the so-called East Mat area, once used for the 
outside mooring of blimps, is an area of over 40 acres on which at least two hangars and 
accompanying aprons could easily be constructed. These facilities could serve several 
squadrons, either Reserve or Active Duty. 
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SITING OF RESERVE AVIATION SQUADRONS 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

In its justification for recommending the closure of NAS South Weymouth, the 
Department of the Navy made the following statement: 

''In addition, this recommendation furthers the Departmental preference 
to collocate active and reserve assets and personnel wherever possible to 
enhance the readiness of both." 

Regarding the basing of Reserve squadrons at active duty bases, it would appear that 
the navy itself, irrespective of the above statement, is not convinced of its merits or, at 
the very least, the Navy is inconsistent in its actions. One has to look no further than 
the 1993 closure process to see that actions speak much louder than words with regard 
to the Navy. 

Specifically, the 1993 base closure process resulted in the closure of four Naval Air 
Stations within the Reserve Claimancy; namely, NAS Dallas, NAF Detroit, NAS 
Glenview, and NAS Memphis. The closure of these four bases certainly presented the 
Navy with the perfect opportunity to put its belief of moving reserve squadrons to 
active bases into practice. Yet, not one squadron from any of these four bases has since 
been relocated by the Navy to an active duty base! Rather, the remaining assets from 
these four Reserve bases have all been transferred to other Reserve activities. And, in 
fact, the Navy went so far as to create a new Reserve base! This latter base is located at 
the former Carswell AFB and is in the process of being opened under the new name of 
NAS Fort Worth at a cost of several hundred million dollars. 

The opening of NAS Fort Worth is especially interesting to analyze, since it would 
appear to entirely contradict the Navy's stated preference of collocating reserve and 
active assets. Specifically, the closure of NAS Dallas gave the Navy the chance to 
relocate the Reserve F-14s of VF-201 from NAS Dallas to NAS Oceana, the only active. 
duty base ont he East Coast where F-14s are stationed. Similarly, the Marine Reserve F- 
18s at NAS Dallas could have been relocated to MCAS BEaufort in South Caroling, the 
only active duty Marine Corps base on the East Coast where that type of aircraft is 
stationed. But, when given the opportunity to locate these valuable reserve assets from 
a closing reserve base to an active duty base, the Navy chose not to do so. Apparently, 
the Navy recognizeed that the highly-skilled manpower required to staff these 
squadrons can only be found in highly-populated urban areas where reserve bases have 
traditionally been sited. 

Another aircraft type to be found at the new NAS Forth Worth is the KC-130T tanker 
flown by the Marine Air Reserve. This type of aircraft is flown by squadron VMGR-234, 
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which relocated to Forth Worth from NAS Glenview when the latter Reserve base was 
ordered closed by BRAC 1993. Here was another perfect opportunity whereby this 
squadron could have been moved from Glenview on to an active duty Marine Corps 
Air Station already having this type of aircraft stationed there. MCAS Cherry Point in 
North Carolina is such a base, since it currently is home to two active duty Marine 
Corps squadrons flying the KC-130. But, was this the Marines chosen course of action? 
The answer is no. MCAS Cherry Point is not located in an urban area from which the 
manpower needed to operate this squadron could have been drawn. The nearest major 
urban area is Norfolk, Virginia, slightly more than 150 miles away. Since VMGR-234 
ended up at Fort Worth and not Cherry Point, one could conjecture that it was believed 
that the 150 mile distance was too far to attract Reservists to Cherry Point. Boston to 
Brunswick is also approximatly 150 miles. 

Similar comments to those stated above can also be said for many other types of 
squadrons in the Naval Marine Air Reserve. They would all show this same 
pattern of inconsistencies between the so-called policy of the Navy to locate its Reserve 
squadrons at active-duty bases and the actual actions taken by the Navy in siting these 
squadrons. In the interest of brevity, only the issue of the siting of Reserve P-3 and C- 
130 squadrons will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

There are presently many Reserve P-3 squadrons that are based at Reserve bases. These 
Reserve bases housing P-3 squadrons include NAS Willow Grove (2 squadrons), NAS 
New Orleans, NAF Washington, Moffett Field, and, of course, NAS South Weymouth. 
Additionally, there is a Reserve P-3 squadron at NAS Point Mugu, an active duty base 
but which has no active-duty P-3 squadrons stationed there. If it is so advantageous for 
the Navy to prepose to move VP-92 from NAS South Weymouth to the active duty base 
of NAS Brunswick, why has the Navy not proposed to also relocate the other Reserve P- 
3 squadrons to active duty bases, particularly active duty P-3 bases. The answer is 
simple. All of these Reserve P-3 squadrons, including VP-92 at NAS South Weymouth, 
are located near major population centers where the necessary manpower that these 
large squadrons need to operate can be easily obtained. it makes no sense to remove 
these squadrons' from Reserve bases to remotely-located active duty bases where 
squadron manning would prove to be very difficult, if not impossible. Again, the navy 
apparently recognizes this fact in light of its actions to keep the majority of these 
squadrons at Reserve bases, yet it persists in trying to make an exception out of VP-92 at 
South Weymouth. If a move to active duty bases does not make sense for all of these 
squadrons, then it does not make sense for VP-92 either. 

The C-130T is one of the newest aircraft in the Navy inventory and is operated 
exclusively by the Naval Air Reserve. However, much of the utilization of these aircraft 
is devoted toward the direct support of the active duty Navy throughout the country 
and, literally, around the world. Yet, when the four Reserve squadrons which fly this 
type of aircraft were established, all four were sited at Reserve bases (NAS South 
Weymouth, NAF Washington, NAS New Orleans, and Moffett Field) -- not active duty 
bases. Again, the Navy has apparently recognized that the large manpower 
requirements of these squadrons can only be found in areas of high population densities 
-- areas where Reserve bases, not active duty bases, are typically sited. One can only 
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conclude that moving VR-62 and its C-130s from South Weymouth to Brunswick would 
result in severe manning difficulties for the squadrons. 

The basing practices of the Reserve components of the U.S. Air Force have been 
examined as a comparison with those of the Navy. These components consist of the Air 
National Guard and the Air Force Reserve. The examination indicates that the Air 
Force bases only a relative small percentage of its aviation squadrons at active duty 
bases, and thus appears to indicate that the Air Force apparently does not see any great 
advantages in does so. 

Looking first at the Air National Guard, America's largest aviation reserve force 
according to any definition, that organization, based on 1992 data, operates a total of 98 
aviation squadrons. Of those 98 squadrons, 80 of them are located at civilian airports 
near major population centers where personnel to man those squadrons are readily 
available for recruitment. Only 18 squadrons in the Air National Guard are located 
aboard purely military facilities. Of those latter 18 squadrons, 12 are located at active- 
duty Air Force bases, with the remaining 6 being sited at one Air Force Reserve base 
and 5 Naval Air Stations. 

One might presume that the 12 Air National Guard squadrons located at active-duty 
Air Force Bases are sited at those locations in order to obtain some special advantages as 
a result of that arranoement. However, upon closer examination, this does not appear 

9 
to be the case in most instances. Rather, their location at active-duty bases appears to be 
largely for convenience only. Specifically, of the 12 squadrons, only 3 are located at 
active-duty bases where the active-duty forces fly the same type of aircraft as the Guard 
units stationed at those same bases. For example, the State of Washington Air National 
Guard has a KC-135 squadron stationed at Fairchild AFB, where the active-duty forces 
at that same base also fly the KC-135. These units may, accordingly, have some 
opportunities to work with each other train together. On the other hand, a Kansas Air 
National Guard F-16 tactical fighter squadron stationed at McDonnell AFB presumably 
has few working relationships with the BIB bombers flown by the active-duty forces 
stationed at that same base. 

In summary with regard to the Air National Guard, only 3 out of a total of 98 squadrons 
are based at locations where those squadrons operated the same type of aircraft as their 
active-duty counterparts. This fact would seem to indicate that the Air Force, through 
its National Guard Bureau, does not appear to see major advantages in locating its Air 
National Guard squadrons at active-duty bases and, even when it does locate them at 
those locations, far more often than not the types of squadrons so assigned would 
appear to bear no direct relationship to the active-duty squadrons at those same bases. 

The Air Force Reserve in 1992 had a total of 37 aviation squadrons that actually 
operated their own assigned aircraft. Of those 37 squadrons, 20 were located at active- 
duty Air Force bases. However, only 6 of those 20 fly the same types of aircraft as the 
active forces at those same bases. Once again, it would appear that the basing of Air 
Force Reserve squadrons at active-duty bases is also largely a matter of geographical 
convenience rather than from any perceived military advantage in doing so. 

Siting of Reserve Aviation Squadrons Page 3 of 3 
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April 18, 1995 

John H. Dafton, Secretary 
Department of the Navy 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20350 

Dear Secretary Dalton: 

I am writing to request several items with regard to the Navy's recommendation to 
close Naval Air Station (NAS) South Weymouth. I am working closely with the 
local community to  examine the national security merits of this decision and we 
will b e  presenting our case to the ~ e f e n s e  Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (BRAC) in the coming weeks. 

In i t s  recommendation to close the Weymouth facility, the Navy has indicated that 
it will transfer the Naval Air Reserve assets (specifically a Reserve P-3 squadron), 
equipment, personnel to NAS Brunswick, Maine. Please provide me with the any 
demographic data and analysis used in formulating and justifying this scenario. 

The Navy 's  Analysis and Recommendations (DoD Base Closure and Realignment 
Report t o  the Commission. Volume IV) states that "the Commander-in-Chief, 
Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT), expressed the desirability of having a fully-capable 
operational air' station north of Norfolk, Virginia." (p.D-4) 

Please provide me with the minutes of the BSEC/C/NCLANTFL T discussions with 
regard to the recommended closure of NAS South Weymouth and the retention of  
NAS Atlanta and NAS Brunswick. Also, what "policy imperatives" {DoD Report to 
BRAC, Vo/. /V; p. 12) were developed and justified during these discussions? 
Additionally, please provide me with the minutes of any BSEC/COMNA VRESFOR 8 
C O M A  VAfRRESFOR deliberations on the same subject. 

The Navy's Configuration Analysis with regard to Reserve Air Stations states that 
"only one administrative support-type squadron (e.g., C-9 or C-130) can be 
assigned to any station." (DoD Report to  BRAC, Vol. IV; p.0-3) Please detail the 
rationale for this restriction. 
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In recent years, the Naval Reserve personnel and units have played an important 
role in overseas operations. Please provr'de me with information detailing the 
number of sorties conducted by the Naval Air Reserve in support of operations in 
the former- Yugoslav Republics, Somalia, the Persian Gulf and Haiti. 

With regard to the SECNA VNOTE of December 8, 7993, what procedures wera 
approved for the BSAT's "Internal Audit Control Plan' lDoD Report to BRAC, Vol. 
/V; p. f 0) ro ensure accuracy, cump/efeness, end integrity of the information upon 
which the Secretary of the Navy would base his recommendations for 
c/usure/realignment? Furthermore, what procedures were ernplo yed by the Naval 
Audit Service to validate the accuracy and re/iabi/ity of data provided by 
Department of Navy activities? 

Due to the time restraints involved in the base closure process, I would respectfully 
request a immediate response to these requests. 

I appreciate you attention to this matter, 

With kind regards. 
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I am writing to request that the following issues wi th regard t o  the Navy's process 
and recommendations in targeting NAS South Weymouth for closure be raised at 
next week's BRAC hearing with the Government Accounting Office (GAO). 

In recommending NAS South Weymouth for closure, the Navy apparently 
overlooked two facilities (NAS Atlanta and NAS Fort Worth) with a lower "military 
value," according to  the Navy's own criteria. 

In the case of NAS Atlanta -- which is significantly lower in military value than 
South Weymouth and was initially considered for closure -- the Navy has argued 
that the area is "rich in demographics" and should remain open. Yet the Navy's 
own Military Value Matrix for Reserve Air Stations rates NAS Atlanta last and NAS 
South Weymouth first in demographics. 

In its 1993 report t o  the BRAC, the GAO identified a "problem" with the Navy's 
process in instances when "a base was recommended for closure, even though its 
military value was rated higher than bases that remained open." I see no reason 
that these concerns would not be relevant to the Navy in 1995. While the GAO's 
1995 report describes the Navy's recommendations as "generally sound," does the 
GAO continue to  view the Navy's disregard for military value -- particularly in the 
case of NAS South Weymouth -- as a problem in its decision-making process? 

Again, I respectfully request that the BRAC direct the GAO to  respond to this issue 
during next week's hearing. 

I appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

With kind regards. 

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED OH PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

(61 T )  721-3800 

ARGEO PAUL CELLUCCl 
UElJlEnANr.aovWNCtR 

February 8 ,  1995 
The   on or able John H .  Dalton 
Secretary of the Navy 
1000 Navy Pentaqon 
Washington, D . C .  20350-1000 

Dear Secretary Dalton: 

This letter is t o  follow up on our recent phone conversation 
concerning Naval A i r  Station (NAS) South Weymouth. 

As we discussed, the Massachusetts National Guard is impressed with 
the facilities at NAS South Weymouth and, with the Navy's approval, 
is intszested in locating a unit onto the base. Specifically, the 
Guard is interested in moving a field artillery battalion totaling 
45 full time and 600 part time Guardsmen as well as their trucks, 
howitzers, and other equipment. This is a new, high p r i o r i t y  unit 
that  is assigned t o  the "Contingency -Force Pool." 

Locating t h i s  uni t  onto NAS South Weymouth would require the 
construction of two buildings, one of 85,000 square feet to house 
the military units, and one of 12,000 square feet for the 
maintonance of the ir  equipment. As we discussed, the state could. 
fund such construction from a $100 million capital improvement fund 
intended for the staters military installations, Moreover, the 
state would willingly negotiate with the Navy to fund the 
improvement of other facilities or infrastructure at NAS South 
Weymouth that  would be used jointly by the Guard and Navy 
personnel. As I mentioned, the l e g i s l a t i o n  authorizing t h i s  
capital improvement fund specifies that state funding is available 
only if NAS South Weymouth is enhanced or expanded under the 1995 
base closure process. 

If it is all right with you, I would l i k e  to send m y  staff to 
Washington to discuss t h i s  possible option with your installation 
experts.  Your staff can contact  Jim Kana in my off ice at: (617) 
727-3600. Thanks very much for  your consideration, 

Sincere ly  , 

dhL2, d& 
William F a  Weld 
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SENT BY: 

OBPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
~ C V I C L  OF mc * S U ~ A R T  sccnerw 

(rraTAUltioma ha0 sa-arcwt) 
M a w  nrtaeor 

WbSWIWaTQW. bL 20118'1000 

April 5 ,  1 9 9 5  

The Honorable William F. Weld 
Governor of the Camonwealth 
of Massachusetts 

The State Bouae 
Boston. MA 02133 

Dear Governor Weld: 

Thank you f o= your letter af F e b ~ a y  , a ,  1995 # +.a the 
Secret- of the N a v y  concerning =he Maseaehueetts National 
Guard's intereet in moving a field artillery battalion to the 
Naval Air Station at South Weyuiouth, Maseachu~ttts. I am 
reaponding for Secretary Dalton. 

you haw, . on m c h  1, 1395, the Secretary of Defense 
submitted the Department o f  Defense's recommendations eo the 1995 
Defense B a s e  Closure and Realil~nmenc Cammi~sion and r e c o m d  
cloaure of  Naval Air Station, South Ucymouth: Thus, i f  8ecretat)r 
Perry's ~eeornmendation i a  adopted by the C o d s a i o o  and apprcved 
by the Preeident and Co~grass, the Department of the Navy w i l l  
proceed to close the Air Station wi~hin B ~ X  yeare of the date 
when closure is approved. In that  event, the Departmen+ of the 
m y  could request prepercy at the baee far use by the 
Massachusetts -National Guard1 ta f i'eld artillery battalion- 

Since the focus of the 1995 base closure procesa has now 
sh i f t ed  ta the. Commieaion, however, it may be prudent to defer 
consideration of the G u a r d f  s expression of interest ~ t i l  the 
Cornmission submits its Repolrt to the President on July 1, 1995. 
Durdng =he interim, if I m a y  tie o f  aseistznce,- please call me r t  
(703) 693-4527,  

W e  appreciate your interest in chi8 important matter and 
lcok forward to working with you on all rnaccera related to NIlS 
south Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

 WILL^ ULSSIDY, JR/ 
Deputy Aasist Secretam of the Navy 

(Conversion and Redeuelopmept) 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSE~TS 

ExEcuTrvE DEPARTMENT 
STA7.E HOUSE BOSTON 02733 

(6 17) 727 -3600 

January 9, 1995 ' 

To the Honorahie Senate and House of Representatives: 

Today we are filing zrnendments to Chapter 300 of tile Acts of 1992. The proposd amendments are in 
the spirit of that C!~apter and are dcsignd to anract i r npo~an~  t'ederai facilities to the CommonwcAth. 

As you may know, tJ7i.s year the Uni ted  States Department of Dcfensc will make rccornrncndat.ions 
pursuant to d ~ c  1395 basc closure and realignncnt' process. Tlti; round of base closures is cxpxtcri to 
be the Iugcst in tile !]istory of our country. A number of bases in d ~ e  Com~nonwmlth serve as important 
cconornic engines. In  the a s ?  of H ~ ~ S C O I ~  Air Force Base, a cIclsure would represent a scvcrc canornic 
sccback for dlc enrjre Comrnonwal~~ and New Engfand rczjon since Hanscorn acaunts for over 29,000 . . 
jobs and has an ewncmic jnipact of  53.1 billjon for Massac!iusctts. 

Tnis legislation will make it more attractive for the Department 017Drfense to consolidate closing military 
bases onto our l~ascs in Massu7chusetts rather d!an ciosing our bases and sending them elsewhere. Tne 
bill provides $100 rniIlion in hand autflorizations to iinprove any military inslallation in the 
CommoaweaIti~ thzt is recammended for cnltanccmenr ar expansion during die basc closure process. 

The bill would continue our cammimcnc to providing financial support for dte DFAS Center planned fur 
Southbridge. Tnc amend~nents would exrend such incentives to bring additional jobs to ocher military 
installations in t l ~ c  Commonwe3itl1, including, but not limited to: Hanscom AFB, U.S. Army Laboratory 
at Ndck,  Naval Air Station South Weymouth, and Wesrover Air Reserve Base in Chicopee. 

There arc tens of mousands of jobs and billions of dollars worth of economic dcvelopmcnt resources at 
srakc in the Comrnonwe3itl1 during tltis bass closure round. Tlte proposed bond authorization would give 
our congressional delegation a tangible tool to convince the Defense Department to expand our facilities 
rather tkan close them. We urge your spccdy consideration and approval. 

Respcctfully submitted, 

William F. Weid 
Governor 

Argco Paul ~ d ~ l u c c i  /- 

J,ieulenant Governor 
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1N THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE NL'NDRED AND NINETY- 

; AN ACT 
RELATIVE TO SIMULATING EMPLOYI4ENT ENCOURAGING THE 
S I T I N G  OF CERTAIN FEDERAL FACILITIES IN THE 
C3MMONWEXLTH. 

l3c it enacted l ~ y  I ~ I C  Smrc  and /fousr o/ Rc,7rcscntarivcs in Gcncrol Court asacmblcd, und by (he 
arirhority of tltc samc. as follows: 

S e c t i o n  I of c h a p t e r  300 of t h e  acts of 1992 is hereby 

: amended by inserting after t h e  words  "econcnic a c t i v i t y "  in 

clause (4) the following wards:-;the preservation and enhancement 

. of t h e  commonwealth's high-tach economic base. 

SECTION 2. Chapte r  300 of the acts of 1992 is hereby 

; amended by deleting s e c t i o n  1A and i n s e r t i n g  in place thereof the 

I followl.ng new section:-SECTION 1A. To prov ide  f o r  the projects 

i and expenditures provided for in t h i s  act, the secretary of 

! administration and finance is hereby authorized to spend t h e  sum 
k 
! 
; set forth in s e c t i o n  t w o  of this a c t  for t h e  several  purposes of 
t 
I : this a c t ,  subject to the c o n d i t i o n s  specified unde r  the 

i 

$ 
NOTE, - Usc ONE side of papor ONLY. DOUBLE SPACE. Insert additional Icavcs, if necessary. 

! 
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i 
. . provisions of this a c t  and subject to the p r o v i s i o n s  of l a w  

regulating the disbursement o f  pubiic funds and t h e  app rova l  
> 

thereof. 

SSCTION 3 .  Item 1599-8000 in section 2 of chapter 300 of 

the ac ts  c f  1992 is hereby amended by i n s e r t i n g  after the word 

t*Southbridgelf i n  line 4 tbe following wards : -or f c r  capita!. 

projects to enhance or exaand o the r  United States Department of 

Defense facilities i n  t he  commonwealth. 
r 

SECTION 4.. Item 1539-8000 in section 2 of chapter 300 of 

the ac ts  of L99i is hereby  furxher amended by inserting a f t e r  the 

word flrequircments" in line 9 the following words:-,or other 

United States Gepartaent cf C e f e n s e  r e q u i r e m e n t s .  

SECTION 5 .  Item 1599-8000 in sec t i o r .  2 of chapter 300 of 

the acts of 1992 is hereby further amended by inserting after the 

word l a S o ~ t h S r i d g e H  in line 21 the following words: -or enhance or 

expand other U n i t e d  S ia tes  Department of D e f e n s e  facilities in 

the commonweal.th. 

S lCTTON G .  Section 3 of chapter 300 of t h e  acts of 1992 is 

: hereby amended by insertins after the word "Southbridgefl in t h e  

d e f i n i t i o n  of "Selected Si te"  the fallowing words: -, or any U n i t e d  
I 

States Department of Defense facility in the commonwealth 

' selected for enhancement or expansion as the result of tho 1995 

base closure and rea l . ignment  process. 



I 
! SECTION 7. Section 3 of chapter 300 o f  the acts of 1992 is 

hereby further amended by inserting a f t e r  the Word Mchosenfl i n  
I 

line 8 the f o l l o w i n g  w a r d s : - i n c l u d i n g  any land o r  buildings, or 

i n t e r e s t  t h e r e i n ,  necessary t o  carry out the purgases of t h i s  

1 A c t .  

SZCTION 8 .  Section 4 of chapter 300 of t h e  acts of 1 9 9 2  is 

hereby amended by i n s e r t i n 5  a f ter  t h e  word M f a c i l i t i e s N  in line 4 

t h e  fo l lowing  words:-or upon n o t i f i c a t i o n  by t h e  United S t a t e s  

DeparLnenr of Oofense to the base ccmmander or facility 

adsinistrator cf a Degartinent of Defense f a c i l i t y  that t h e  

: facility has keen selected f o r  enhancement o r  expansion as tSe 

resul t  of the 1995 base c losu re  and realignment process. 

SZCTXON 9, Sec t ion  4 of c h a p t e r  300 of the acts of 1992 is 

j hereby further amended by  inssrtinq after the word 'frequirements" 

; in line 12 the fo1.lowing words:-or o t h e r  United States Department 

of Defense requirements .  

SECTION 1 0 ,  Section 4 of chapter 300 o f  t h e  acts of 1 9 9 2  is , . 

hereby further amended by inserting after the word lfServicestt in 

line 6 of paragraph (c) the following words:- or o t h e r  United 

States Department of Defense requirements. 

SECTION 11. s e c t i o n  5 of chapter  3 0 0  of the acts of 1992 is . 

hereby amended by adding after the word lffacilitiesu in line 7 

the following words:-cr prior ta t h e  notification by the U n i t e d  





the axpenditrrres necessary i n  car ry ing  o u t  t be  provisions of this 

act, t h e  s t a t e  treasurer shall, upon request of the  governcr ,  

issue and s e l l  bonds of t h e  commonwealth, i n  a n  amount t c  h e  

specified by the  governor from time t o  time, but not exceeding, 

in t he  aggragate, the sum of one hundred m i l l i o n  d o l l a r s .  S a i d  

bonds shall only be issued and sold a f t e r  f i n a l  approval by the 

Unitad S t a t e s  Congress cf the rec?mmendation of the Departnent of 

Defense t o  locate s a i d  l i n a n c s  and Accounr ing  Services Facility 

i n  the town of Souchbridge or after final. approva l  by the United 

States Congress of a recommendation from t h e  Base ReaLignment and 

, Closure Commission to enhance cr  expand o t h e r  United S t a t e s  

Department of Defcnse facilities i n  t b e  commonwealth. A1.l bonds 

issued by t h e  commonwealtS, a s  aforesaid, s h a l l  be des ignated  on 

t h e i r  face, Federal  laciliiies Enhancement A c t  cf 1 9 S 5 ,  and s h a l l  . 
be issued f o r  such maximum t+m of y e a r s ,  not exceeding t h i r t y  

I 

years, as the qoveenor may recomniend t o  t h e  general. court 

pursuant t o  Section 2 of Art ic le  LXII of t h e  Amendments t o  t h e  

~ o n s t i t u t i o n  of t h e  commcnweaith; provided, however,  that all 

such bonds shall be payable n o t  Later than December thirty-first, 

t two thousand and thirty. Bonds and the in teres t  therean issued 

under the authority cf this section, n o t v i t h s t a n d i n g  any othar 

prov i s ions  of this act, shall be general obligations of the 

commonwealth. 

i SECTION 17. Chapter 300 o f  t h e  acts of 1 9 9 2  is hereby 
i 

amended by a d d i n g  t h e  fol lowing new section:-SECTION 8 8 .  The 
I 

state treasurer may borrow from t i m e  to time on the credit of the 



commonwealth such sums of money as may be necessary f o r  the 

purposes of meeting payments as author ized  by t h i s  ac t  and may 

issue and renew from time to time notes of the commonwealth 

therefor, tearing i n t o r e s t  payabic at such time and at such rates 

as shall be f ixed  by the s t a t e  treasurer. Such notes  s h a l l  be 

issued and may be renewed one or more times f o r  such tern, not 

exceeding one y e a r ,  a s  the goverJor may recommend t o  the general 

court in accordance with Section 3 of A r t i c l e  LXII of the 

Amendments to the Constitution of the commonwealth, but the final 

maturities of such notes, whether  o r i g i n a l  or renewal, s h a l l  n o t  

be l a t e r  than June thirtieth, two  thousand and seven. Noces and 

interest thereon i s sued  under t he  a u t h o r i t y  of this act, 

notsdithstanding any o t h e r  prevision of this act, s h a l l  be general 

obliqations of t h e  commonwealth, . 

TOTRL P. Q5 
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Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Welcome Aboard 
1 I 

19June1995 

Base Realignment and Closure 
Commissioner . Al Cornella 

Commanding Officer 
Captain R. A. Duetsch 

Executive Officer 
Commander S. A. Beaton. . . 
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Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Naval Air Reserve Units 

(Drill On - Site) 
- USS John F. Kennedy 

CV-67 (2-Units) 

- Naval Station, Rota 

Spain Support Unit 

I - Naval Air Systems 1 Command (2-Units) 

- Navai Meteorology and 

Oceanography Reserve Activity Unit 

- Naval Air Station, South 1 - Fleet Support Squadron 

- Medical Marlne Air 

Group Support Unit 

Weymouth Support Unit 

- Medical / Dental 

Support Unlt 

Component Unit 

- Mobilization Assignment 

Control Group Unit 

- Volunteer Training 

Unlt (2-Units) 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Naval Air Reserve Units 

(Intelligence Units - Drill On-Site) 

c Atlantic Intelligence Command 
2-Units 

c Office of Naval lntelligence Unit 

Reserve lntelligence Area Commander Unit 

c lntelligence Volunteer Training Unit 

c Naval Security Group Unit 

lntelligence Specialist "A" School 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Naval Air Reserve Units 

(Drill Off-Site) 

Tactical Support Center, NAS Brunswick 
(Punits) 

t Defense Plant Representative Office Sikorsky Unit 

t Defense Plant Representative Office GE Lynn Unit 

Defense Plant Representative Office Grumman Unit 

Naval Intelligence Service Regional Office Unit 

t Office of Naval Intelligence Unit 



I I Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth I i 
Personnel 

- NAS I 442 i 936 / 154 1 275 
Active 

- Tenant 

Aviation Squadrons 

Naval Reserve Center 

SELRES 
Drill On 1 Off 

Other Non-Aviation 

Marines 

TOTAL 
- New England 

Demographics 

CIV 

0 1 0  

393 / 0  

2,381 
- No Airlift Support 

Required For Any 

Drilling Unit 



I 1 Naval Air Station, South Weymouth I / 
Facilities 

1,442 Acres. Overlies towns of Weymouth, 
Rockland & Abington. Adjoins Hingham. 

b 2 Hangars: Hgr. 1 - 54,000 sq.ft. 
Hgr. 2 - 38,400 sq.ft. 

2 Runways: Rwy. 8/26 - 6,000' x 150' 
RWY. 1 7/35 - 7,000' x 200' 

No Man's Island Target Range 
- Aerial Bombing & Strafing (Unmanned) 
- Restricted Area R - 41 05 
- 53 n.m. South of NAS South Weymouth 
- 2.7 n.m. South of Martha's Vineyard Island 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Facilities (Continued) 

Family Housing - 365 Units in Three Locations 
- South Weymouth - 165 
- Quincy: Squantum - 57, Naval Terrace - 48 
- Otis ANGB - 95 (Cape Cod) 

BOQ - Capacity: 11 4 

BEQ (3 Buildings) - Capacity: 220 
- Runner-up for "Innkeeper of the Year" Award. 
- Recently Received Four Star Rating. 

Galley - Full Service - Capacity: 165 
- Semi Finalist for NEY Award. 

MWR - Fitness Center / Bowling Alley 
- Youth / Child Development Centers 
- Auto Hobby / Rental Centers 
- 2 All Hands Clubs 
- Swimming Pool 

Medical / Dental Clinic 

Navy Exchange 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth I! 
Facilities (Continued) 

Aircraft Intermediate ~aintenance Dept. - 44, 768 sq.ft. 1 1  

Quality Assurance 1 Materials Control 

I 

-- 

Production Control 

Avionics 

- Radios 

- Navigation 

- Batteries 

Maintenance Admin 

Powerplants 

- T-56 Engines 

- Propellers 

- Aux. Power Units 

Support Equipment 

- Tow Tractors 

- Starting Units 

Airframes 

- Inspections 

- Hydraulics 

- Painting 

/ - Deicers 

Aviator's Equipment 

- Parachutes 

- Survival Gear 

Armament Equlpment 

- Bomb Racks 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Facilities (Continued) 
Weapons / Magazines 

r 3 Active Magazines - 4,164 sq.ft. 
- Bldgs. 92, 93 & 94 
- 1,388 sq.ft. each 

2 Inactive Magazines - 1,492 sq.ft. 
- Bldg. 51 - 1,352 sq.ft. 
- Bldg. 52 - 140 sq.ft. 

c Weapons Build-Up 
- Missiles 
- Mines 

P Small Arms 
- Procurement 
- Storage 
- Maintenance 







Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Recent Construction 

Project 1 Status 
Air Traffic Control Tower / GCA I Framed 

FAA Weather Radar 

New PSD 

New Reserve Center 

Fire Station Addition 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

75% Complete 

AlMD HVAC Complete 

Navy Exchange Store Rehab / In Progress 

I I 

-- -- -- - -  -- - -  - -- - -- 15. -- _ _  - ___--___- _ 





I I Naval Air Station, South Weymouth I I 
Operating Costs 

I 

1 FY-94 
/ (Millions) 

-- - - - - - - - - -- 1 - --_ - 

CIVPERS - Air Station (Appropriated) ; 7.8 

Base Communications 

Flight Operations 

FY-95 
(Millions) 

Quarters 
1 
I 
I 
I 0.3 1 0.1 I / 
1 

Base Operating Support I 
i 2.5 1 2.6 I I 

Morale, Welfare & Recreation 1 0.2 1 0.2 
1 I I 

Utilities 
I 
i 

1 
1.0 1 1.1 

Environmental I I 
1 

0.5 1 0.3 I I 
Maintenance, Repair of Property 

TOTAL 
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I! Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Demographics 

- ---- 

I 
Concentration of Reservists Who Drill at NAS 

Within 50 miles 574 

50 to 100 miles 21 9 

Outside 100 miles 298* 



DEMOGRAPHICS BY STATE 
PERSONNEL HOME SITES 

- 
PERCENTAGES 

ME m 
CT . 
NH la 
RI 
NY . 
VT B 
Other. 
--- 















Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Quincy Housing Areas 

Squantum Gardens / Naval Terrace 





I/ NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

I MISSION 

To Provide a Highly Capable and Motivated Force Ready to 
Meet the Challenges of Mobilization, Crisis Response, and 
Peace Time Support. 

VISION 

To Set the Standard of Excellence for the Naval Reserve Force 
by being the Safest, Most Effective and Efficient Naval Reserve 
Activity. We Will Provide the Highest Quality Support Service 
and Training to Our Customers. Our Commitment of Quality is 
Founded on Open Communications, Individual Worth, Team 
Spirit, Professional Excellence, Accountability, Innovation, 
and Process improvement. 



- A SURFACE RESERVE COMMAND 

NAVAL RESERVE 

NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

- Surface Ships, Submarines, Construction Battalion, 
Special Operations, Supply Support, Expeditionary 
Logistics Force (1 00% Reserve). 

SURFACE AIR 







- Only Site in United States That Physically 
Shares Existing Assets ... We Use NAS (Air) Spaces 

- Air Units Drill Two Weekends (NAS) 

NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

- Surface Units Drill Two Weekends (One Weekend Offsite) 

- We Are the Largest Reserve Center in New England 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 
Where We Drill (IDT) 

BLUE Weekend (Offsite) 

4th MARDIV 1/25 CNCWU 201 
(Camp Edwards, MA) (Boston, MA) 

COMSUBGRU 2 DET 101 SUBLANTREL 101 

(Groton, CT) (Groton, CT) 

NAVlNFO NE BOS 101 ONR TECH 201 

(Boston, MA) (Boston, MA) 

NSY PORTS NH 201 DCMD BOSTON A101 

(Portsmouth, NH) (Boston, MA) 



1 NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH I( 
Where We Drill (IDT) 

GOLD Weekend (Local) 

INSHORE BOAT UNIT DET 201 MSCCFN SEA 101 

ABFC D3A TANK FARM El01 

NH LONG BEACH 301 

NMCB 27 DET 1627 

NCSO NOREUR 301 

VTU 1005R 

SSB 

NDCL NEWPORT COMSCEUR 101 

SPAWAR HQ 101 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH )I 
PERSONNEL 

TOTAL - 569 (See Note) 
- 292 ENLISTED 

2. FTS (FULL TIME SUPPORT) TARSJUSN 

- 2 OFFICERS 
TOTAL - 24 

- 22 ENLISTED 

** NOTE: This Includes MlUW Support 11 Officers 
and 51 Enlisted NB Portsmouth. 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

FACILITY 
* 7,500 Sq. Ft. Building 17 (Mobilization Cell) 

(1 Large Conference Room) 
(1 Class Room) 

* Use of NAS South Weymouth (Hangar I ) ,  15,000 Sq. Ft. 

34 Class Rooms (Co-Share with NAS) 
Large Drill Hall (Hangar Deck) 
21 UnitJStaff Offices (Co-Share with NAS) 

* Training Assets 

Comprehensive Training Library 
Audio Visual Equipment 
Professional l nstructors 

* Professional, Motivated Full Time Support Staff 



! 

NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

BRAC 95 

DoD Recommendation: 

Re-establish Naval Reserve Center, Quincy, MA, 
and Change the Receiving Site Specified by the 1993 
Commission (1 993 Commission Report, Page 1-64) for 
Consolidation of Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Center, 
Lawrence, MA, Naval Reserve Center, Chicopee, MA, and 
Naval Reserve Center, Quincy, MA, from "NAS South Weymouth, 
MA" to "Naval Reserve Center, Quincy, Massachusetts." 



\ -- 

NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

BRAC 95 
(Where Personnel Live) 

SELRES % Outside 50 Miles from NAS South Weymouth: 

Total Numbers (1 10 i 507) (See Note 1) 

21 % Total 

FTS (Full Time Active) % Living in Abington, Rockland, 
or South Weymouth: 

Total Numbers (2 + 24) 

4% Total 

* Note I *  These Numbers Do Not Include MIUW. 





NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

BRAC 95 

PLANNING ONLY 

- If DoD Recommendation Accepted. 

- Relocate EquipIFurniture (OCT 97) 

- REHAB 85 Sea Street Quincy, MA. 

85 Sea Street 

- Approx 35,000 Sq. Ft. 

- Built 1957 
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NAVAL RESERVE CENTER, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

C 

Our CNCWU Unit Supported 

Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY - Haiti 

From Oct 94 to Dec 94. 

Mobilized 17 Individuals for 3 Months. 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

ACTIVE DUTY RESERVES 
OFFICERS 8 67 

ENLISTED 109 140 

Total Personnel 

10 P-3C I1 AIRCRAFT 
12 COMBAT AIRCREW 





Naval Air Station, South Weymputh 

-- -- 

MAINTENANCE TEAM 

I I 

1993 - WINNER OF GOLDEN WRENCH AWARD 
FOR MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE 

1994 - COMRESPATWINGLANT RUNNER-UP 
FOR GOLDEN WRENCH AWARD 





Naval Air Station, South weymouth 

t OUT CONUS DETS 

Roosevelt Roads - 6 Weeks 
85 Personnel / Counter Narcotics 

P Roosevelt Roads - 5 Weeks 
68 Personnel / Operat ions Support Democracy (Haiti) 

t Rio DeJaniero - 2 112 Weeks 
38 Personnel / UNITAS 35-94 

t Roosevelt Roads - 2 Weeks 
34 Personnel / Counter Narcotics 

t 13 CREWS FOR 15 WEEKS = 1994 MAJOR COMMITMENTS 



-- 

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

CONUS OPERATIONS 

P Brunswick - 4 Surface Surveillance Flts 

P Jacksonville - 2 Surface Surveillance Flts 

t Brunswick - 4 Submarine Support Flts 

r Jacksonville - 12 Torpex Events 
(Actually 6 Flts / 1 2 Quais) 

Brunswick / Jacksonville - 3 ASW Exercise Events 

South Weymouth - Expendable Mobile ASW Training Target 
(EMATT) Testing & Certification (1 Crew, 1 Week) 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

VP-92 
t 1994 RESULTS 

Won an Unprecedented Four COMRESPATWINGLANT Crew of 
the Quarter Awards for Combat Aircrew Excellence. 

COMRESPATWINGLANT Bloodhound Award for Torpedo 
Delivery Excellence 

COMRESPATWINGLANT Runner-Up for Battle "El' for 
Combat Excellence 















A professional, fully trained, and well 
equipped Fleet Logistics Support 

Squadron providing 
World-Wide Iogisitics support to the 
fleet in a constantly changing arena 

of operations through 
Total Quality Leadership and 

Personal Excellence. 



* VR-62 - South Weymouth 

* VR-55 - NAR Santa Clara 
(Moffett Federal Field) 

* VR-54 - New Orleans 

* VR-53 - Washington DC 
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HOMEPORT CHANGE ISSUES 
NAS South Weymouth to NAS Brunswick 

PERSONNEL 

* PCS moves 
- 5 officers 
- 80 enlisted 

pV 

* Home Owners Assistance Program. C8' 
- 15% of Squadron TAR Members ale Homeowners. 

* 53% of Affiliated SELRES Members Reside 
Within 50 Miles of South Weymouth 

* SELRES RETENTION 

- Enlisted: On board Willing to Relocate 
56 30 21% 

- Officers: On board Willing to Relocate 
27 27 100% 



4 Aircraft Hangared 

2 Aircraft Hangared 
40' EntryJ43'Bay 

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
HANGAR: 

Hangar Bay 80,000 sq. ft. 

Min Height 40,000 sq. ft. 

SUPPORT WORKSPACES: 
Offices, Workcenters, 
Equipment and Storage 

RAMP AREA 

24,000 sq. ft. 

296,000 sq. ft. 









SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

MASS - 6 
I 

Marine Air Support Squadron - 6 

t Mission: 
Air Control Agency Responsible for 
the Direction of Air Operations 
Directly Supporting Ground Forces. 

t Equipment: 
ANJTSQ-55 Communications Shelters 
ANJUYQ-3A 1 I 11 

Motor Transport Equipment 
Generators 



SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

MWSS -474 Det, B 
Marine Wing Support Squadron 474 Detachment B 

Mission: 
Provide Aviation Ground Support to the 
Marine Aviation Combat Element to include: 
Engineer, Utilities & Motor Transport. 

Equipment: 
Engineer Heavy Equipment 
Utilities Equipment 
Motor Transport Equipment 





SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

PERSONNEL "ON HAND1' STRENGTHS 11 
AS OF 311 5/95 ACTIVE SMCR 

MASS-6 

MWSS 474 DET 6 

MOB 

MTU 

PSRO 

ATTACHED PERSONNEL 

TOTAL 

OTHER 

4th MAINTENANCE ORDNANCE TEAM 



< 

I 

SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

FACILITIES 
r CURRENTLY OCCUPY APPROX. 24,000 Sq. Ft. 

- Buildings 81 , 1 40, 1 32 and 82 (Hangar 2) 
- On Hold Construction for 4th Maintenance Ordnance 

Contact Team, Lawrence, MA 

t FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
- 33,800 Sq. Ft. for Reserve Center 
- 4,848 Sq. Ft. for Vehicle Maintenance 
- 800 Sq. Ft. for Armory 
- 5 Acres Minimum for Vehicle Lot and Antenna Farm 

t ESTIMATED NEW CONSTRUCTION COST For Stand-Alone 
Facility is $5.4 Milliop Dollars Based on DD Form 1391 
MILCON Documentation Completed at Marine Forces 
Reserve, New Orleans, LA 



I 

SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT 

BRAC 95 CONCERNS .., 

p RELOCATION SITE(S) ? 
- OTIS ANGBIMASS MILITARY RESERVATION 
- WESTOVER AFB 
- FORT DEVENS 
- HANSCOM AFB 

r 1997 -OPERATIONAL CLOSURE OF NAS 

r 71 % OF DRILLING MARINES RESIDE WITHIN 50 MILES 





Patrol Squadron 92 

Sigonella Detachment 
February 18,1995 - April 8,1995 

Commander James A. Cunningham 
Commanding Oficer 

Commander Sean R O'Neil 
Executive Oficer 









FLIGHT HOUR SUMMARY 

Sharp Guard 
371.8 s140Flts Hi 

Noble 

Pilot Trng 

/ 5m9 

\ 
PMCF 

1.0 Hrs12 Flts 

19.9 Hrsl4 Flts \ 145.1 HrsI27 Flts 

Sharem I11 Passex/TOO 
5.2 Hrsll Flt 17.4 HrsI3 Flts 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 4 
Patrol Squadron 92 



SHARP GUARD SUMMARY 

PROGRAMED FLOWN 

Completed 40 of 41 scheduled missions for 97% completion rate. 
AN events were armedflls I S 0  CTG 440.1. Normal load= 2 MK-20 Rockeye. 2 MK-46 Torpedos. 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 5 Patrol Squadron 92 



SUB SURFACE CTC 

/ - -" - - - /  

Noble Dina Passex Sharem Total Sub Surface 

Total number of qualifications = 10 
Total number of ON-TOPS = 3 
One crew Maverick qualified. 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 6 
Patrol Squadron 92 



EXPENDITURES 

EMA TT MK-39 

Total Cat A Cat B/C 

9 2 7 

,@".T,.. 

7 
Patrol Squadron 92 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic @- 



DATA LINK SUMMARY 
Attempted hours VS successful hours 

Attempted 
323.7 

Succes 
279. 

49 Greened events/41 successfully linked. 
86.3% successful Data Link hours. 

8 
Patrol Squadron 92 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 



VP-92 MISSION CAPABILITY 
SIGONELLA, ITALY 
15 FEB - 08 APR 1995 

PMCM=5.8% 
NMCM=3.3 % 205.3 Hrs NMCS=0.8% 

1 15.9 Hrs \ / 27.6 Hrs 

PMCS=4.6% 
163.6 Hrs FMC=85.5% 

3015.6 Hrs 

I EIS=3528 HRS I 1 3384.5 HRS 1 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 9 
Patrol Squadron 92 



PATRON SIGONELLA MISSION CAPABILITY SUMMARY 
SIGONELLA, I T L Y  

Zntergration with VP-92 increased manhours 1034.8, MC 6.7%, and FMC 14%. 

MAN HOURS 

10 
Patrol Squadron 92 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 

FEB 
14,901.2 

MAR 
15,936 



ACFT MISSION CAPABILITY SUMMARY 
SIGONELLA, ITALY 

15 FEB - 08APR 1995 

11 
Patrol Squadron 92 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 



VP-92 DMMH per Flt Hour 
SIGONELLA, ITALY 

15 FEB - 08 APR 1995 

o r -  -1- - 

- - 

- 

FLT HRS I 531.1 1 284.8 

DMMHm 

12 
Patrol Squadron 92 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 

SIG HOME 
6.8 16.9 



SAFETY AWARENESS 

The seamless integration and demanding 
operational tempo was the challenge 
faced by W-92  and PATRON SIG. 
Safety was the number one priority. 

Preparation and professionalism allowed 
W-92 to meet the challenge and set the 

standard for safety during this 
challenging detachment. 

Patrol Squadron 92 
13 

I 
Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 



Upcoming Commitments For FY-95: 

May 1995 NATOPS Eva1 
Maintenance SA V 

June 1995 Change of Command 

June - August Carribean Detachment 

August 1995 0 PS/Tra in ing/Sa fe ty/Admin SA V 

September 1995 NAS South Wey C. I. 

14 
Patrol Squadron 92 

Commander Reserve Patrol Wing Atlantic 
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HOUSING O F F I C E  - BLDG. 141 



A I R  TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER - BLDG. 77 











PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT - BLDG. 2 

. - - 











- 
NAVAL RESERVE CENTER - BLDG. 1 7  





L RESERM CEN'ER 

NAVAL RESERVE CENTER - BLDG. 17 















GYMNASIUM - BLDG. 121  






